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1.

Executive Summary

This Deliverable D4.4 “Detailed running gear and wagon design concept” describes the detailed
design of a new concept for the core market wagon design. Firstly, the needs and the challenges
of the actual market for freight wagons are listed in order to address the objectives and define
the target parameters for the new freight wagon.
Different subsystems of the wagon are developed and virtually designed as 3D model to be
assessed, comprehensively analysed and compared. The assembly is taken into account from the
beginning to provide an easier implementation of the new concept. This document focus on:
•

Wagon structure and chassis. The design of the wagon structure describes the coupling
system, the adjustable end carriages, as well as the buffer compensation and it includes a
structural analysis with different load schemes and boundary conditions.

•

Bogies and wheelset concepts. For this part, the use of break disks as a breaking system is
defined in order to significantly reduce the noise level, and this document presents
investigations focused on novel wheelset design and materials. Therefore, it is important
the definition of wheel material, axle material as well as definition of noise damping
systems for wheels.

To complete the definition of the new core market wagon concept, the report refers to a vehicletrack interaction study in form of a scientific paper submitted (an International Journal on the
Science and Technology of Friction, Lubrication and Wear, see Appendix).
Results of adapted experimental methods for freight train aerodynamics, measures for optimized
train aerodynamics/acoustics and aerodynamically driven inputs for driving dynamics are
included in deliverable D4.2 “Optimized acoustic and aerodynamic characteristics”.
Finally, a Life Cycle Cost (LCC) associated to a new rolling stock are wheel and infrastructure
maintenance is carried out to define important KPIs for vehicle and track infrastructure, present
vehicle and directly infrastructure maintenance cost, and propose a maintenance plan.
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2.

Abbreviations and acronyms
Abbreviation / Acronyms

RCF
HTP
FCG
CT
NN

3.

Description
Rolling Contact Fatigue
High Pressure Torsion
Fatigue Crack Growth
Compact Tension
Neural Network

Background

The present document constitutes the Deliverable D4.4 “Detailed running gear and wagon
design concept” in the framework of the TD5.3, tasks 5.3.1, 5.3.2 and task 5.3.3 of IP5 of the
current revised MAAP.

4.

Objective/Aim

Work package 4 “Running Gear, Core and Extended market wagon” targets to create the
framework and functional requirements to reach the objectives of develop wagons and running
gear which are based on 5L (low-noise, lightweight, long running, logistic capable, LCC-oriented)
concept.
Therefore in WP4, according to Task 5.3.0 Scanning of Innovations in TD5.3 Wagon Design of the
Multi-Annual Action Plan, new designs and new production methods, as well as alternative
materials for wagons and running gears were analysed. State of the art technologies and
relevant research activities regarding all relevant aspects of freight transport were covered in the
D4.1. Based on a market analysis carried out, several concepts were developed and assessed.
Initial investigations on vehicle-track interaction (vehicle dynamics, wheel-rail wear and damage,
etc.) and strength were carried out. Life cycle costs (LCC) was assessed (interaction with
Universal Cost Model from Roll2Rail) resulting in a prioritized concept.
This document, deliverable 4.4 “Detailed running gear and wagon design concept” will give a
description of a prioritized and selected concept. In detail, the existing concepts of running gears
and wagon design technologies including wheel sets and braking technologies were developed.
The production technologies involving the applied new materials, joining and production
methods are described. This concept was developed as basis for and a technical demonstrator of
the next generation Running Gear and Core Market Wagon was built. Detailed investigations on
vehicle track interaction and LCC based on the detailed design and demonstrator was carried out
and results integrated into the concept.
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The focus of the extended market design was set on optimizing the acoustic and aerodynamic
characteristics of the wagon design. It includes a basis for improved cross wind stability and the
determination of aerodynamic forces as an input for the running dynamics. By this the work
contributes to the safe transportation of dangerous goods. Additionally, the activities were
focused on improved freight train compositions in terms of lowest aerodynamic drag and
therewith reduced energy consumption. Operational measures will further increase rail freight's
energy efficiency in terms of aerodynamic resistance. The work shows how the sequence of
wagons in a train formation can improve aerodynamic resistance. Acoustic and aero acoustic
noise sources were identified and evaluated for potential reduction.

5.

Core Market Wagon Design Concepts

5.1. Concept of Habbii(ll)ns Wagons
The advantage of Special covered wagons with sliding walls is mainly the fast loading and
unloading with palletised goods using fork-lift trucks. The present-day standard wagon for
moisture-susceptible palletised goods has sliding sides rather than fixed side walls, which
enables access to the entire loading area for loading and unloading. These wagons with sliding
walls or sides did not evolve from the original covered wagon, but were derived in the 1950s
from wagons with sliding roofs and sides.
Easy handling enables opening of half of the wagon wall and part of the roof at the same time
and makes the use of various mechanical devices for loading and unloading possible.
Sliding-wall wagons are often fitted with partitions that prevent the goods sliding back and forth
in the wagon and some are lockable. This is particularly useful if the wagon is not fully loaded.
However the use of partitions reduces the available loading area.
In addition to making best use of the loading area there has been a trend towards large- volume
wagons, which make maximum use of the available loading gauge. However they need to take
account of the fact that in many countries the permitted loading gauge varies and this reduces
the interoperability of this vehicle.
Among covered wagons only modern sliding wall wagons will continue to operate in the EU fleet
in the future. Many of the existing wagons of this type have problems in the operation. Whether
they have problems related to their reliability or related to the operation itself and also
maintenance and control. On the basis of specified information, but mainly on the basis of a
market analysis, Tatravagonka a.s. decided to develop a new bogie wagon of Habbiins type,
which represents a wagon for the Core Market.
Of course, The Core Market Wagon (CMW) of the future has to follow "5L" requirements with
all impacts on materials, technologies, components. But we cannot forget that it is still the CMW,
it means that selection of materials is limited to the standard steel, high-strength steel and also
aluminium in this case. Still, they are more or less standard materials, which are commonly used
in the railway freight transport. In this case, the Extended Market Wagon is more opened, and
application of non-standard materials is expected here, such as composite materials.
G A H2020 – 730617
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The next difference between The Extended and Core Market Wagon is that the Core Market
Wagon has to comply with both present and future needs of end-users. In order to make the
wagon competitive at the international level, many improvements were performed, by which all
shortcomings of covered wagon with sliding side walls manufactured so far were removed. But
the aim was to achieve much more. After optimisation of the design and the control
mechanisms, we have developed a wagon that excels thanks to its parameters and properties. At
the same time, requirements for operation, maintenance and compatibility are met in the same
way than in standard UIC, TSI bogie wagons.
Core Market Wagon fulfil all requirements for interoperability, safety and operation on European
infrastructure according to TSI, UIC, RIV (AVV), ERRI and EN rules and standards.
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LoB(mm)

Volume(m3)

Figure 1: Comparison of Habbi(ll)ns(s) wagons according to LoB and Volume.

From the running gear point of view, the CMW – Habbii(ll)ns is designed so that it is possible to
install existing standard bogies of Y25 family underneath the wagon. As development of the
wagon is based mainly on “5L” basis, the wagon was also designed for installation of the new
track friendly FR8RAIL – bogie with prolonged wheel base of 2000 mm. The aim was to meet the
5L requirements – specifically low noise, long running and LCC oriented, but mainly to increase
the running stability at greater speeds.
„5 L“ requirements were met by means of the following measures:
•

Low noise
Pass by Noise (TVP-FR8RAIL Bogie)
The bogie equipped with the disc brake, wheelset with optimised wheel disc with a
possibility to be equipped with the noise absorber. The specified measure significantly
reduced pass by noise in comparison with the existing wagons equipped with the
standard Y25 bogies.
Squeal Noise (TVP-FR8RAIL Bogie)
Thanks to double-sided damper piston in guiding and mechanism of wheelset connection
by means of the U-frame and the cross coupling, radial adjustment of the wheelset during
curve negotiation with small radiuses is provided. This measure reduces the force ratios in
the wheel-rail contact, which results in reduction of unpleasant squealing noise. The level
of the squealing noise can be additionally reduced by application of special absorbers
directly on the rim and the disc of the wheels.

•

Lightweight
The aim of the wagon design optimisation was to achieve as low weight as possible with
preserving required loading conditions, so that sufficient operational life and reliability of
the design is provided. It was achieved also by means of application of high-strength steel
and aluminium.
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•

Long-running
During wagon development, a strong emphasis was put upon reliability of the
construction, upon sufficient strength and operational life respectively. It resulted in
significant reduction of potential repairs and service activities. In comparison with the
standard Y25 bogie, TF bogie TVP-FR8RAIL provides greater mileage, approximately by
30%, without necessity to re-profile wheels.

•

Logistic capable
The wagon is optimized so that the largest possible loading volume is achieved. Simple
and fast control from operating staff point of view. Application of the automatic coupling
is provided.

•

LCC oriented
TF bogie in combination with high reliability of the wagon provides significant reduction of
maintenance costs.

5.2. Concept of Habbii(ll)ns Wagon
Wagon design of a concept is completed. Currently, the wagons are optimized with regards to
current market condition. Also, preparation for installation of the innovative bogies is in the
advanced stage.
Following activities has been performed:
• Analysis of mechanism of the wagon Habbiillns. Introduction of various types of
mechanisms and looking for an optimal solution.
• Creation of wagon 3D model with current performance of calculation analyses.
• Optimising of the shape according to the calculations.
• Calculation and simulation of safety against derailment.
• Detailing of the individual wagon groups and elaboration of drawing documentation.
• Elaboration of documents for purchase of purchased items and metallurgical material.
• Handing over of the individual wagon groups for elaboration of technological documents
and for preparation of production according to the schedule.
• Also, drawing documentation is completely elaborated.
Strength: (deliverable – TVP_001-18)
Strength examination of the construction of the 4-axle wagon Habbii(ll)ns, with sliding walls. The
wagon is designed for transportation of piece goods. On each side, the wagon is equipped with
two sliding walls. The sliding walls are of aluminium construction and they consist of a frame that
is made of longitudinal profiles, profile pillars and of the inner sheeting.
G A H2020 – 730617
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The calculation is performed on the basis of Technical specifications of the wagon in accordance
with EN 12663-2 (Constructional requirements for the bodies of the railway vehicles Part 2:
Freight wagons, 2010) and technical specification of interoperability with requirements for
loading method according to the Figure 2, taken into consideration.
The wagon is designated for operation in FI category. The chassis frame is dimensioned for the
overall loading of 90t. The wagon is equipped with bogies Y25Ls-K for 22,5t/axle. The model is
created in accordance with drawing documentation of Tatravagónka a.s. Poprad.
Basic wagon data:
Weight of fully loaded wagon
Wagon tare with bogies
Maximal value of payload

m1 =90t
m2 = 25,9t/27t
m3 = 64,1t/63t

Figure 2: Loading scheme – deflection of bending moments (loading scheme)
G A H2020 – 730617
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Basic description of the model, simplifications
For the calculation of the analysed construction of the wagon Habbii(ll)ns, by the finite element
method, there was created a mesh of shell finite elements, which lies in the planes of centreline
surfaces of the individual elements of the analysed construction.
Due to the symmetry of the wagon with relation to its longitudinal and lateral axis, the
calculations were performed on the quarter-model of the segment with utilization of the
symmetrical boundary conditions, for vertical and longitudinal loading conditions and their
combinations.
For loading caused by lifting of the wagon via one wagon end (lifting via headstock), a half-model
was created with a longitudinal plane of symmetry.
For diagonal loading and for lifting of the whole wagon via 4 points, a model of the whole wagon
was created.
Dimensions of the finite elements mesh model are in the scale 1:1 to the dimensions of the
analysed construction. Triangular and quadrangular shell elements, with average element edge
size of 20 mm, were used. Quadrinodal volume elements were also used in the model.
The loadings are simulated according to Technical specification in accordance with EN 12663-2
(Constructional requirements for the bodies of the railway vehicles Part 2: Freight wagons,
2010).
All analyses are performed as linear. Distortions of the analysis results, resulting from mentioned
simplifications, are local and, from the point of view of the overall tenseness, they are negligible.
The model is created in accordance with the drawing documentation of Tatravagónka a.s.
Poprad. The model is created in the program MSC.MENTAT 2016.0.0 from the company MSC.
The program MSC. MARC 2016.0.0 was used as a solver.
Geometry
The following elements were used for creation of geometry:
• Trinodal and quadrinodal shell elements no.138 and no.75 and a thickness according to
the nominal thicknesses stated in drawing documentation was associated to these
elements
• Quadrinodal volume elements no.134.
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Figure 3: Graphic display of assigned geometric properties of the model
Model of material
Modelled parts are designed from the constructional steel S355 J2+N, S460NL and S700MC.
Minimal yield limit and minimal tensile strength are specified in the Table 1.
Table 1

Material

S355 J2+N

S460NL
S700MC

Sheet thickness [mm]

Minimal yield limit
Rp0.2% [MPa]

≤16

355

<16 to ≤40

345

≤16

460

<16 to ≤40

440

≤8

700

Minimal tensile
strength Rm
[MPa]
470 to 630

550 to 720
750 to 950

The steel material was modelled as linearly elastic and isotropic. Characteristics of the
constructional steel are as follows:
- Young modulus of elasticity
E = 210 000 MPa
- Poisson number
= 0,3
G A H2020 – 730617
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Figure 4: Graphic display of assigned material
Boundary Conditions:

Figure 5: Graphic display of assigned boundary conditions
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Detail description of all chapters related to creation of the calculation model and the results is
specified in the report no. TVP_001-18_Habbii(ll)nns.
On the basis of above specified, can be conclude that the construction of the wagon Habbii(ll)ns,
meets defined criteria according to Technical specification with requirements of the standards
EN 12663-2 (Constructional requirements for the bodies of the railway vehicles Part 2: Freight
wagons, 2010) and technical specification of interoperability and ] ERRI B12 / RP 17, 8th issue
taken into consideration.
The construction of the wagon Habbii(ll)ns, is suitable with regard to strength.
Safety against derailment: (deliverable – TVP_003-18, TVP_004-18)
With regard to safety against derailment under quasi-static conditions, an analytical calculation
according to ERRI B55/RP8 was performed. Specified calculation, dispensation from the tests
respectively, can be used if a reference wagon, which was tested in the past by the method 2
according to EN 14363, chap. 6.1.5.2, exists.
On the basis of EN 14363, chap. 6.1.5.1.8, which deals with dispensation from the tests, the
following condition shall be met for the assessed wagon:
•

•

The calculation results of (Y/Q) for the assessed vehicle under the condition of method 2
testing remains 10% below the limit value and the calculated result of the assessed
vehicle under conditions of method 2 testing does not increase by more than 1/3 of the
margin between the calculated result of the reference vehicle and the limit value
New limit is Y/Q = 1,2x0,9 (10% safety) = Y/Qcalculated = 1,08

Figure 6: Results of safet against derailment Y/Q = k. (limit = 1,08) of assessed wagon.
Mp = Wagon tare, ML = Wagon fully loaded, Mn = Wagon Inspection weight
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Simulation of running through S-curve according to EN 15839
According to the method for performing the S-curve negotiation test defined in EN 15839:2005
(Testing of running characteristics and stationary tests), a simulation model of the tested wagon
Habbii(ll)ns was created. When creating the train set, meeting weights and loadings of the tested
wagon, as well as flanking wagons, buffer characteristics, buffer head shapes, buffer camber,
pressure forces and speed was taken into consideration so that these measures are in
compliance with the values defined in the standard EN 15839:2005 for performance of the test.
Monitored values:
1. Longitudinal compressive force FLx [kN]
2. Speed of running [km/h]
3. Wheel stroke dzij [mm]
4. Transverse forces on the axle boxes Hi [kN]
According to EN 15839:2005, the minimal compressive force, during which exceeding of the limit
values 240 kN + 10%, thus 264 kN, will not occur, shall be applied. The wagon Haabbii(ll)ns was
dragged with various forces 240 kN, 250kN to 265 kN. During all simulations, the above specified
values were monitored, and then they were compared to measurement results.
Limit values:
5. The greatest compressive force FLx = 264 kN
6. Stroke of non-guiding wheel shall not be greater than dzij = 50 mm on the distance of ≥
2m
7. Transverse forces on the axle boxes Hlim(2m) = 25 + 0.6 x 2Q0 (kN)
Model of tested Wagon:

Weight of empty wagon
G A H2020 – 730617
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Max. axle load
22,5 t,
Length over buffers
Distance between bogie pivots
17 700 mm, Bogie

23 270 mm
FR8RAIL

Figure 7: Model of the wagon Habbii(ll)nss in the VI-Rail software

Scheme of wagons arrangement during simulation of S-curve negotiation:
The wagon arrangement is identical to wagon arrangement during measurement. For
simplification purposes, the number of wagons used for simulation was reduced to three as
displayed in the Figure 8.

Running direction

RS

Habbii(ll)nss

FCS
Figure 8: Wagon arrangement scheme; Geometric arrangement and alignment of S-curve for
simulation
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The simulation was performed so that it meets the conditions according to EN 15839:2005.
Weights and positions of centres of gravity, as well as used bogies, correspond to values and
data from the 3D model. The running speed during simulation was always approximately 7km/h.
Simulations were performed at various compressive forces, for which transverse forces on the
axle boxes and wheel strokes were monitored.
In the Table 2, simulation results for right wheels of both wheelsets of the rear bogie are
displayed, as the greatest values are always achieved in this area.
In the Figure 9, values of transverse forces on the wheelsets no. 3 and 4 are graphically
displayed.
Table 2: Simulation Results
Compressive
force
[kN]
240
250
265

DZ_3R
(2m)
[mm]
0
0
0

H3 (2m)
[kN]
38,8
40,3
45,3

DZ_4R
(2m)
[mm]
1,2
1,3
1,4

H4
(2m)
[kN]
45
46,5
48,5

Figure 9: Transverse force on the axle box on the wheelset no. 3 and 4

Even in case of the greatest applied compressive force of 265 kN, the maximal values of 50 mm
G A H2020 – 730617
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was not exceeded. The maximal achieved value of the stroke was 1.4 mm, which is less than
height of wheel flange of new wheelset, thus loss of contact between wheel and rail will not
occur.
On the basis of EN 15839:2005, the maximal permissible value for the transverse force on the
wheelset is calculated:
Hlim = 63,3 kN
This value was not exceeded even in case of the maximal compressive force of 265 kN. The
greatest value of the compressive force in the simulation was achieved on the wheelset no. 4, it
was 48,5kN.
With regard to the condition of the 264 kN compressive force, the wagon is suitable regarding
the maximal wheel stroke and regarding the maximal transverse force on the axle box, thus the
operation of the wagon in the S-curve according to EN 15839:2005 is safe!

5.3. Innovative Bogies
The subject of the report is a strength analysis of the frame of the bogie FR8RAIL for the disc
brake. The axle load is 22,5 t. Loadings according to TSI [1] and considering [2] , by means of FEM
analyses, are analysed. A condition according to the bogie drawing documentation (Table 3) is
analysed.
Table 3: Drawing documentation of the bogie FR8RAIL
Drawing name
Bogie frame
Brake holders
Suspension

Drawing number
N-836-00-10-00-0
N-836-00-23-00-0
N-836-00-12-00-0

5.3.1. Model basic description, simplifications
Axle load, mN
22,5 t/axle
Overall weight, m+:
5,12 ton
Wheel base:
2000 mm
Distance between side bearers, 2bg:
1700 mm
Flexibility of the bogie up to 6,93 t/axle, pz1:
2,49 mm/t
Flexibility of the bogie above 6,93 t/axle, pz2:
1,21 mm/t
Software: The models were created in the program MSC.Mentat 2016. The program MSC.Marc
2016 was used as a solver. (System MSC Mentat/Marc from the company MSC Software
Corporation, USA; Representative for Czech and Slovak Republic: MSC Software, s.r.o); also,
software for evaluation of fatigue according to ERRI B12 RP17, daj19-erri was used. Hardware:
G A H2020 – 730617
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HP Z800 Workstation.
Analysis and plan of activities:
1. Creation of the model of analysed construction
2. Determination of boundary conditions and loadings for analysis
3. Calculation
4. Evaluation of results

5.3.2. Model basic description, simplifications
A mesh of finite elements was created for the analysis of the bogie frame by means of the finite
element method. The shell mesh lies in the planes of centreline surfaces of the individual frame
parts. Dimensions of the finite elements mesh model are in the scale 1:1 to the dimensions of
the analysed construction. Loadings according to [2] are simulated. The analysis is performed in
the linear area. Distortions of the analysis results, resulting from mentioned simplifications, are
negligible.

5.3.3. Geometry
Linear, mainly shell elements are used for creation of the model. The average size of the
elements is 15 mm. The shell elements are assigned with thickness according to Table 3. In one
quadrant, the axle guard stay area in modelled by the volume Tetra elements. Their average size
is 7 mm. Areas of introduction of forces and boundary conditions – bogie pivot, area of
application of side bearers, suspension links, etc. – they are modelled by beam 2-node elements.
Springs of the suspension are replaced by very mild beam elements. Graphic display of geometry
and layer orientation can be found in the Annex 7.

5.3.4. Material model
Modelled bogie frame parts are made of construction steel S355J2 [3]. The axle guide stays are
made of steel for castings E300-520-MSC1 according to [4].
Table 4: Materials for bogie frame

The material was modelled as linearly elastic and isotropic. Characteristics of the constructional
steel are as follows:
• Young modulus of elasticity
E = 210 000 MPa
• Poisson number
= 0,3
Graphic representation of assigned material characteristics is in the Annex 7.
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5.3.5. Boundary conditions
5.3.5.1. Static test at extraordinary loadings
The boundary conditions in the centre of the bottom flange of the cross-beam:
Displacements: Rotations:
- in the direction of longitudinal axis (direction of global axis x): uX = R
ϕX = F
- in the direction of transverse axis (direction of global axis y):
uY = F
ϕY = F
- in the direction of vertical axis (direction of global axis z):
uZ = F
ϕZ = F
This boundary condition is applied only for calculation stability, reactions in it are practically
zero.

The boundary conditions in two nodes of the bottom flange of the cross-beam:
Displacements: Rotations:
- in the direction of longitudinal axis (direction of global axis x): uX = F
ϕX = F
- in the direction of transverse axis (direction of global axis y):
uY = R
ϕY = F
- in the direction of vertical axis (direction of global axis z):
uZ = F
ϕZ = F
This boundary condition is applied only for calculation stability, reactions in it are practically
zero.
The boundary conditions under 8 spring replacements:

- in the direction of longitudinal axis (direction of global axis x):
- in the direction of transverse axis (direction of global axis y):
- in the direction of vertical axis (direction of global axis z):

Displacements: Rotations:
uX = F
ϕX = F
uY = F
ϕY = F
uZ = R
ϕZ = F

F – free movement of the node
R – restricted movement of the node
Graphical display of assigned boundary conditions (B.C.) is in the Annex 7.

5.3.5.2. Static test at normal operational loadings
The boundary conditions in the centre of the bottom flange of the cross-beam:

- in the direction of longitudinal axis (direction of global axis x):
- in the direction of transverse axis (direction of global axis y):
- in the direction of vertical axis (direction of global axis z):

Displacements: Rotations:
uX = R
ϕX = F
uY = F
ϕY = F
uZ = F
ϕZ = F

This boundary condition is applied only for calculation stability, reactions in it are practically zero.
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The boundary conditions in the centres of the axle guide stay Mn-plates:

- in the direction of longitudinal axis (direction of global axis x):
- in the direction of transverse axis (direction of global axis y):
- in the direction of vertical axis (direction of global axis z):

Displacements: Rotations:
uX = F
ϕX = F
uY = R
ϕY = F
uZ = F
ϕZ = F

The boundary conditions under 8 spring replacements:

- in the direction of longitudinal axis (direction of global axis x):
- in the direction of transverse axis (direction of global axis y):
- in the direction of vertical axis (direction of global axis z):

Displacements: Rotations:
uX = F
ϕX = F
uY = F
ϕY = F
uZ = R
ϕZ = F

Graphical display of assigned boundary conditions is in the Annex 7.

5.3.6. Loadings
Loadings according to [2] for 22,5 t axle load are modelled. They are combinations of the vertical
loadings in the bogie pivot Fzp, in the side bearers Fz1 and Fz2, lateral forces in the bogie pivot
FY and track irregularities. They are schematically displayed in the Figure 10.
Modelled track irregularity is 10‰, 5‰respectively, in comparison with the bogie wheel base. It
is described in the point 5.6, in more details. Graphical representation of the loading cases can
be found in the Annex 7.

Figure 10: Schematic display of the forces
Overall vertical force carried by the bogie
Overall force carried by the bogie FZ is calculated from the axle load mN and the minimal bogie
tare m+.
FZ=(mN*2 - m+) * g = (22500 kg/axle * 2 axle - 5120 kg)*9,81 m.s-2= 391,2 kN
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Stiffness of bogie suspension
Stiffness of bogie suspension is calculated from the bogie flexibility
cz1 = 9,81/pz1 = 9,81 kN.t-1 / 2,49 mm.t-1 = 3,95 kN.mm-1
cz2 = 9,81/pz2 = 9,81 kN.t-1 / 1,21 mm.t-1 = 8,08 kN.mm-1
Loading cases according to [2] can be divided into two groups:
1. Exceptional loading - point C.3.3 and extraordinary tests - F.3.2
2. Normal operational loading - C.3.4 and operational tests - F.3.3.

5.3.6.1. Static test in case of exceptional loadings
The loadings are according to [2], point C.3.3 and F.3.2.
Vertical forces
Type 1 – vertical force carried only by the bogie pivot:
Fzpmax=2*FZ = 782,4 kN
Type 2 – vertical force carried by the bogie pivot and by the side bearer:
Fzpmax=1,5*FZ*(1-α) = 410,8 kN
Fz1max=1,5*FZ*α = 176 kN
α=0,3*(1,7/2bg) = 0,3
Transverse force on each axle
Fy1max=10+(FZ+m+g)/6 = 10+(391,2+5,12*9,81)/6=83,57 kN
Longitudinal shearing – steering (E6)
According to [2], point C.2.1, the force from each wheel is
Fx1max=0,1*(FZ+m+g) = 0,1*(391,2+5,12*9,81) = 44,1 kN
The shearing loading can be realized in some types of specific bogies with radially adjustable
wheelsets. In case of a bogie with rigid wheelset guiding, a loading according to the Figure 11 will
be introduced into the calculation.
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Figure 11: Loading of the bogie with rigid wheelset guiding

Torsional loading
According to [2], chapter C.3.3, 1% track twisting in comparison with the bogie wheel base is
considered. Calculation of a force introduced directly into the frame is as follows.
Displacement of one wheel from the plane of remaining three wheels:
vze = 0,01*2000 = 20 mm
Size of the vertical deviation above one wheel in case of uniform distribution on the frame
longitudinal beam:
ve = (vze*b/a)/4 = (20*2000/1500)/4 = 6,66 mm
b – transverse distance between bearings
a – distance between contact circles.
For determination of loading forces applied on the frame in the area of the primary suspension,
it is necessary to define the torsional stiffness of the frame. The existing frame model was used.
For defined force of twisting:
Fkpx = 20000 N (above axle axes, on the suspension width) a vertical deformation was
discovered above one wheel
z1 =1,96 mm. The frame stiffness in N/mm is then
c1 = Fkpx / z1 = 20000/1,96 = 10204 N/mm
Torsional stiffness in kNmm2rad-1 is

The bogie suspension stiffness is considered as cz2=8,08 kN/mm. The stiffness above one wheel is
ck=cz2/4=8,08 kN/mm / 4 = 2020 N/mm.
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For defined vertical stiffness of the primary suspension above one wheel, the overall stiffness of
suspension and the frame is then:

For the calculated vertical deviation, the force above one wheel is:
Fkpe = c*ve = 1686 N/mm * 6 mm=10204 N
Loading caused by braking (E51)
According to [2], point F.3.2 (F.2.1.3, D.4), the vertical force Fzmax is combined with the brake
forces that are 1,3 multiple of forces in the operation.
The brake forces are of the following types – forces from the disc brake and forces from vertical
and longitudinal acceleration of the wagon. According to [2], chapter D.4, 1,3 multiple of forces
is considered. The scheme of the brake forces is in Figure 12.

Figure 12: Scheme of forces applied at the frame by the brake
According to Annex 10, the vertical force caused by the disc brake is 18,67 kN on each of the 4
brackets. When the coefficient is 1,3, the force FBWZ on each bracket is:
FBWZ = 1,3*18,67 kN = 24,27 kN.
During braking, the force moment FBK on the wheel is in balance with the force moment FBWZ.
According to Table 3, it is considered that the force FBWZ acts upon the radius of rBWZ = 550/2 =
275 mm, the force FBK acts upon the radius of rBK = 920/2 = 460 mm. Then, the force FBK is
FBK = FBWZ * rBWZ / rBK = 24,27*275/460 kN = 14,51 kN.
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The friction forces FBK caused by the rail are in balance with the force on the bogie pivot. Then,
the force on the bogie pivot is
4*FBK = 4*14,51 N = 58,04 kN.
The vertical force FZP also acts upon the bogie pivot. According to [2], point F.2.1.3, FZP = FZpmax =
788,7 kN.
Loading caused by hand brake (E7)
Loading of the bogie by the hand brake forces is only static. Coefficient of 1,1 is considered for
the strength evaluation.
The vertical force caused by the disc brake according to the Annex 10 is 29,2 kN on each of two
brackets. With 1,1 coefficient, the force FBWZ on each bracket
FBWZ = 1,1*29,2 kN = 32,12 kN.
On the axles, the moment of four forces FBK is in balance with the moment of two forces FBWZ.
FBK = FBWZ * rBWZ / rBK *2/4 = 32,12*275/460 *2/4 kN = 9,60 kN.
On the bogie pivot, the force is 4*FBK = 4*9,60 kN = 38,40 kN.
It is considered that the vertical force on the bogie pivot is equal to F Z, which is 391,2 kN.
Loading cases are summarized in the Table 5. Loadings are displayed in the Annex 7.
Table 5: Static test for the extraordinary loadings

Calculation of forces caused by the outer spring
If the overall vertical force FZC on the set (pair) of the springs is not greater than the force of
change of stiffness Fzlom on the set of the springs, then the vertical force FZ1 from the outer spring
is equal to FZC.
FZ1=FZC
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The force of change of stiffness of the suspension Fzlom for the pair of springs is
Fzlom =(mNzlom-mNU)*9,81/4 = (6,93-1,7) t * 9,81 kN/t / 4 = 12,81 kN
mNzlom – axle load at suspension stiffness change, mNzlom=6,93 t/axle.
mNU – weight of unsprung masses per axle, mNU=1,70 t
If the overall vertical force FZC is greater than the force Fzlom, then the vertical force from the
outer spring FZ1 is
FZ1=(FZC*c1 +Fzlom*c21)/(c1+c21)
c1 – outer spring stiffness, c1=cz1/8=3,95 kN/mm /8 = 0,494 kN/mm
c21 – inner spring stiffness
c21= (cz2 - cz1)/8 =(8,08 – 3,95)/8 kN/mm = 0,516 kN/mm
The vertical force from the outer spring cannot exceed the value achieved at seating of the axle
box. It corresponds to the force in 20 ton wagon plus the force caused by pressing by the
clearance of D up to the stop.
FZ1MAX=(20 t /4 - mNU)*g/4+D*c1= (20/4-1,70)*9,81/4+70*0,494=42,61 kN.
The horizontal force FX1 from the outer spring is
FX1=FZ1 * tan(γ)
γ – suspension link angle, γ=16,7.

5.3.6.1. Static test at normal operational loadings
Loadings are in accordance to [2], point C.3.4 and table F.3.
Coefficient α=0,2*(1,7/2bg) = 0,2
Coefficient β=0,3.
Torsional loading
The torsional loading is 5‰ against the bogie wheel base and it is combined with the cases D4,
D5, D6 and D7. The loading caused by the force upon the frame is calculated in the same way as
in the point 5.3.6.1 in comparison with this point, the force above one wheel is in the ratio of
5‰ to 10 ‰.
Fkpd = Fkpe*5‰/10‰= 5059 N.
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Longitudinal shear forces – steering
According to [2], point C.2.2, the force from each wheel
Fx1=0,05*(Fz+m+g) = 0,05*(391,2+5,12*9,81) = 22,1 kN
The shearing loading can be realized in some types of specific bogies with radially adjustable
wheelsets. In case of a bogie with rigid wheelset guiding, a loading according to the Fig. 6 will be
introduced into the calculation. Due to two curve directions (to the right, to the left), two cases
D81 and D82 are considered. Loading cases are summarized in the Table 6. Loadings are
displayed in the Annex 7.
Table 6: Static test simulating the dynamic forces occurring in the operation

5.3.7. Criteria for result evaluation
5.3.7.1. Static test at exceptional loadings
Von Mises stresses were evaluated. According to [2], point E.4.4.2.2, application of the element
shall be

where
σC - acquired stress; S1 - proposed safety coefficient, S1≥1; ReH - yield strength
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It means, at S1=1 the stresses shall not exceed the material yield strength. Permissible stresses
are in the Table 4. Graphic display of the extraordinary loading results is in the Annex 8.

5.3.7.2. Static test at normal operational loadings
The evaluation was performed according to [2], chapter E.4.4.3.1. The introduced method
according to [5] was used. In the calculation, the loading cases according to the Table 4 were
used. The evaluation procedure is as follows:
- From each loading case, the stresses σX, σY, σZ, τX, τY, τZ of the triaxial state of stress are
calculated in the shell elements in the global coordinate system.
- From them, the main stresses are calculated, as well as the directional cosines of their vectors.
- According to [5], it is expected that the greatest probability of crack occurrence is in the plane
perpendicular to the greatest main stress. Then, a case that specifies the greatest main tensile
stress σmax and its direction is searched.
- All stresses from the other loading cases are calculated to the direction of the greatest main
stress σmax, according to the relations for the triaxial state of stress.
- From these stresses, the greatest σmax and σmin is chosen. From them, σM and σA are
calculated:

- The values of σM and σA are compared with the curves of the Goodman diagram according to
[5]. The Annex F.3 shall be applied for the steel S355J2 and for the steel for castings E300-520MSC1.
The result of this evaluation is a graphic display of value of Goodman curve exceeding, or safety,
which is a ratio of permissible and calculated amplitude. The safety shall be at least 1,0. If the
exceeding, according to [6], is not greater than 20% in the limited number of points, and no
fatigue cracks are discovered during the fatigue test, the exceeding is permissible and the bogie
shall be approved. The exceeding is displayed in the Annex 9. Meaning of the exceeding value is
explained in the key of the Annex 9.

5.3.8. Evaluation of calculation results
Performed analysis evaluates strength of the frame of the bogie FR8RAIL.

5.3.8.1. Extraordinary loadings
For evaluation according to [2], chapter F.3.2 and C.3.3 (extraordinary loading), sizes of the
equivalent Von Mises stresses for all loading cases according to the point 5.3.6.1 are evaluated.
The maximal values are displayed in the Table 7.
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Table 7: Maximal values stresses

The greatest stresses are at the E4 case. In this loading, the stress on the longitudinal beam
border is 333 MPa. This loading is below the permissible value.

5.3.8.2. Normal operational loadings
Evaluation of the normal operational loadings was performed in accordance to [2], chapter
E.4.4.3.1. The introduced method according to [5] was used for the evaluation. The procedure,
described in the chapter 5.3.7.2, was used. In the Annex 9, elements, which exceed the limit
values for the curves a2, a1 and b according to [2] are highlighted in various colours. The axle
stay beams were evaluated according to [5].
In the centre of the longitudinal beam bottom flange, there is an area of exceeding marked as
“A” in the Fig. 1 of the Annex 9. When compared with the frame of the standard Y25 bogie (Fig.
10 of the Annex 9), the exceeding is not greater. Therefore, the A area is considered to be
suitable.
In the connection of the longitudinal beam web with the cross-beam upper flange, in the Fig. 2 of
the Annex 9, the area of exceeding is marked as “B”. This area is of small range, in the area of
qualitative and inspected weld. For assessment of the area, verification [7] of the strength
analysis against the test of the frame of the bogie N-830-03 was considered. The most
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unfavourable amplitude of the stresses in these areas is between the cases D4 and D5. The
comparison is in the Table 8.
Table 8: Comparison of the amplitudes of the stresses

From comparison of the results, it is clear that measured stresses are lower than calculated ones.
Due to this reason, strength of this area is considered to be suitable.
In Fig. 7 up to 9, of the Annex 9, an area of connecting the axle guide stays with the longitudinal
beam is displayed. The lowest safety against the curves [5] is 1,05. With regard to strength, this
area is suitable. Here, the strength assessment of the headstock-free frame of the bogie FR8RAIL
designed for the disc brake, taken into consideration loadings defined in [1] with [2] was
described. With regards to evaluation of the results, the bogie frame is suitable with regard to its
strength.

5.4. Summary overall concept
Before the individual development of the wagon, it was necessary to take a decision on which
path will be the right one with regard to S2R initiative, which wagon will be the most suitable for
this project and which wagon will meet all required targets respectively. With regard to
intermodal container transportation, there exist many types of wagons that are able to satisfy
customers from logistic point of view. With respect to modularity of the wagons, it is necessary
to point out that volume of transported goods (maximum of which is achieved in case of special
types of wagons) is reduced due to flexibility and versatility. The wagon of type Habbii(ll)ns(s)
was chosen as the most suitable candidate for the S2R initiative, which was confirmed also by
the market survey. It is a wagon, which is able, in large extent, to substitute the road freight
transport, which is the main aim of this project.
The wagon Habbii(ll)ns(s) is a 4-axle covered wagon designed for transportation of large-capacity
and pallet goods, which is required by the end customers to be protected against weather
conditions and the wagon shall be easily controlled and highly reliable. These requirements did
play and still play an important role within the process of development of new competitive
wagon with sliding sidewalls. Therefore, during the wagon development, Tatravagónka a.s.
Poprad focused not only upon optimization of the technical parameters, but also upon items that
will make the wagon more attractive with regard to logistics, life cycle costs, environment,
operation and maintenance.
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The wagon development was based upon the “5L” initiative, which summarizes the main
requirements decisive for development of new innovative wagon. In order to meet all
requirements, it was necessary also to develop new innovative „Track friendly“ bogie called
FR8RAIL bogie, which is dimensioned for the maximal speed of 140 km/h.
In case of the new bogie, which meets all “track friendly“ attributes, it is necessary to realize that
it is still a bogie designed for freight transportation. Therefore, increase of the maximal
permissible speed to the level of the passenger transport cannot be expected. If we really
wanted to reach, or at least to come closer to such speeds, regardless of brake system
possibilities, the bogie would have to be equipped with various mechanical or even mechatronic
systems. In such case, we would come close to the bogie designed for passenger transportation,
which is not desired in the field of freight transport with regard to costs and maintenance.
Therefore, in cooperation with the KTH University, Tatravagónka see the speed of 140 km/h as
the real maximal speed.
Development of the Core Market Wagon is currently completed. At present, a prototype wagon
is being built. This prototype wagon will be then subjected to the type tests that are necessary
for wagon approval according to TSI WAG.

6.

Extended Market Wagon Design

6.1. Introduction
Since the container was invented in North America in the middle of the 20th century, it spread
very quickly all over the world as a transport containers due to its practical advantages in use.
The ability to be transported by different modes makes them simple and fast. There are different
types and designs of railway wagons, which can be used for the transport of such containers.
However, they all have one major disadvantage. Due to the different lengths of the containers in
the train formation often larger gaps arise between these, which lead to unfavourable
aerodynamic conditions. In order to avoid this disadvantage when transporting different
containers, Waggonbau Niesky GmbH (WBN) developed a wagon unit consisting of two-axle
wagons, which can be adapted to the required container length by means of length-adjustable
coupling rods. Thus, the optimum distance between the containers can always be set. This
project resulted in the prototype of a three-part wagon unit on which various tests were carried
out. However, there was no series production. The aim is now to create a concept for a wagon
unit which takes up the basic ideas of the existing wagon unit and demonstrates the potential of
a modern freight wagon by using the latest technical possibilities. It should be possible to
transport as many existing and innovative new containers and swap bodies as possible. This also
includes possible new concepts that are not yet in use on the railways, but have high economic
potential. Container wagons will play an increasingly important role in the future, whereby they
must be adaptable as flexibly as possible to a wide variety of goods. In addition to conventional
general cargo transport in containers special containers for a wide variety of bulk goods,
agricultural products or steel coils, for example, will play an increasingly important role. The wide
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variety of swap bodies means that only one type of wagon is required for the majority of
transports by rail, eliminating the need for approval procedures for special wagons. This means
that only the swap bodies have to be approved. This results in a system in which the upper and
lower frames of a trolley are separated from each other and can be interchanged as flexibly as
possible. This not only simplifies maintenance of the wagons, but also significantly reduces the
time required for the swapping procedure between rail, ship and lorry. Thus, such a system can
reduce the time required for transport and increase the attractiveness of various modes of
transport.
In the first step, the existing wagon unit is to be comprehensively analysed by creating a 3D
model. The aim is to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the design with regard to an
innovative freight wagon, which must be taken into account in the subsequent definition of the
target parameters for the new freight wagon. For the creation of the overall concept, several
structural and chassis variants are then to be developed, which can be compared with each other
and implemented as a 3D model. From the best combination of these variants ultimately results
the overall concept for the new, innovative freight wagon.

6.2. Concept Phase – 3D Modelling
6.2.1. Part selection
The concept to be developed for the new, innovative freight wagon is based on a flat car unit. A
detailed analysis of the wagon unit is required before development can begin. The 3D model will
serve as an aid in designing the necessary building blocks. Since not all assemblies are relevant
for the analysis of the wagon unit, a selection of the assemblies to be created must be made
from the beginning. This should make the 3D model only as detailed as necessary so that later on
examinations and modifications are easier to implement. As a central assembly, the supporting
structure is of great importance, since all the other modules can be mounted. Its creation is just
as important as all assemblies required for mounting the cargo-unit. An essential function of the
carriage unit is the possibility of varying the coupling length between the individual wagons. A
coupling rod with locking mechanism is required, able to handle all tensile and impact forces and
featuring adjustable length.
Modelling the brake system, however, does not make sense, since the existing shoe brake should
no longer be used. Due to the planned use of a disc brake, no further tests can be carried out on
the existing system. In addition, the chassis should not be modelled, as it will also no longer be
used. For later investigations, a chassis already available at WBN can be inserted into the model
on a test basis. The carriage unit is equipped with side buffers and a screw coupling, which in the
concept are to be replaced by a middle buffer coupling.
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6.2.2. Special assemblies
6.2.2.1.

Adjustable end carriages

To achieve the different length settings for the wagons, it is necessary to adjust the length of the
solebar ends. Otherwise the shortest dome position would not be possible, which means that
the advantages of length adjustment would no longer have such an effect. In addition, the length
adjustment of the end girder allows the outer container corner fittings to be displaced, which
means that the container distance in the middle of the wagon is always very small despite the
various overhangs of the containers.
The length is set manually by pressing the end girder into one of the positions and fixing it by
means of a stop. In addition, the end supports were automatically adjusted when the coupling
rod was adjusted in length, eliminating the need for time-consuming manual adjustment. A
spring located in the end carriage presses it against the stop or, in the case of automatic
adjustment, against the coupling rod.
At this point, the new concept requires a different solution, as the adjustment by hand is too
time-consuming and, in the case of adjustment by the coupling rod, increased wear at the
contact point between coupling rod and end carriage occurs.

Figure 13: Adjustable end carriage.

6.2.2.2.

Coupling rod

The coupling rod is responsible for the tensile and impact force between the individual wagons
of the wagon unit. Since it should be adjustable in length, there are three straightening joints on
each side, each at a different distance from the end of the coupling rod. A mechanical locking
mechanism with four bolts on each side transfers the pulling and impact forces between the
coupling rod and the supporting structure.
In the middle of the coupling rod there is a lateral stop, which was provided for automatic
adjustment of the end girders. If the coupling length were to be shortened, this would possibly
press the end carriages towards the centre of the wagon. However, the operation of such a
device is subject to high wear between the stop of the coupling rod and the end plate of the end
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girders, caused by relative movements of the permanently contacting components during
operation. In addition, the compressed air required for the braking system is transmitted
through a tube on the coupling rod. In the future, the routing of electrical cables will also be
necessary. Protected by several patents (DE19944576C1, DE10247621A1) the coupling rod can
probably be largely adopted for the new concept. Since the automatic adjustment of the solebar
and the coupling rod is to take place independently of each other, the stop is no longer required.

Figure 14: Coupling Rod

6.2.2.3.

Coupling rod locking

To adjust the coupling rod a mechanism is provided by which the release must be operated
manually and the locking mechanism automatically. During unlocking, a mechanical lock is
released by pressing a pedal, releasing the unlocking mechanism. Then, by means of a lever on
the upper shaft, the pins are pulled out of the coupling rod upwards and downwards, so that the
length of the coupling rod is no longer fixed. The coupling length can now be adjusted by moving
the individual wagons. For subsequent locking, only the lever, operated during unlocking, needs
to be reset. As soon as the bolts are concentric with the holes in the coupling rod, they are
pressed into them by a spring and the coupling rod is locked. However, the length adjustment
between the wagons is too complicated for everyday use due to the mechanical locking and the
manual movement of the wagons by means of a locomotive. This can only be remedied by
automating these processes so that the length adjustment can also be used for every loading
process. It is therefore necessary to redesign the coupling rod lock in such a way that it can be
operated automatically if necessary without manual intervention. By means of a diagnostic
system, the state of the interlock during automation should be transmitted to the responsible
personnel in a quick and easily understandable manner so that safety is guaranteed at all times
during operation of the wagon unit.
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Figure 15: Coupling rod locking

6.2.2.4.

Buffer compensation

A buffer compensation system has been developed for the wagon to improve the distribution of
the compressive forces occurring in a train set, especially in curves. The buffers are attached to
plates that can move longitudinally. These two plates are connected to each other by means of a
lever mechanism so that when one plate is moved towards the centre of the carriage unit, the
other plate is pushed away from it. A return spring on one side of the carriage returns the buffers
to their aligned initial position if they are not loaded.
Buffer compensation is particularly effective in curves, where the internal buffer is usually
subjected to an ever-greater compressive force. However, the longitudinally displaceable buffers
compensate the force between the inner and outer buffers of the sheet and pressure can be
transmitted evenly over both sides. In this way, the transverse force occurring in the curve when
the carriage is under pressure can be reduced.
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Figure 16: Buffer compensation

6.3. Structural concepts
6.3.1. Approach
Predefined parameters are used to create a concrete supporting structure concept for the
wagon unit. The aim is to develop one or more of several variants that are ultimately feasible for
railway application, as well as to identify any problems that may occur during the design and
construction phase. Before the development of concrete variants, the supporting structure is
started from the predefined target parameters. Boundary conditions for the supporting structure
will be defined based on the analysis of the load. A loading scheme (loading plan) will be defined
for containers and are finally determined for application scenarios. In compliance with this
stipulation and the requirements, at least two different variants of conceivable load-bearing
structures can be created. To the selection of a variant to be favoured, the advantages and
disadvantages of the different variants can be compared.
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Figure 17: Completed wagon unit

Figure 18: Modified wagon unit

6.3.2. Restriction calculation
To determine the required height of the loading level for the transport of high cube containers, a
restriction calculation is required. However, since this must be done before the new chassis is
defined and designed, the parameters required for this, such as spring backlash and deflection
values, are not known. Since the concept is derived from the existing wagon unit, the required
values are to be taken from this unit for rough determination of the restriction. The calculation is
done with an internal program of WBN, with which all required values for the internal and
external restriction can be determined. The basis is the existing carriage unit, loaded with a 45'
high cube container, whereby only the upper corner height is decisive for the examination. All
wagon-specific values except the projection are taken from the existing wagon unit. The
projection of 0.02 m in the middle of the wagon was accepted after internal consultation. Since it
does not play a role in most high-cube containers due to the 40' mounting centre distance, it can
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be regarded as a safety factor for the calculation. For the calculation it was also assumed that the
container is massless, i.e. the wagon does not deflect when loaded with this. The most critical
point in the inner restriction is located exactly in the middle between the guide cross sections
and in the outer restriction at the point furthest away from the guide cross section (upper corner
of the container). The reference for calculating the permissible width of the vehicle is the
kinematic UIC reference line according to UIC 505-1 [8]. The distance between the critical point
of the car cross section and the vehicle boundary line is decisive for the evaluation. A negative
distance means that the vehicle limit is exceeded, i.e. it is not possible to transport such a
container. If the value is positive, the permissible limit line is maintained. The values of internal
and external restriction are very close to each other, resulting in a maximum loading height for
high cube containers of 915 mm above rail top edge.

Figure 19: Result in case of a 45’ Container
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Figure 20: Calculated values for the inner and outer restrictions
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6.3.3. Worst case loading scheme
In the worst case, UIC 577 [9] and DIN EN 12663-2 [10] specify a safety factor of 1.3 for loading.
To determine the decisive loading, it is necessary to determine and compare the bending
moment curve in the main beam for all loading cases that occur. The following cases are to be
distinguished for the average car under consideration:
a central intermodal loading unit (ILU) with a 20' fitting centre distance,
a central ILU with a fitting centre distance of 30',
a centrally positioned ILU with a fitting centre distance of 40',
two ILU with 20' fitting centre distance on the short longitudinal beam position,
two ILU with 20' fitting centre distance on the long main beam position.
The middle position of the long girder ends is not considered, as the result will be between the
short and the long position. In addition, several boundary conditions must be defined for the
calculation:
• The containers are all evenly loaded, so that the same mass is supported on each
attachment point.
• The total mass of the cargo is 37t. This value results from a wheelset running mass of
22.5t and an unladen weight of 8t.
• The dead weight of the wagon is neglected, since the mass distribution within the vehicle
is not known. Moreover, the inclusion of the vehicle mass would only affect the result
quantitatively, but not qualitatively.
As the middle carriage is symmetrical, only one half of the main girder was calculated. The
calculation was performed using the calculation model shown the figure below.

Figure 21: Calculation model
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The result is five different bending moment curves. The position 0 always indicates the centre of
the wagon, the wheelsets are at -5 m and 5 m respectively.

Figure 22: Bending moment curve for central ILU with 20' fitting centre distance

Figure 23: Bending moment curve for central ILU with 30' fitting centre distance
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Figure 24: Bending moment curve for central ILU with 40' fitting centre distance

Figure 25: Bending moment curve for two ILU with 20' fitting centre distance each for short
position of the adjustable l-beam ends
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Figure 26: Bending moment curve for two ILU with 20' fitting centre distance each for max.
Position of the adjustable l-beam ends

The most unfavourable loading case is therefore loading by means of a central ILU with a fitting
centre distance of 20'. This results in a large area in the middle of the car with the highest
bending moment. The reason for this is the large distance between the attachment points and
the wheelset.

6.3.4. Loaded goods
6.3.4.1.

Contact points

The distances between the opening centres of the corner fittings also represent the centre-tocentre distance of the container pins. The 45' containers also have symmetrically arranged
fittings according to the dimensions for the 40' containers, so no additional spacing is required
for these containers. This results in three different required length spacing, but the width is
always 2,259 mm. The corner fittings of swap bodies are basically also equipped with these
distances between the fittings. In the UIC 592 [11] all ILU were provided with group numbers,
which are used for the transport by rail.

6.3.4.2.

Height of the loading level

If more goods are to be transported by rail in the future, it is necessary to make full use of the
available space for the load on a wagon. The limits have already been reached in the longitudinal
direction, but above all in the width direction. To maximize the loading volume, only the height
can be maximized. The existing carriage unit has a low contact height of only 1,045 mm above
rail top edge and is classified as C+12 in accordance with UIC 596-6 [12]. This means that 120 mm
higher containers can be transported than with standard load-bearing wagons. In the case of
high-cube containers with a height of 2,896 mm, the problem is that the container, at a height of
1,045 mm above rail top edge, reaches beyond the maximum vehicle limit due to the greatly
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sloping clearance profile on the sides and thus cannot be moved in the widely used G1 profile.
This would require a maximum contact height of 915 mm above rail top edge. The height of the
centre buffer coupling must be 1,025 mm above the upper edge of the rail. The existing carriage
unit was prepared for the installation of the C-AKv central buffer coupling, which can barely be
used at a height of 1,045 mm above rail top edge. With a contact height of 915 mm above rail
top edge, however, a different design of the head section is required, which would make the end
carriages and thus the entire carriage unit longer. Further negative effects would result from the
smaller running circle diameter and the possibly associated lower wheelset running mass.

6.3.4.3.

Weight

The total mass of the vehicle results from the maximum wheelset running mass. This directly
determines the maximum payload minus the net weight of the wagon. The target weight of the
wagon shall be a maximum wheelset running mass of 22.5 t each and a net weight of 8 t
(average wagon). This results in a maximum payload of 37 t, so fully loaded ILUs with a fitting
centre distance of 30', 40' and 45' can be transported without any problems. However, it must
be noted that only a fully loaded ILU with a fitting centre distance of 20' can be transported
without exceeding the maximum payload. For a more even weight distribution, it should be
specified that individually transported containers must always be loaded in the middle of the
wagon. This is the only way to prevent the permissible wheelset running mass from being
exceeded.

6.3.4.4.

Summary and loading scheme

The concept focuses more on light to medium-weight goods. This is due to the maximum
wheelset running mass, which, in conjunction with the two-axle chassis, does not permit a high
payload. In principle, it is possible to transport a 20' container with a total mass of 30 t on one
wagon, but then there is no aerodynamic advantage due to the length adjustment between the
wagons. This means that not all the potential of such a wagon unit is exploited, but only the
number of wagons that can be attached to a train with a limited maximum length. This means
that four-axle wagons are required for the sensible transport of swap bodies of greater mass.

6.3.5. Structure
Now that the most important boundary conditions for the construction have been defined, two
different concepts for the supporting structure are developed below. Both a variant with outer
solebar and a variant with central solebars are produced. Since the adjustable end girders are
independent of this design, possible variants for these are then considered separately.
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Figure 27: Different variants of the structure

A variant for the design of the supporting structure is the retention of external solebars, which
offers the advantage of quite simple support of the ILU. However, the design of the main
solebars should be different from the existing construction, since this is quite complicated and
therefore the production is time-consuming and expensive. A massive simplification is possible
when using a web plate, which is equipped with an upper as well as a lower chord. In addition,
such constructions are proven and can be used quite easily for the production and be welded
automatically. A further advantage results from the possibility to move the adjustable end
carriage in horizontal direction closer to the support base of the container pins. This significantly
reduces the torque acting on the end beam due to the distance between the centre of the
container journal and the centre of the end beam.

Figure 28: Distance between the centre of the container and the centre axis of the end carriage
(construction on the left, new design of the main beams on the right)
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In the middle part of the wagon there are several cross beams for cross bracing. Two additional,
short side members are located at the end pieces, which are primarily required to accommodate
the coupling carrier and to transmit the tensile and impact forces. These must be transferred
further into the outer solebars via a cross beam. Another possibility for the design of the
supporting structure is the use of medium long beams. This results in a very favourable
transmission of the tensile and impact forces through the carriage, which are in any case
introduced through the central buffer coupling or the coupling rod exclusively in the longitudinal
centre of the carriage and thus attack directly at the solebar ends. With such a construction,
however, the support of the ILU is particularly problematic, since there is no longer a solebar
below the required contact points. This means that a support on the main beam must be
provided for the required container pins. Through the supports required for this, a moment is
introduced into each solebar, which can only be compensated for by sufficiently large stiffening
between the two l-beams with the support located on the opposite side with uniform loading. In
addition, the must be designed for all static and dynamic loads occurring during operation and
must accommodate a system at the outer ends for the automatically retractable container pins.
Due to the possibility of adjusting the end beams, three different contact points per side are
required for loading with 2x20' ILU. Together with the contact points for loading with 1x20' ILU
on each side of the wagon, this results in eight required contact points, which require additional
support on the main beams. Additional side bars are required at the ends of the wagon to
support the adjustable end beams, which are also required for additional container pins and, if
necessary, for the wheelset holders. Another problem with this concept is the length-adjustable
coupling rod. In the short position of the cars, this has an overhang of around 1,830 mm towards
the centre of the car, which requires a certain swivel range when cornering. The figure shows the
deflection of the coupling rod centre during a journey in a track curve with a radius of 75 m using
the concept with outer solebars. The length ratios of the coupling rod were taken over from the
existing carriage, whereby the hose guides for the compressed air line at the ends of the
coupling rod were neglected. The current coupling rod also has half a width of almost 196 mm at
its ends, i.e. at the end, together with the deflection of 161 mm, the coupling rod requires a
clearance of around 357 mm per direction, which means that the two l-beams require a distance
of at least 720 mm rounded up. However, the actual distance required is even greater when
considering all the clearance in the running gear area that occurs during real operation.

Figure 29: Required coupling rod radial range when cornering.
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The hose routing for the compressed air line was neglected, because the routing of the
compressed air and electrical lines must be considered anew anyway. On the one hand, the
concept requires at least additional electrical lines in addition to the existing compressed air line
and, on the other hand, the existing design cannot be used, at least for the concept with the
central solebars. Due to the large number of ILU supports required, the variant with external
longitudinal members is favoured. The middle solebar would have to be quite far apart so that
they do not impair the function of the coupling rods. In addition, the retractable container pegs
can be better integrated in an l-beam. Ultimately, the variant with medium long beams has the
advantage of linear transmission of tensile and impact forces, for which, however, a more
complicated design of the container supports would be necessary. Furthermore, outer solebars
are required at the ends of the rather short carriage anyway. A special feature of the carriages
contributing significantly to the function of the carriage unit is the length-adjustable end carriers,
in which the existing manual adjustment option is to be replaced by an electrical adjustment.
This means that the stops as well as the return springs, which were to be used for automatic
adjustment by means of lateral stops on the coupling rod, are no longer necessary. The power is
transmitted from the end beam to the l-beam via two bearings welded to the l-beam, in which
the end beam is slidable guided. The end support consists of a rectangular tube with a container
pin attached to its outer end. However, such a design is disadvantageous for mounting
components necessary for the drive, as they could only be mounted inside the beam or at its end
facing the centre of the carriage. This problem can be avoided by using a double T-profile. For
the same function, the bearings are not necessary and there is now more space available
between the end beam and the main beam. However, the extent to which this is sufficient can
only be determined in the connection with a concept for the drive of the end beam adjustment.

Figure 30: Adjustable end beam based on the construction of the existing carriage unit.

Another variant of the adjustable end carriage is resulting from the consideration to leave out
the pin at the end of the main beam and to adjust this support position also with the end beam.
Whereas in the previous variant the container pins on the end of the solebar for the short
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position and the container pins on the end carriages were needed for the middle as well as the
long position, all three positions of the container support can be reached with the end beam. For
this purpose, the l-beam at each end of the wagon are shortened by the width of the container
pin and thus the headpiece shifted towards the middle of the car. The end beam, on the other
hand, is so that the larger travel range is achieved with the same bearing spacing. The main
problem here is the greater distance between the container pin and the support of the end
beam in the long position, which increases by about 280 mm. This variant of the end beam is
therefore relevant only if the additional cost of materials is less than the savings.

Figure 31: Adjustable end support with I-beam

Figure 32: Extended version with adjustable end support

Due to the already unfavourable force conditions at the end beam, the long variant is not
suitable, as greater problems are to be expected there than with the shorter variants. Moreover,
this variant does not bring any notable advantage for the wagon unit. The design of the end
beams and support bearings depends primarily on the remaining supporting structure and the
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electric drive to be integrated. Therefore, no statement can be made at this point about the
probably better variant. To enable the wagon unit to be coupled with other wagons and the
traction unit, end wagons with a standardized push and pull device are required. For the use of a
central buffer coupling, the head piece must be adapted to the central carriage; longer l-beams
are also required. The 20' mounting centre distance at the end of the carriage unit is also not
displaceable and is almost always in the long position, as the possibility of moving it would offer
no added value. The container spacing on the end carriage could be optimised by adjusting these
container pins, but it has no effect on the overall length of the carriage unit, as the end of the
carriage cannot be displaced when the central buffer coupling is fitted.

6.4. Running Gear
Another important field of investigation is the running gear. With this, speeds that are untypical
for freight traffic must be achieved, with the highest possible wheelset running mass. For an
initial overview of common freight wagon running gear, the suspensions listed in UIC 517 [13]
and introduced in DIN EN 16235 [14] should initially be considered and evaluated with regard to
their potential for higher speeds. After that, a search for running gears that already meet as
many of the required requirements as possible is to be carried out. In the last step, a selection is
made for the new wagon unit or a new running is derived from all variants. The advantages and
potential problems for installation and use are to be assessed.
When using a running gear introduced in DIN EN 16235 [14], major adjustments are necessary so
that the maximum speed of 160 km/h is possible with sufficiently low vibration running. Since
larger design measures are therefore required, a new chassis should be considered directly. This
could then also be used on other wagons in the future. On the one hand, a running gear that
already meets the parameters (e.g. Axiom Rail LN25SA [15]) can be used. On the other hand, the
new development of a chassis also offers sufficient potential for future developments and
projects, because the single-axle chassis used today may no longer meet the requirements in the
future.
However, the use of single-axle bogies is challenging due to the limited installation space. A
relatively large amount of space is required for the centrally located coupling rod, as this also
takes up a certain amount of space towards the centre of the car due to its length adjustability.
In addition, the low loading level and the height of the coupling rod make it difficult to install a
rotating ladle, which would lie very low. As a result, there is very limited clearance between the
wheelset axle and the required bogie frame, which is required to deflect the wagon.

6.5. Summary overall concept
When developing a concept, a concrete result should always emerge in the end, in which the
best compromise from all the sub-areas considered is summarised. In the present case, the basic
design and essential equipment of the wagon unit are determined, whereby the interaction of
these should probably be given. Through calculations and investigations following the concept
phase, the design of all components must then be detailed and, if necessary, adapted. The
overall concept will now be presented in the following.
The supporting structure will consist of two outer longitudinal beams, which are connected by
several cross beams. At the end of the carriage there is a coupling carrier, which represents the
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interface between the carriage and the coupling rod and is also required for locking the coupling
rod in addition to transmitting the tensile and impact forces. Instead, there is an automatic
central buffer coupling on one side of the end carriages for coupling the carriage unit to other
carriages or a traction unit.
Each individual wagon has two length-adjustable end supports at each end (with the exception
of the side of the end wagons on which the central buffer coupling is located), by means of which
the wagon length can be adapted to the length of the ILU to be transported in three different
steps. One of the short variants is used, as the long end beam variant offers hardly any
advantages worth mentioning, but is particularly unfavourable in terms of static and dynamic
strength compared to the short variant. To optimize the distance between the carriages, the
coupling rods are also electrically adjustable in length.
The running gear should be designed for 160 km/h and run quietly to reduce noise, for which the
wheelsets must be adjusted radially in the track and vibration damping is required. Especially
due to the high speed for freight wagons, there are hardly any running gears for two-axle
wagons that could be used for the wagon unit. Further investigation is therefore useful to
determine to what extent the rubber roller springs used in the DRRS 25 bogie can be used for a
new chassis for such a wagon.
The car unit is to be equipped with wheel disc brakes, as these contribute significantly to noise
reduction and also provide more safety due to a higher braking power than block brakes. The
higher braking power is required above all at high speeds. However, the installation of the brake
callipers is problematic, as sufficient space must be available in the area of the wheel discs.
Container pins are required for securing the load, which should be electrically retractable on this
wagon unit. Container pegs that can be lowered into the loading level have been used in flat
wagons for some time, but these have to be operated manually. An electrical adjustment
possibility therefore still requires the development, which however can be based on the
presented pneumatic container pins. Furthermore, an interface is required for the energy supply
of thermal tanks, which are supplied with energy from the existing train busbar.
Another important point is the equipment of the car with telemetry and a telematics system.
There are already various solutions in the railway industry for this, which are used for transport
logistics and maintenance of the wagons. By monitoring the load and the wagon, problems can
be detected and rectified at an early stage, which ultimately increases safety during transport.
To ensure the functions of the carriage unit, an operating unit is required for the coupling rod,
the end supports and the container pins. Due to the ever-increasing digitalization, a tablet
control system is ideal here, which can display the results of the automatic brake test as well as
the function settings. It is also possible to evaluate safety-relevant telemetry data and to warn of
dangers. In addition to such a control system, a control panel could also be mounted directly on
the carriage unit, so that the carriage unit does not have to be stopped immediately in the event
of a system malfunction.
So far, the number of individual wagons per wagon unit has not been discussed. The new wagon
unit was to have three to five members, which was taken over from the existing wagon unit.
However, since the concept is more suitable for block trains, a larger number of individual
wagons per wagon unit seems to make sense. This further reduces the gaps between the wagon
units within a train and further reduces the total mass of the wagons in one train, as the middle
wagons are lighter than the end wagons. In any case, it should be as easy as possible to remove
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middle carriages from the carriage unit so that, in the event of damage, further use with reduced
length is possible.

7.

Wheelset concepts and wheel material development

This chapter covers first the Detailed Design of the wheelset that will be used in the Core Market
Wagon. It continues with the definition of the baseline for the future development of the
wheelset for the Extended Market Wagon. Then, it introduces the latest developments and tests
in the frame of noise damping techniques in wheels. After that, it covers the studies and ongoing
tests to improve the axle materials. Finally, it concludes with the studies that relate the impact of
the microstructural properties in wear and RCF in wheels.

7.1. Core Market Wagon wheelset
As stated in [16], a running gear concept with axle-mounted brake discs was defined for the
detailed concept, corresponding to Tatravagonka’s bogie type TVP NG-DBS.
As explained in [16], CAF MiiRA developed for this bogie type a light, low-noise wheelset for 25 t,
with straight-web wheels and an EA4T axle. As it can be checked, the wheelset remains
unchanged compared to the concept proposed in [16]. The mentioned wheelset is shown in
Figure 33.

Figure 33: Wheelset two axle mounted brake discs for core market wagon.
Beyond this detailed wheelset concept, CAF MiiRA continued the assessment on noise reduction
of a tread braked wheel. As a result, a new tread braked wheel design is proposed. It is lighter
and has lower noise emissions than all other known freight wheels, currently in use in Europe.
This new tread braked wheel could directly be implemented in the existent fleets, to replace all
freight wheels up to 25t, especially for those that are problematic and have thermomechanical
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limitations. It is also suitable for braking loads up to 50 kW and able to withstand drag brakings
45 minutes long, as required by the current standards [17], [18].

7.2. Extended Market Wagon wheelset
In case the extended market wagon, developed in the frame of FR8RAIL II, uses tread-braked
wheels, the above mentioned new wheel, could be used in such wagons. The benefits will be a
lightweight, low noise solution.

7.3. Noise damping systems for wheels
As it has been previously stated, in the project documentation, CAF MiiRA has been working in
the development of noise damping solutions, suitable for all kinds of wheels, especially for those
that are tread-braked.
In addition to the geometry optimization activities, as reported in [16] and in previous chapters,
noise damping mechanical absorption solutions have been defined. According to this, prototypes
and tests have been completed, and early results are available. As a result, it can be stated that
the new solution provides an overall reduction of 6 dB, reaching up to 12 dB in the third octave
band, with the most critical frequencies.
The design fosters low cost, low weight and can withstand the high temperatures, common in
tread braked wheels, without requiring special temperature-resistant materials, leading to
increased costs. The design features an easy integration to the existent wheels, without the
need to disassemble them from the wheelset or bogie. The fixation to the wheel is done with
standard fasteners and only takes a few minutes.
However, the system is still in a prototype phase, and an optimization is still required, for a
better market approach. CAF MiiRA aims to continue with this assessment in FR8RAIL II.

7.4. Axle material improvement
Even though the for the wheelset solution for the Core Market Wagon is EA4T, it was decided to
perform some research on cold rolling in a more common axle material for freight, like the EA1N.
It must be considered that EA1N is the material that traditionally has been widely used for
freight axles, and that might be the material for the future wheelsets in the extended market
wagon. It should be considered that several studies cover the strength improvement of cold
rolling of EA4T material, but there is no such a wide literature on EA1N material.
This research is being carried out in cooperation between CAF and MCL, with further
collaboration of the Company Hegenscheidt as the performer of cold rolling. The aim is to
analyse the impact of different cold rolling configurations on EA1N. The most promising
configurations will be studied in detail, which means that the S-N curves of the cold rolled
material will be extracted.
Results of this study are not available at this stage, because it is an ongoing activity, but results
and conclusions will be stated in FR8RAIL II deliverables. They will serve as a basis for the
development of suitable crack propagation models on railway axles, which will be developed
within the frame of FR8RAIL II. The aim of such models is the accurate determination of axle NDT
inspection intervals, which is a critical factor for the reduction of maintenance-related LCC.
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7.5. Wheel material development
7.5.1. RCF Modelling
It is well known that rolling contact fatigue (RCF) causes high maintenance costs on both, wheels
and rails. RCF is the result of harsh contact conditions between wheel and rail. High stresses and
creepages lead to severe plastic deformations in the near-surface layers of wheels and rails
causing anisotropy of the material. Therefore, to understand RCF it is not sufficient to know the
bulk properties of a certain wheel or rail material than rather to understand the influence of
microstructural properties on the developing anisotropy of the material and on the according
wear and RCF behaviour (see also [16]).
Thomas Leitner gave an overview of how material anisotropy develops and how different
materials response in his PhD [19]. In his work he used a so called High-Pressure Torsion (HPT)
test rig to produce highly plastically deformed samples with according refined microstructures.
From those deformed samples, different compact tension (CT) specimens are cut out with
different orientations with respect to the aligned microstructure and grain elongation
respectively (see Figure 34).

Figure 34: Sample orientation in HPT deformed material: axial direction AD, radial direction RD
and tangential direction TD. Plane RD-TD represents the shear plane [19].
After cutting out the specimens from the plastically deformed discs, investigations on the
microstructure and fatigue crack growth (FCG) behaviour have been carried out for the different
materials including ARMCO iron, high purity nickel, austenitic steel and two pearlitic rail
materials (R260 and R350). These investigations focused on differences in the FCG behaviour
dependent on the orientation of an initial crack relative to the alignment of the microstructure
(anisotropy). A significant anisotropy has been observed for the considered rail materials. For
example, the highest crack growth rates were observed for the A-T sample where the crack
grows along the aligned (degraded) microstructure. Although the work includes important
information on the behaviour of severely plastically deformed materials and its according
anisotropy the link between microstructural properties and the developing material anisotropy
remains still an open issue. But when thinking about improvement of materials this plays an
important role.
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Solano-Alvarez et al. from the University of Cambridge [20] investigated how alloying, heat
treatment and microstructural properties of hypereutectoid pearlitic steels influence the
material behaviour with respect to wear and RCF. The authors investigated five different
materials with different chemical compositions (alloying) and heat treatments and tested them
on a twin-disc test rig. To assess the materials with respect to their RCF behaviour the cycles
needed to produce cracks have been counted. Results are analysed with Neural Network (NN) to
receive signification of each (microstructural) feature with respect to the number of cycles to
RCF crack initiation. This investigation focused on the relationship between microstructure
properties of the bulk material and RCF but did not consider explicitly changes of the
microstructure due to severe plastic deformations and its impact on material anisotropy.
To gain a deeper understanding for the link between microstructural properties of the bulk
material, the developing material anisotropy due to severe plastic deformations and the
initiation and propagation of RCF cracks, a new methodology has been developed (see Figure 35)
that combines the experimental techniques used in Leitner’s PhD [19] with the methodology
presented in the work of Solano-Alvarez et al. [20]. This will be the basis for creating new wheel
materials with improved resistance to the initiation and propagation of RCF cracks.

7.5.1.1.

Methodology

The first step of the methodology is a definition of the wheel materials with different chemical
compositions (alloying) and heat treatments. It is important to know the microstructural and
bulk material properties of the undeformed material that later can be correlated with properties
of the deformed material.
Once materials are defined, two types of investigations will be carried out. First, testing on
material anisotropy due to severe plastic deformations according to Leitner’s work [19] will be
performed by using ECAP, HTP or milling to produce high deformed material specimens followed
by FCG testing. Furthermore, microstructural properties of the deformed material will be
investigated and compared with the microstructure of the undeformed materials. In a second
step, experiments on a scaled test rig will be carried out to investigate and identify RCF cracks
and according microstructural properties. If available, damaged wheels from the service will be
investigated to correlate material/microstructural properties with RCF in real operation.
The methodology aims to correlate original microstructural and bulk properties to
microstructural properties of the plastically deformed material, its according anisotropy and at
the end to the RCF behaviour of a certain wheel material.
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Figure 35: Schematic diagram of the developed methodology to investigate the correlation
between bulk material properties, microstructure of undeformed and deformed material with
anisotropic behaviour and RCF.

7.5.1.1.

Initial investigations

7.5.1.1.1. Wheel material samples
Railway wheels and axles are security components that are subjected to fitting strict
requirements for their qualification (new designs, changes in the production process,…) and
controls to perform in the serial production. Different standards, either at a national or
international level, specify all those requirements being also common to introduce additional
requirements in complementary customer based standards (operators and rolling stock
manufacturers).
Most of the wheels and axles worldwide produced are manufactured based on EN (Europe) [21],
UIC (International) [22], GOST (Russia) [23], JIS (Japan) [24] or AAR (US) [25] standards. In
Western Europe, EN and UIC are normally the standards used (EN13262 and UIC812-3 for wheels
and EN13261 and UIC 811-1 for axles). AAR standard is also widely used as a base reference
outside USA in many non-European countries.
Axle materials specified in these standards are non-alloyed or medium alloyed carbon steel
either normalized or quench and tempered state. Criteria for the use of the different materials
and heat treatments available in the corresponding standard are mainly based on the load
demands of the vehicle for the axles. In freight applications, in Europe, normalized non-alloyed
steels is by far the most common material used for axle manufacture.
In the case of railway wheels, the different standards cover just non-alloyed carbon steels.
Different steel grades are mainly based on the carbon content and hardness. Among the
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different wheels type, solid wheels are the standard one for freight applications (tyred wheels
are mainly used in commuter trains, metros and trams). Solid wheels (either forged or cast) are
heat treated using a particular process consisting on the denominated “rim chilling” (Figure 36).

Figure 36: Rim quenching of a railway wheel (CAF source)
In this process, after the austenization of the wheel, a rapid local cooling-down affecting only the
tread of the wheel is performed. The results is a significant increase of the tread hardness (the
area subjected to wear in service) respect to the rest of the wheel. In addition, circumferential
residual stresses are induced also into the tread; contributing to increase the fatigue resistance
of the material at that area (this is particularly important to minimize the crack generation and
its growth at the rolling contact surface minimizing, in this way, the risk of a catastrophic radial
crack of the wheel).
The European standard covers, at the present, a total of four different steel grades (Table 9). As
mention above, the difference among them is the carbon content, and hence, the mechanical
properties required for them. ER6 and ER7 are the grades used for freight application (especially
ER7). The use of softer grades (lower carbon content) is mainly due to the fact that the braking
system of the wagons is based on block braking. Block brakes act directly onto the tread surface
of the wheel generating large amount of heat (either in the blocks and the wheels). Thermomechanical behavior of carbon steels is usually worst as the higher the amount of carbon in the
steel is (material is more prone to suffer thermal fatigue and/or harmful microstructural
transformations). A penalty respect to the wheel life (comparing with the use of harder steel
grades) is therefore paid in order to increase the security of the application.
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Table 9: EN13262 steel grades

AAR standard, on opposite, covers carbon steels with higher carbon content (Table 10). Class B
and C are the common grades used in freight. In some special applications, class D, is also
considered for freight (heavy haul application for example). Maximization of the duration of the
wheels is the most weighted criteria in AAR specification respect to the EN. 0,10-0,25% higher
carbon content of class B and C respect to ER7 allows to produce significantly harder wheels. To
notice also that wagon load per axle allowable in US (or countries/infrastructures under AAR
specifications) is also considerable higher than the load per axle permitted in Europe (up to 35
Ton/axle compared to the maximum 23,5ton/axle considered in Europe). In this sense,
mechanical requirements for the wagon wheels are also higher being needed the use of more
resistant alloys what is achieved, in this case, increasing the carbon content.
Railway wheels are consumable components of the vehicle which main (and ideal) failure
mechanism is wear. After a certain use (very much variable) the diameter of the wheel is
reduced up to the considered minimum allowed and the wheel must be replaced. At
intermediate periods, wheels need to be re-profiled in order to re-machine the profile of the
tread surface since wear modifies the original profile generating running un-stabilities.
A low wear rate, homogeneous and without major incidences along the life of the wheel is the
preferred case for them. Unfortunately, wheels are subjected to a large number of possible
failure types that shorten the wheel life. Wear is not always the main failure mechanism and
wheels need to be re-profiled when failures at the rolling contact surface occurs. High
demanding applications (either due to the infrastructure and/or operation conditions) may
provoke shelling, spalling, thermal fatigue cracks, tread roll-over, etc. ( [26] gives a good
overview of the most usual railway wheel failures). In those cases, wheel life is reduced
considerably, obliging also to increase the inspection periods, maintenance operations and
wheel replacements.
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Table 10: AAR M107 steel grades

The introduction of composite block brakes in the last years and the continuous increase of
mechanical demands to the wheels have provoked the change of the behaviour in service of the
wagons railway wheels. This change has obliged to the operators to modify their procedures in
maintenance, impacting significantly in the associated costs (in most of the cases, increasing
them). The development of wheels adapted to this type of brake system, either by modifying the
design or the alloy composition, capable of reducing the operative costs of the vehicle would be
beneficial for the sector.
Taking into account the different normative restrictions no much chances exists for alloy
modification in order to improve the thermal, wear of RCF behaviour of the wheels (to be on
mind the strict chemical composition limitations defined, specially, in the European standard).
Despite this, significant improvements might be achieved through the use of small alloying
modification (microalloying) and microstructural control. Different papers have been written
describing the effect of small contents of vanadium and/or niobium in the railway wheels (some
examples in [27], [28], [29], although most of the investigations has been performed by wheel
producers and results are not public. CAF has also conducted different research activities in this
material development line which allow knowing the mechanical effects of this type of elements,
however, there is no significant literature on this, when referring to RCF and/or wear behaviour
of the wheels in service.
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Figure 37: Example of the information in the existing literature on the effect of vanadium on
the mechanical properties of the railway wheels (in this case depending also on the
austenization temperature) [10]
In this sense, microalloyed and non-microalloyed ER7 have been considered for the study (to
note that ER7 grade is, by far, the most used grade in freight applications). In order to
understand better the hardness influence on RCF, a class C (high carbon AAR grade) and an
intermediate carbon content grade (ER9 grade according to EN13261) have also been included in
the experiment. Different microstructure grain morphology shall be considered.

7.5.2. Initial tribological investigations
In order to determine the critical fracture toughness of deformed rails and wheels, round
specimens with a diameter of 20 mm and a length of 100 mm were machined from mint rails and
wheels. To generate the degree of deformation of deformed rails or wheels, the samples are preformed by means of ECAP. With regard to the feasibility at the ECAP several tests with different
temperatures and runs on the rail material R260 were made. The different hardness evaluation
variants are listed below:
•
•

•
•

Initial hardness: 282 ± 13 HV1
ECAP at 350°C *
o 1 ECAP: 309 ± 9 HV30
o 2 ECAP: 320 ± 7 HV30
o 4 ECAP: 368 ± 7 HV30
o 6 ECAP: 334 ± 10 HV30
ECAP at 450°C: 361 ± 11 HV1
ECAP at 500°C: 360 ± 9 HV1

It was observed that at temperatures above 400°C recrystallization starts. Therefore, a
temperature of 350°C was chosen. To achieve the high degree of deformation, several passes
were made. Continuous increase in hardness and deformation is noticeable until the 4-pass.
From the 5-pass, dynamic recrystallization occurs leading to a decrease in hardness.
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Figure 38: micro structure of R260 a) after 4 ECAP tests, b) after rolling tests

When comparing the micrographs of the 4 ECAP tests with the rolling tests, it can be seen that
the induced deformation in the ECAP is too small (Figure 38).
In order to achieve the high degree of deformation, milling tests are carried out. The results will
be available in the upcoming period.

7.5.3. Physical Damage Mechanism for Uniform Wear Calculation
7.5.3.1.

Introduction

The accurate prediction of wheel and rail profiles evolution is one of upmost interest for the
railway industry. The profiles of both the wheels and rails have a direct influence on most of the
problems related to vehicle dynamics: hunting motion, safety against derailment, comfort, rail
displacements due to excessive lateral forces, flange climbing, etc.) Due to that, wheel and rail
profiles are monitored at periodic intervals in order to assure that the profiles parameters are
within certain limits.
The capacity to know in advance how the profiles will evolve is very important since it would
allow the wheel profiles to be optimized in order to reduce the wear and increase the time
periods between wheel re-profiling. Moreover, a detailed knowledge of profile evolution would
ease the scheduling of re-profiling activities of the different vehicles or sections of the track
reducing in this way, the cost of maintenance of vehicles and tracks.
Due to that during the last years different research projects have been conducted in order to
develop methodologies that allow the wheel profiles evolution to be predicted. Among the
different works carried out in this field it is worth mentioning the ones developed within
Roll2Rail.
Roll2Rail was the lighthouse project of the Shift2Rail initiative. Among the different objectives of
Roll2Rail one was the development of a Universal Cost Model to calculate the Life Cycle Cost of
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the most important elements of the bogies. In this project the wheel and rail wear was identified
as one of the most important influencing factors of the Universal Cost Model.
Due to the importance of the problematic, a scheme of the different steps to carry out wear
calculations was proposed. The main steps identified were the followings:
•
Development of a validated computational model of the railway vehicle to perform
dynamic simulations in different scenarios. This vehicle model must be validated in order to
assure the trustworthiness of the results.
•
Analysis of track layout and vehicle mission profile in order to define the simulations to
be carried out in order to estimate the wear form the obtained results. Different methodologies
can be followed with different computational costs and accuracy characteristics.
•
Dynamic simulations in the different scenarios in order to calculate the contact
conditions at different instants of time during the circulation of the vehicle. The variables that
are usually sought are the wheel rail contact forces, the relative slip between the wheel and the
rail, the pressure and tangential stress distribution between the bodies in contact, the dissipated
power, etc.
•
Relate the contact conditions with the amount of material removed from the bodies in
contact. At this point two main wear laws were proposed: the T law and the Archard Law. Both
relationships are empirical in nature and their applications to a specific case depend on tuning of
certain parameters. The adjustment of these parameters is, nowadays, dependant on
experimental data obtained in the site and therefore, the capacity of forecasting the parameters
in a new site where no measurements are available is very limited; that is, if predictions are
sought in cases where no data are available the uncertainty of the parameters will be very high.
•
The profiles must be updated with the results of removed material obtained in the
previous step. The dynamic simulations must be carried out again since the profiles have a direct
influence on the results and, this way, the process is repeated.
The profiles’ evolution is calculated as a function of travelled length. From these data, all the
parameters related to vehicle profiles can be calculated: equivalent conicity, flange height, etc.
and the dynamic characteristics of the vehicle can be evaluated assuring, this way, the safety
margin when evaluating different critical situations.
During the Roll2Rail project as assessment of the different methodologies was performed from
both the infrastructure and railway manager point of view. One of the main conclusions about
the wear module was the big uncertainty when choosing the law and parameters relating
contact conditions to removed material; that is, the obtained results when applying the wear
module were very dependent on what low and what parameters were used. These results cast
doubts on the predictive capacity of the models to obtain accurate results with new vehicle.
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7.5.3.2.

Wear laws

Wear laws are mathematical expressions that relate the contact conditions to the removed
material. In the bibliography different laws of this type can be found applied to different
problems (bearings, gears, etc.). However in the railway field two types of law are widely used:
•
Energy transfer models, which assume the material loss to be a function of contact
forces, spin moment and creepages (Tγ=Fxξ+Fyη+MzΦ) in the contact patch. British Rail
Research (BRR) and University of Sheffield (USFD), developed the most common wear models of
this type.
•
Sliding models where the material loss depends on combinations of sliding distance,
normal force and material hardness. Royal Institute of Technology (KTH) developed the most
common wear model of this type, based on Archard’s wear law.
The removed material on both models is calculated multiplying the contact parameter by a
parameter that theoretically dependent on the contact conditions, the damage mechanism (type
of wear), the presence of sand or lubricants, etc.
𝑊 = 𝑘𝐴

𝐹𝑁 𝐿
𝐻

Figure 39 shows the values of this parameter in the case of the Archard’s law for dry surfaces and
a certain type of steel.

Figure 39: Wear chart showing typical regions of tread and flange contacts
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One of the facts that stand out when analysing the parameters of the different laws are the
different values obtained in laboratory test and in real operation. In the former case the values
are around ten times higher than in the latter case. No satisfactory explanation has given to this
fact and it is one of the main problems when trying to obtain accurate predictions of the wear
evolution; that is, as laboratory test do not give approximate values for the wear laws constants
it is very difficult to decide which constant should be used in real cases.
Due to all these uncertainties one of the objectives of the FR8RRAIL is to gain knowledge in this
problem. For this, a detailed analysis of one of the most important types of railway wear will be
analysed from a physical point of view, trying to determine the mechanisms that have a role in
this type of wear. The idea is to extend in the future the work carried out within this project in
order to cover other types of wear obtaining, in this way, a comprehensive physical wear map
for wheel and rail wear.

7.5.3.3.

Delaminative wear

Delaminative wear is caused by crack nucleation and propagation due to high strain and stresses
caused by the wheel rail contact. An extensive analysis of the available experimental surface
condition, debris morphology…) data has been conducted (in order to determine the different
phenomena that must be taken into account in order to study the problem in detail.
As a result of this analysis, it was concluded that the following topics must be addressed in order
to develop a physical model for delaminative wear:
•

•
•
•

Wheel rail contact problem solution taking into account rough surfaces. The crack
nucleation is very dependent on the actual stresses and strain. Therefore the contact
must be solved in such a way that these parameters be obtained with accuracy enough.
Crack nucleation process taking into account number and distribution of soft inclusions.
Crack propagation taking into account the elastoplastic behaviour of the material under
successive passes of asperities
Debris generation process

In the following chapters the models developed to analyse each of this parts will be briefly
explained.

7.5.3.4.

Wheel rail contact taking into account rough surfaces

When performing dynamic simulations it is commonly assumed that the surfaces of both the
wheel and the rail are smooth. This is valid as only the total transmitted forces are sought as an
input for generating the dynamic equations. In cases where the strain and stresses distributions
are needed this approach is no longer valid and the influence on the surface roughness has to be
taken into account.
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In order to solve the contact between rough surfaces different approaches have been followed:
•
Stochastic methods based on the statistical characterisation of the surface by means of
three parameters: root mean square value of the height of the roughness, surface density
of the roughness and average curvature radius of the roughness.
•
Methods based on the fractal characterisation of the rough surfaces.
•
Numeric methods based on the application of numeric methods with a sufficiently fine
mesh of the contact surfaces in order to model the geometry of the roughness.
The stochastic method proposed by Greenwood allows statistical information of the contact
characteristics to be obtained in a straightforward way. This method is based on the following
characterization of the roughness:
•
All the deformations are elastic.
•
The roughness peaks are spherical shaped. Also, all the roughness peaks have the same
curvature radii.
•
The roughness profile height has a normal distribution.
Based on these hypotheses a model to solve the normal contact problem with rough surfaces
was proposed. The most important results obtained when solving the roughness normal problem
are as follows:
•
Real contact area. For smooth surfaces, contact occurs in a well determined and
continuous area. However, for rough surfaces, contact occurs in an infinity of small
contact areas.
•
Apparent distribution of normal pressures. This is the relationship between the total
force transmitted via a surface differential and the value of the surface differential.
•
Statistical information of the Pressure distribution at each contact area.
The standard way to obtain the input parameters of the method is the use of a rugosimeter.
However, different analysis has shown that the results obtained with this method are dependent
on the precision of the rugosimeter and therefore, an alternative way based on threedimensional characterization of contact surface must be used.
In this work a preliminary analysis of a worn wheel surface has been conducted in order to
calculate the parameters needed to solve the normal contact problem and to check the
hypothesis of the Greenwood method for rough contact. The methodology used to carry out this
analysis is the so-called optical interferometry. Figure 40 shows an example of the results
obtained when analysing a real wheel surface:
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Figure 40: Wheel surface roughness
As it can be seen, the three dimensional topography of the surfaces in contact can be obtained
with this methodology. With this information, all the data related to peak distribution can be
calculated.

7.5.3.4.1. Peaks in contact density
One of the most important parameters when applying the Theory of Greenwood to solve the
normal contact problem is the determination of the number of peaks in contact as a function of
the vertical displacements of the surfaces in contact. In order to characterize this phenomenon,
it is supposed that there is a constant density of peaks whose heights follow a normal
distribution. Therefore two parameters are required:
•
Density of points
•
Standard deviation of the normal distribution representing the asperities’ height
distribution.
The mean value of the normal distribution is not strictly required since it is compensated with
the approach of the bodies in contact.
In the case that a three-dimensional representation of the surface is available, the number of
contact points in contact as a function of the approach can be calculated directly numerically.
Figure 41 shows the density of points as a function of the approach obtained numerically:
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Figure 41: Contact points density
Next, it has been analysed how much this distribution differs from the Greenwood hypothesis.
For that, this distribution has been approximated by a normal distribution of heights with a
constant density of peaks.

Figure 42: Comparison of the contact points density between the Greenwood approximation
and the optical interferometry results
In order to obtain the Greenwood approximation the following parameters have been used:
•
𝜇(𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) = −0.998𝑚.
•
𝜎(𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) = 1.169m.
•

𝜌(𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦) = 1497peaks/mm2.

As it can be seen, the experimental results cannot be perfectly fitted using the curves proposed
by Greenwood. The influence of this deviation should be checked latter when solving the contact
problem.
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7.5.3.4.1. Peaks shape
The other surface parameter that is required to solve the contact problems by means of
Greenwood theory is the asperity radius. This parameter gives info about the shape of the
asperities and relates the interpenetration at each peak with the contact area created.
Greenwood assumes that the peaks have a spherical form and therefore only one parameter is
required.
In this work and following the idea of Greenwood, the different peaks shape will be
approximated to a sphere and the sphere radius will be calculated for each peak. Figure 43
shows the peak radius histogram calculated in this way for an approach of -1.5m.

Figure 43: Peak radius histogram, for an approach of -1.5 µm
Another complementary way of showing the information about peak radius is by means of the
use of distribution functions. Figure 44 shows the distribution function of the previous case:

Figure 44: Peak radius distribution function, for an approach of -1.5 µm
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As it can be seen, in this case 80% of the peaks have radii betwen 1.4·10 -6 and 1.40·10-5; that is,
around one order of magnitude. Figure 45 and Figure 46 show the results obtained if another
aproach is used. In this case an approach of -4m is used (significantly less).

Figure 45: Peak radius histogram, for an approach of -4 µm

Figure 46: Peak radius distribution function, for an approach of -4 µm
As it can be seen, in this case 80% of the peaks have radii betwen 1.63·10-7 and 1.03·10-6; that is,
around one order of magnitude. However, in this case the curve radius is significantly lower that
in the previous case. Therefore, it seems that the approach has a direct influence on the curve
radius distribution. The influence of this effect must be checked later when solving the normal
contact problem.
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Figure 47 has been included in order to have a clearer picture of the influence of the approach
on curve radii. As it can be seen, in all cases the curve radii are bigger as the approach is lower.
This fact seems to indicate that the peaks that with higher heights are flatter that the other
peaks. This can make sense as the higher peaks can be worn due to the rolling contact between
the wheel and the rail.

Figure 47: Comparison between the distribution functions, depending on the approach on
curve radii
Figure 48 includes the mean values for different approaches:

Figure 48: Mean Curve Radius for different curve radii approaches
In order to finish, it is worth to include some geometrical values obtained using the standard
methodology, based on the use of profilometer (Table 11 and Table 12). The measurements
were made on three different wheels. The wheels used belong to a RENFE S/594 unit just before
the wheelset were going to be replaced. The load per wheelset for this type of vehicle is around
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15 tonnes. All the wheels belong to the same vehicle and the conditions are identical. Of these
measurements, 10 were carried out in longitudinal direction and the others 10 in transversal
direction in order to detect possible anisotropies in the roughness characterization. The values
have been obtained from reference.
As it can be seen, the obtained values are of the same order of magnitude to those obtained
with optical interferometry. The only thing worth to be pointed out is that the radius peak is
somewhat larger with the standard methodology. The explanation of that can be that the
standard methodology analysis all the peaks and not only the peaks that are in contact for a
certain approach.
Table 11: Roughness values obtained with the profilometer in the longitudinal direction

Table 12: Roughness values obtained with the profilometer in the transversal direction
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7.5.3.5.

Normal problem solution

7.5.3.5.1. Algorithm to solve rough problems
Once the surface topography of the bodies in contact has been characterized, the solution of the
normal contact problem can be addressed.
Usually, the objective when solving the normal contact problem is to obtain the normal contact
area and the pressure distribution. When performing dynamic simulations it is commonly
assumed that the surfaces of both the wheel and the rail are smooth. This is valid as only the
total transmitted forces are sought as an input for generating the dynamic equations. In cases
where the strain and stresses distributions are needed, this approach is no longer valid and the
influence on the surface roughness has to be taken into account.
Within this project, a program to solve the normal contact problem between wheel and rail
taking into account the roughness has been developed. This program allows overcoming the
main restrictions of the Greenwood method and, therefore, general wheel rail contact surfaces
topographies can be considered. Subsequently, the main points of the program are explained:
•
The height of the asperities can have a generic distribution
•
The Radius distribution is dependent on the height
•
The real amount of asperities obtained with the optical interferometer is used.
•
The bulk deformation of the bodies is considered elastic. However the deformation of the
peaks can be considered in a general way (elastoplastic deformation)
The solution of the contact problem is done using an iterative method:
•
The feasible contact area is divided into Nx · Ny rectangular elements
•
An initial guess of the apparent pressure distribution is assumed
•

𝑃𝑖0 ; 𝑖 = 1. . 𝑁𝑥 𝑁𝑦
Each of the pressures causes a surface displacement in the same element ui,i and in the
rest of the elements ui,j ; j = 1. . Nx Ny , j ≠ i

•

The deflection calculation ui,j is simplified using the criteria of Saint-Venant “... the
difference between the effects of two different but statically equivalent loads becomes
very small at sufficiently large distances from load.”
Therefore, in order to calculate the deflections out of the element Love equations are used (the
pressure is assumed to be uniformly distributed within the element) :
•
The direct deformation can be calculated using the following formula :

𝑢𝐷 =  ∫

𝐿𝑥/2

𝐿𝑦/2

∫

∞

∫ ∫

−𝐿𝑥/2 −𝐿𝑦/2 𝑑
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−∞
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Where
o
𝜙(𝑧, 𝛽) is the density function of asperities (it is assumed that it depends on two
variables: height (z) and radius (𝛽))
o

fu (z − d, β, √x 2 + y 2 ) is a function that gives the deflection generated by an asperity at a

•

distance√x 2 + y 2 ) as a function of the interpenetration and the asperity radius.
The interpenetration distance (that will cause the local deformation of asperities) will be
calculated in the following way:
𝑁

𝑢𝐿𝐷𝑖 = 𝑞 − 𝑑𝑖 − 𝑢𝑖,𝑖 − ∑ 𝑢𝑖,𝑗
•
•
•

𝑗=1,𝑖≠𝑗

With this distance, the number of asperities, their areas and the forces transmitted can
be calculated within each element.
An approximation to the apparent pressure Pii can be calculated using the parameters
calculated in the previous step. Pi0
The process continues until the difference of the pressure distribution calculated in the
steps is under a certain limit.

The method has been programmed in Matlab®. Several problems where hertzian hypothesis
were fulfilled were solved and compared with Hertz solution in order to check the accuracy of
the results provided by the program. All the results obtained in the different cases were
completely satisfactory.

7.5.3.5.2. Solution of the normal contact problem using Greenwood
assumptions
Once the program is validated, it will be used in order to obtain conclusion when solving the
normal contact problem taking into account rough surfaces. The first problem that will be
analysed consist of one fulfilling the greenwood hypothesis and using the following parameters
to characterize the roughness:
•
𝜇(𝜎(𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡) = 1.169m.
•
𝜌(𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑠 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦) = 1497peaks/mm2.
•
𝑅(𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑠) = 20 · 106 m
Figure 49 shows the apparent pressure within the contact area. The apparent pressure is
calculated summing up all the forces transmitted through an element and dividing it between
the element area.
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Figure 49: Apparent pressure in the contact area
As it can be seen, the apparent pressure follows an ellipsoidal shape. In fact, if it is compared to
the Hertz solution it can be seen that both the Hertzian pressure and apparent pressure
calculated taking into account the pressure are very similar. For example, the maximum pressure
calculated with Hertz Theory is 1.37GPa while the maximum apparent pressure is 1.31GPa.
The area of the contact path is also very similar. The semi-axis obtained with Hertz Theory is
5.67mm and the apparent contact area has a semi-axis of 5.71mm.
As a conclusion of this analysis it can be said that both the apparent contact area and the
apparent pressure distribution are very similar to the results calculated with Hertz Theory.
Analysing the obtained results, the following comments can be made:
•
The density of asperities in contact in the central area of the contact path is of the order
of 1000 peaks/mm2. Therefore around 70% of the total peaks are in contact.
•
In this region the ratio between real contact area and apparent contact area is of the
order of 8%.
The real pressures in the central part of the area are around 10 times higher than the values
predicted by the Theory of Kalker.

7.5.3.5.3. Analysis of variability introduced by random characterization
of peaks
For the resolution of the last example, is has been assumed that the peak distribution height
follows a normal distribution and that the peaks where distributed uniformly in the surface of
the bodies in contact. These assumptions allow defining definite integrals that can be computed
quite straightforwardly.
In this section the variability that different realizations of this statistical distribution can
introduce in the resolution of the normal contact problem will be analysed.
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When calculating the deflection that is produced in the central point of each element by the
micro-contact located in the same elements, the following formula (based on Love’s equation)
can be used:
𝑢 = ∫

𝐿𝑥/2

𝐿𝑦/2

∫

∞

−∞

∫ ∫

−𝐿𝑥/2 −𝐿𝑦/2 𝑑

𝑓𝑢 (𝑧 − 𝑑, 𝛽, √𝑥 2 + 𝑦 2 ) 𝜙(𝑧, 𝛽) 𝑑𝛽 𝑑𝑧 𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑦

−∞

As it can be seen, the peaks are considered to be uniformly distributed in the contact area.
Additionally, it is assumed that the peak distribution function 𝜙 follows a normal distribution
with respect to the height 𝑧.
Different realization of this distribution can be done and the results obtained with them can be
compared with the values obtained when solving the integral. Figure 50 shows the results
obtained solving 1000 different realizations. The histogram of the results is shown in Figure 51.
As it is logical the mean value of the direct flexibility taking into account all the realization
converges to the value obtained with the analytical formula.

Figure 50: Comparison, between the flexibility values of random peak distributions, and the
convergence of their mean values with the analytical formula, after solving 1000 different
realizations
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Figure 51: Histogram of flexibilities, for a total of 1000 different realizations
The dispersion of the direct flexibility is not very high: 90% of the values are within the bounds
defined by 80% and 120% of the mean value. In order to see the effect that this variability can
have on the distribution of apparent normal pressures different realization have been solved.
Figure 52 shows the apparent normal pressure distribution in the central strip of the contact
area for two different realizations and the mean values. The differences between the three
distributions are of the order of 15%. This value is moderately small compare with the large
uncertainties that are faced when predicting the wear.

Figure 52: Apparent normal pressure distribution in the central strip of the contact area for
two realizations
Similar analysis can be done for the total force transmitted through each element and the real
contact area, Figure 53,Figure 54,Figure 55 and Figure 56. The conclusions that can be drawn are
very similar to the conclusions obtained when analysing the direct flexibility parameter.
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Figure 53: Comparison, between the total force through each element, and the convergence of
their mean values with the analytical formula, after solving 1000 different realizations

Figure 54: Histogram of total forces through each element, for a total of 1000 different
realizations
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Figure 55: Comparison, between the real contact area, and the convergence of their mean
values with the analytical formula, after solving 1000 different realizations

Figure 56: Histogram of real contact areas, for a total of 1000 different realizations

7.5.3.5.4. Variability of the results using the actual peak distribution
The examples shown so far, have been solved approximating the actual peak distribution (height,
radii) using the functions proposed by Greenwood. In this section the influence of this
simplification will be analysed. For that, the normal contact problem will be solved considering
the real peak distribution and the obtained results will be compared with the ones previously
obtained.
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The main difference when considering the actual peak distribution is found in the calculation of
the relationship between interpenetration and force in each of the elements in which the
contact area has been divided into. Figure 57 compares these curves.

Figure 57: Chart showing the force transmitted vs the interpenetration
Although the exact values change, the magnitude of both curves is quite similar. This indicates
that the results obtained will not be very different.
Figure 58 compares the obtained apparent pressures in the central strip of the contact path. As it
can be seen, both results are very similar. The explanation of this can be found in the fact that
the apparent contact pressure is not very sensitive to the peak distribution.

Figure 58: Comparison between the actual and Greenwood apparent pressures in the central
strip of the contact path
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However, it is necessary to point out that, although the apparent results are very similar, larger
differences can be obtained, when analysing the micro-contacts.
For example in the central part of the contact area the density of peaks is around 3800peak/mm 2
that is much higher than the results obtained using the Greenwood approximation.
Regarding the average force transmitted through each of the peak and the average area of
contact within each peak, the following results are obtained:
•
Fm=0. 071N
•
Am=1.16 1011
The average pressure obtained is therefore: 5.84GPa that is lower than the pressure obtained
using the Greenwood approximation.
Figure 59 shows a closer look under the average pressure within each peak. As it can be seen,
around 90% of the peak has a pressure lower than 10GPa. In the rest of the peak a higher
pressure is obtained. This higher pressures are obtained because a fully elastic model has been
used to solve the problem. If elasto-plastic model is used, the maximum pressures would be
reduced. The same information can be seen using a histogram graph (included in Figure 60).

Figure 59: Average pressures in each peak
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Figure 60: Histogram chart showing the average pressures

7.5.3.6.

Rough contact conclusions

During the analysis of the contact between rough surfaces, the following conclusions have been
drawn:
•
The apparent contact area and the apparent contact pressures obtained when taking into
account the rough surfaces are similar to those obtained under the assumption of smooth
surfaces.
•
Although the apparent distribution is similar, a series of micro-contact are obtained when
solving the problem considering the rough surfaces (instead of a continuous distribution).
In this micro-contact the pressures are much higher than those obtained when solving
the problem using Hertz. The differences can reach one order of magnitude.
•
The optical interference allows detailed information about the surface topography to be
obtained. This information permits to check the validity of Greenwood hypothesis; i.e.,
the peak height distribution and the peak radius.
•
It has been check that solving the normal contact using the real information topography
problem allows us to obtain more accurate results regarding number of contact, size and
pressure distribution within the micro-contacts. It has been checked that the average
pressure is lower in this case that that obtained with using the Greenwood hypothesis.
•
The accurate knowledge about number of contact points, size and pressure distribution is
of upmost importance when analysing the crack nucleation and propagation. Therefore
the use of this information can be very valuable to adjust wear models.
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7.5.4. Wheel material requirements related to tread braking - wheel
damage and LL-type brake blocks
7.5.4.1.

Introduction

LL-type brake blocks have been introduced as retrofit blocks and are manufactured from organic
composite or sinter material in order to replace cast iron blocks. They were introduced in order
to resolve rolling noise issues related to high tread roughness, which resulted from braking using
cast iron brake blocks. It has been found, however, that the LL blocks introduce new problems
related to tread wear, wheel tread damage and winter braking; problems that have been less of
an issue when using cast iron brake blocks, see the FR8RAIL state of the art [30].
In the presented work, the wear of blocks and treads are first studied by an in-depth analysis of
the data given in the UIC EuropeTrain report [31], revealing new information on wear
characteristics for blocks and for treads. After this, numerical simulations are presented where 1)
thermal impact on RCF of wheel treads is studied for freight conditions, 2) winter conditions and
natural de-icing of brake blocks and holders are analysed, and finally, 3) wear of wheel treads is
investigated.
For the benefit of the reader, a short background of LL-brake blocks condensed from [1] is given. The
so-called LL-blocks were introduced as a direct response to the demand for retrofit brake blocks for
cast iron blocks. The LL-blocks are aimed at: 1) Low rolling noise, 2) Same friction characteristics as
cast iron, 3) Fuse function to protect wheels, 4) No interference with short-circuiting of rails for
proper function of signaling systems, and 5) Low life cycle cost (LCC). A list of homologated LL-type
brake blocks is provided by the European Railway Agency [32]. Presently there are 2 types of
block materials on the list of products with full certification as per UIC Leaflet 541-4 [33]: IB116*
by producer IcerRail / Becorit and C952-1 by CoFren.

7.5.4.2.
Wear of brake blocks and wheel treads: a detailed energetic
approach
The UIC-project EuropeTrain project investigated LL-type brake block usage [34], studying
differences between block wear and wheel wear for cast iron brake blocks and the two novel LLtype brake blocks IB116* (organic composite material) and C952-1 (sinter material). It was
shown that the equivalent conicity of the wheels braked using LL-type blocks increased at a rate
that means that safe and stable running of wagons could be jeopardized. In-field experience
showed that LL blocks not only cause about 50% increase of wheel wear but also a three times
faster degradation of the efficient conicity of the wheelset as compared to cast iron blocks. For
this reason, it is required that wheels with LL-brake blocks [35] shall have an equivalent conicity
less than 0.40 and that it should be monitored after 100 000 km directly after re-profiling and
thereafter every 50 000 km.
In the UIC -project EuropeTrain a test train with 32 wagons was equipped with a mix of brake
block materials and block configurations. It completed 16 runs throughout Europe, covering
more than 200 000 km during 22 months, starting out in June 2010. The report gives an
excellently detailed description of wear of wheel treads and brake blocks, together with braking
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efforts for the 16 runs, but also information on tread damage types found on wheels. The report
concludes by presenting wear of blocks and treads, based on running distance, for the different
block materials cast iron, IB116* (organic composite) and C952-1 (sinter material).
Wear of materials is often related to dissipated energy. The data in the report of the EuropeTrain
project give sufficient information to correlate the wear of treads and blocks to the braking
energy. Wear has been estimated as being a function of braking energy for brake blocks and
wheel treads. The wear of the blocks has been quantified by the volume removed from the brake
blocks and wear of the treads by the change in flange height and change in equivalent conicity.
The benefits of this approach are that 1) wear can be extrapolated to other braking efforts (train
speeds, axle loads, braking forces, etc.) than those of the EuropeTrain project, and 2) it allows for
a more detailed study of the influencing factors of wear. From given total braking energies for
the train on the 16 runs, the braking energy for each type of wheel for the wagons is estimated
from given braking forces for empty and loaded conditions and by assuming that the coefficient
of friction is constant. A response surface methodology has been used to investigate the wear
and its dependence on brake related parameters.

7.5.4.3.

Numerical models

7.5.4.3.1. Wear of blocks and wheel treads
A previously developed simulation model for investigating wear of block materials is here utilized
for investigating wear phenomena [36]. In that study, emphasis was on how wear of blocks
relates to the block-tread interaction with respect to thermos-elastic phenomena. Two different
simulation models are used; one coupled thermos-elastic model where contact pressure,
temperatures and wear are all time varying and part of the solution, and one thermal model
where the contact pressure distribution is determined á priori and the wear can be found by
post-processing of the resulting temperature distribution. For brevity, the models are shortly
explained in the following.

7.5.4.3.2. Thermal model
A thermal finite element model developed for studying heat partitioning and temperatures
during block braking under rig and in-field conditions is employed, see [37] [38] [39]. An
axisymmetric finite element (FE) model of block(s) and wheel is established for calculation of
mean temperatures where partitioning of heat between block and wheel is facilitated by thermal
resistances. The block and block holder are both modelled using an axisymmetric model with
modified thermal properties to account for the actual circumferential lengths, see [37]. It
accounts for cooling by convection and by radiation and considers the rail chill (cooling influence
by the cold rail on the hot wheel). The heat transfer from wheel to rail is controlled by
introducing finite thermal conductance at the contact, see Figure 61. The model is here utilised
as calibrated for in-field conditions.
The heat input at the wheel-block interface is calculated, prior to analysis, from train data. The
heat generation (heat flux) in the contact for the thermal model is calculated as
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q brake = pv

(1)

where μ is coefficient of friction, p is presumed contact pressure (assumed constant over contact
area) and v is train speed. The heat flux generated at the interface is partitioned via thermal
resistances, see Figure 61: . The heat flux generated at the interface is partitioned between the
wheel, qw, and the block, qb, as
qw =

Tbcont − Twcont
Rb
+
q brake
R w + Rb
R w + Rb

(2)

qb =

Twcont − Tbcont
Rw
+
q brake
R w + Rb
R w + Rb

(3)

Here Tbcont and Twcont [oC] are contact temperatures of block and wheel, respectively, and Rb and Rw
[oC /(W/m2)] are heat resistances at the contact.
The cooling influence of the wheel from the rail is considered via the rail chill parameter Qwr/ΔT
(thermal power transferred from wheel to rail per unit difference in surface temperature) which
is transformed to a nominal convection cooling applied to the area of wheel-rail contact. The
convection coefficient depends on, e.g., the vehicle speed and the geometry of wheel-rail
contact area.
The thermal model described above was implemented in a user-friendly numerical software [40]
and is utilised for calculating wheel and brake block temperature histories for the train on the
route. It has here been equipped with a post-processing facility for calculating the resulting wear
by use of braking data and calculated local block temperatures. The wear behaviour for
standardized train routes is studied for different vehicle performances with changes in, e.g.,
speed, axle load and braking retardation.
In the present study, the wear rate 𝑤̇ [m/s] of the block and wheel is calculated in local form as
𝑤̇ = 𝑘w 𝜇𝑝𝑣

(4)

where kw [m2/N] is the temperature-dependent material wear property, which for the brake
blocks are adapted from [41]. Regarding wear rates of the wheel tread material, data from the
energetic studies of wear based on the EuropeTrain report are utilized. It provides wear data for
both treads and brake blocks. By assuming a 2Bg brake block configuration an into-the-depth
wear of the blocks can be computed and this Predicted block wear can then readily be compared
to tread wear evaluated from flange height.
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Figure 61: Left: Thermal resistances at wheel and block contact are used to partition heat
between wheel and block. Right: Contact between wheel and rail with film (thermal
conductance) at contact.

7.5.4.3.3. Thermoelastic model
A thermos-elastic model developed in [42] for studying block and wheel tread interaction is
employed, see Figure 62. It incorporates wear rates as found from a pin-on-disc experimental
study [41], Figure 63. A finite element model of wheel and brake block is established using fully
coupled temperature and displacement analyses. For computational reasons, variations in the
circumferential direction are neglected and an axisymmetric representation of the wheel is
employed while the block is represented by the use of a plane strain model. For simplicity, the
wheel geometry is the same as in the original study in which the model was established. For the
studied stop braking cycles, the wheel type will have a negligible effect on the wear
characteristics. The same cooling conditions as for the thermal model are implemented. The
brake (normal) force acting on the brake block is calculated prior to analysis from the required
braking effort using an assumed coefficient of friction 0.2 for all materials. One specific modelling
assumption is introduced for the cast iron material; the coefficient of friction is constant 0.2 up
to about 500 oC, after which it is assumed to gradually drop smoothly to 0.1 in a transition
temperature range up to 650 oC after which it is constant 0.1, see Figure 64. This simulated
behaviour is inspired by the results from the highest temperature in the study [41], for which the
coefficient of friction was found to drop from a constant (nominal) value for lower temperatures
but resulting in substantially lower friction values as the wear rate was decreasing at high
temperatures.
At the block-wheel contact, the heat generation is again calculated according to Equation (1), but
the contact pressure is here calculated as part of the analysis and it will thus change during
braking. The heat flux generated at the interface is partitioned between the wheel and the block
according to Equations (2) and (3). However, the thermal resistances at the contact are now
assumed to be inversely proportional to the pressure p,
R w,b =

rw,b

(5)

p

where rw,b [oC/(W/N)] is a proportionality constant of the thermal resistance. The centre point of
the brake block to holder contact zone is constrained from moving in the axial direction (of the
wheel) but is free to move in radial direction. The brake (normal) load is applied on the block
holder. The rotational stiffness of the block mounting is modelled using a torsion spring, see
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Figure 62. The brake block holder at the back of the friction material is as being close to rigid to
allow a chosen torsional spring stiffness kspring to control the rotation of the brake block.

Figure 62: Left: Finite element model of tread braked wheel. Mesh close to contact is shown.
Element length along contact is typically 0.3 mm. The model includes 8900 parabolic elements.
Wheel diameter is 780 mm and brake block width is 80 mm. Right: Schematic spring resulting
in torsional stiffness kspring [Nm/rad] of block mounting.

Figure 63: Temperature dependence of block material wear rates from [41]. Data are given for
cast iron and a sinter materials and three organic composite materials denoted OC1-OC3.
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Figure 64: Temperature dependence of coefficient of friction for cast iron material based on
findings in [41]. For information, the wear rate is also provided.

7.5.4.4.

Thermal impact on rolling contact fatigue

Comprehensive work has recently been performed on the analysis of thermal impact on RCF at
tread braking at Chalmers railway mechanics in collaboration with the Railway Technical
Research Institute of Tokyo, Japan. Two studies report on 1) development of a modelling
framework for assessment of thermal impact on RCF [43] and 2) a parametric study focusing on
influence from various braking scenarios on susceptibility to RCF damage at tread braking [44].
The FE modelling involves thermal and thermomechanical analyses in three basic steps [43], see
Figure 65, implemented in the commercial FE code Abaqus [45]. Firstly, the heat partitioning
between brake block, wheel and rail during stop braking is analysed for in an axisymmetric
thermal analysis using the models developed in [37] and [46]. Secondly, the wheel–rail contact is
simulated for indentation type of loading using a detailed FE model. Thirdly, the wheel
temperature histories obtained in the first step and rolling contact stresses obtained in the
second step, are employed in a 3D structural analysis.
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Figure 65: Schematic illustration of the simulation steps in the uncoupled thermomechanical
analysis of rolling contact during tread braking. Outputs of the analyses are indicated in italics.
The first step of analyzing the heat partitioning between brake block and wheel at stop braking
and the cooling due to the rail chill effect is assessed using the axisymmetric model developed in
[37] and [46]. In the second step of the analysis, a detailed elastoplastic FE model of the vicinity
of the wheel–rail contact is employed to analyse the contact pressure distribution by use of
indentation type of loading. The two bodies are pressed together by the considered wheel–rail
contact load. Only one fourth of the contacting bodies is modelled, taking advantage of an
assumed double symmetry. The wheel has a diameter of 855 mm and is in contact with a UIC60
rail with rail-head radius 300 mm. For the Fr8Rail studies a simplification regarding the analyses
of the pressure distributions was introduced whereas the parameters of the pressure
distribution were calculated by interpolation between values calculated for 8 given tread surface
temperatures and 2 different temperature gradients. The rail is presumed to be at ambient
temperature. This simplification means that the work-flow could be automatized, and
considerable time could be saved with respect to manual efforts in the analyses. For both the
wheel and the rail, an elastoplastic material model is employed. The rolling contact pressure
distribution to be applied in the final 3D thermomechanical step is described using a so-called
super-ellipsoid. Interfacial shear stresses are introduced in the contact patch by assuming partial
slip, using an approach proposed for plastic contact conditions, based on an assumption of linear
variation of tractions inside the stick zone, see [43] for details.
In the third step, a 3D FE model of a 30° sector of a freight wheel, see Figure 66, is used for
analysis of the thermomechanical behavior of the combined effects from braking temperatures
and the traversing wheel-rail contact loading along the tread. In the structural analysis,
displacements at the sector boundaries are constrained in the circumferential direction (in the
cylindrical coordinate system). During the analysis, temperatures are kept constant for the short
time instances when the rolling contact loads (normal and frictional) are travelling around the
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wheel tread.

Figure 66: Geometry of railway wheel sector with an S-shaped web. The part of the wheel rim
with refined mesh (element size 1 mm) is extracted. The FE mesh features hexahedral 20-node
elements.
Since the wheel material is in a virgin state at the start of simulations, ten load passages prior to
braking are simulated to build up a “close-to-steady-state” stress condition in the tread. Due to
computational restrictions, the thermomechanical simulations are not performed for the entire
stop braking cycle, which would feature hundreds of wheel revolutions. Instead, mechanical
loading is introduced at five chosen instances in time during one braking cycle and the
temperature is kept constant during these instances. At each time instance, four consecutive
contact load passages along the tread are simulated.
The fatigue analysis is performed by adopting a ratchetting failure analysis scheme, as proposed
by Kapoor [47]. The ratchetting life in number of stop-braking cycles 𝑁r is obtained by dividing
the critical strain 𝜀c of the material by the calculated ratchetting strain per braking cycle ∆𝜀r as
𝑁r =

𝜀c
∆𝜀r

(6)
p

From the thermomechanical simulations, the von Mises effective plastic strain 𝜀eff and the
resulting accumulated ratchetting strain ∆𝜀r are calculated and in the current study 𝜀c = 1.6 is
used, as this value was found to give good agreement between numerical predictions and brake
rig results in [43]. The total ratchetting strain introduced for a stop braking cycle is assessed
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using the results for the aforementioned traversing wheel-rail contact loads at different points of
time during the duration of the braking. By this approach, the number of braking cycles up to
crack initiation induced by ratchetting can be predicted using eq. (2).
The modelling framework developed has here been applied to a freight wheel having (running
circle) diameter 855 mm, which is near-to fully worn down condition (new diameter 920 mm and
fully worn down wheel diameter 840 mm). Simulations are performed for an assumed axle load
of 22.5 t, both regarding magnitude of wheel-rail contact forces and heat generation between
brake blocks and tread.
In order to investigate RCF tendencies for stop braking at freight traffic, a parametric study was
launched, see Table 13. The axle load for all simulations was set to 22.5 t, wheel-rail coefficient
of friction is 0.5 and initial temperature is 20 °C. Cases R1 to R12 all employ a material model
calibrated for an ER7 rim material. An increase of the yield strength by 5% (for all temperatures)
was introduced for case R13, which would correspond approximately to a yield limit for an ER8
material.
Two different brake block materials are investigated: organic composite material with an
assumed uniform block–wheel contact pressure over the full block width (80 mm), and a sinter
brake block material with an assumed “banded” contact between block and wheel, having a
width of 50 mm (located centrally on the block). Formation of such bands during braking is
associated with thermos-elastic instability (TEI) [48]. The contact widths are estimated based on
experiments [43]. It should be noted that if a sinter type of brake block does not have this
tendency, the resulting wheel temperatures would be lower than the ones for braking with
organic composite brake blocks [49].
Table 13: Parameters used for study of time to initiation of RCF damage on tread due to tread
braking. Note that organic composite material has an assumed uniform block–wheel contact
pressure over the full block width (80 mm) whereas sinter has an assumed “banded” contact
between block and wheel, having a width of 50 mm (located centrally on the block).
Case
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
R10
R11
R12
R13 (Yield×1.05)
G A H2020 – 730617

Vmax [km/h]
abrake [m/s2]
100
0.6
100
0.8
120
0.6
120
0.8
140
0.6
140
0.8
100
0.6
100
0.8
120
0.6
120
0.8
140
0.6
140
0.8
140
0.8
[FR8-WP4-D-TVP-030-01]

Brake block
Organic composite
Organic composite
Organic composite
Organic composite
Organic composite
Organic composite
Sinter
Sinter
Sinter
Sinter
Sinter
Sinter
Sinter
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7.5.4.5.
Winter problems in tread braking – natural de-icing of blocks
and holders
The modelling sets out from a situation where blocks and holders are covered with a layer of ice,
which has accumulated prior to braking. The melting of the ice for tread braking cycle is
simulated and the degree of ice removal is assessed.
Temperatures at tread braking have previously been studied [37] [38] [39] using an axisymmetric
representation of the wheel and a (suitably modified) two-dimensional plane model of brake
blocks and holder. This model has here been further enhanced to use a fully three-dimensional
representation of brake blocks and block holder, see Figure 67. This approach allows for a
detailed investigation of the melting of ice layers on the exterior surfaces of the brake blocks and
of holders. At the modelling of brake blocks and holders, it is assumed that the two block holders
in the standard clasp arrangement of the blocks (one holder with blocks on left and right sides of
the wheel) take the same part of the braking effort. Hence it is sufficient to model only one of
the holders with brake blocks if the power to the wheel is suitable modified (i.e. doubled).

Figure 67: Combined axisymmetric FE meshes of wheel and 3D models of block for study of
wheel and block temperatures at tread braking for a 2Bg block configuration (left) and 2Bgu
configuration (right)
The enhanced 3D-model utilizes the same concepts for heat partitioning as do the previous plane
model when it comes to the wheel and block contact. The contact pressure between block and
wheel is still presumed to be spatially constant. However, the main difference is that for the 3D
representation of the block, each point in the brake block contact surface now has its own
separate heat partitioning with the proper point on the wheel tread, see Figure 68. The model
sets out from a known state of variation of local heat to be partitioned, meaning that contact
pressure, sliding speed and coefficient of friction are presumed to be known á priori to braking.
Cooling by convection and radiation and also heat partitioning factors between blocks and wheel
are included using the parameters from the original work using the axisymmetric-plane model.
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An ice layer is introduced by use of shell elements with a prescribed thickness that is introduced
on top of the external 3D elements on blocks and holder (excluding areas with contact with
other components). The material of the ice layer is given in Table 14 and the material properties
of wheel, and brake blocks are given in Table 15, Table 16, Table 17 and Table 18.
It includes the thermal capacity of ice and also its melting enthalpy. Note that the low value of
the thermal capacity for molten ice is chosen to reflect that ice which turns into water is flowing
off from the surfaces and its influence thus should have a negligible effect on calculated
temperatures.

Qi=p×Ai × v × µ

Figure 68: Schematic representation of heat partitioning between one part of tread and
corresponding part of brake blocks at braking when using a 3D representation of blocks.
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Table 14: Temperature-dependent material data for water: specific heat c, thermal
conductivity λ, mass density ρ, and latent heat of fusion L. The latent heat is for numerical
reasons modelled as being released on the temperature interval 0 to 0.5 °C. Linear
interpolation is performed between values.
Temperature [oC] c [J/kg
oC]
-100
2200
0
2200
0.5
22
100
22

λ [W/m oC]

ρ [kg/m3]

L [kJ/kg]

2.1
2.1
2.1
2.1

917
917
917
917

3300
-

Table 15: Temperature-dependent material data for wheel, from [50]: specific heat c, thermal
conductivity λ, and mass density ρ. Linear interpolation is performed between values.
Temperature [oC]
0
200
400
600

c [J/kg oC]
460
530
610
760

λ [W/m oC]
51.9
48.2
41.9
33.9

ρ [kg/m3]
7850
7785
7720
7655

Table 16: Temperature-dependent material data for cast iron brake blocks, from [51]: specific
heat c, thermal conductivity λ, and mass density ρ. Linear interpolation is performed between
values.
Temperature [oC]
0
100
300
400
600
700

c [J/kg oC]
520
560
670
820
950

λ [W/m oC]
48
47.7
43.8

ρ [kg/m3]
7100

37.4

Table 17: Temperature-dependent material data for sinter brake blocks, from [52]: specific heat c,
thermal conductivity λ, and mass density ρ. Linear interpolation is performed between values.
Temperature [oC]
0
250
500
G A H2020 – 730617

c [J/kg oC]
710
666
827

λ [W/m oC]
64.6
43.3
36.9
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ρ [kg/m3]
4670
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Table 18: Material data for composite brake blocks: specific heat c, thermal conductivity λ, and
mass density ρ. Note that the value of λ has been estimated from brake rig tests.
Temperature [oC]
0

7.5.4.6.

c [J/kg oC]
1500

λ [W/m oC]
1.5

ρ [kg/m3]
2670

Results and discussion

7.5.4.6.1. Wear of brake blocks and wheel treads: a detailed energetic
approach
The brake block wear volume for the three different brake block types are visualized with
respect to braking energy in Figure 69. The wear relation for each of the block materials is fitted
to a linear expression 𝑤block = 𝑘block × 𝐸brake . The resulting wear parameters found by curve
fitting are presented in Table 19. The results show that the LL-brake blocks wear substantially
slower than cast iron brake blocks, with wear of the sinter blocks being 24% and the wear of the
organic composite being 40 % of cast iron block wear rates. A comparison between wear under
different loading conditions indicate that relative wear increases for a loaded state as compared
to an unloaded state for cast iron blocks and organic composite blocks, whereas the sinter blocks
are unaffected by loading state. Tentatively one could try to explain these differences as based
on the temperatures resulting during braking. The higher braking forces for the loaded state
implicitly mean that the tread and block contact temperatures will be higher for this state than
for the empty (unloaded) state. The increase of wear of the cast iron and organic composite
materials could then be explained by a temperature dependence of the wear rates of these block
materials, with the wear rate increasing with increasing temperature. The results for the sinter
material indicate that there is no, or only a negligible temperature dependency of the wear rate
parameter for this material.
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Figure 69: Volume wear of brake blocks for Cast iron material (upper), sinter material (middle)
and Organic composite material (lower). Blue dots represent wear for unloaded wagons and
red rings represent wear for loaded wagons.
Table 19: Wear parameter kblock of brake block materials extracted for all wagons (both empty
and loaded ones) and also separately for empty and loaded wagons. Comparisons have also
been inserted (see italics) to reveal the relation between wear of the two LL-brake block types
and the one of cast iron blocks.
3

kblock [mm /GJ]

All

Empty

Loaded

Cast

438000

376000

449000

Sinter

105000

105000

105000

Sinter vs Cast

24 %

29 %

23 %

Organic Composite

174000

156000

176000

43 %

39 %

Organic
Cast

Composite

vs 40 %

The wear of wheel treads, as indicated by the increase of the flange height dSh1 for the three
different brake block types are visualized with respect to braking energy in Figure 70. The wear
relation for the tread and each of the block materials is fitted to a linear expression 𝑑𝑆ℎ =
𝑘𝑆ℎ × 𝐸𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑘𝑒 . The resulting wear parameters found by curve fitting are presented in Table 20.
The wear pattern of the wheel treads as indicated by the change of Equivalent Conicity (EC) is
1

Flange height Sh is radial distance from top of flange to tread at rolling circle of wheel.
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given in Figure 71 for unloaded wagons and in Figure 72 for loaded wagons.
A comparison between the results over wear at the rolling circle as given by the increase in
flange height shows that the tread wear at this position is higher for both the two LL-type brake
blocks than for cast iron brake blocks. Considering both empty and loaded states, the wear for
sinter is 163% of the one for cast iron and organic composite is 139%. Interestingly, the energyrelated wear parameter assessed in the present report is higher for a situation with an empty
wagon than for a loaded wagon for all block materials. No reason for this phenomenon has been
found.
The change of the equivalent conicity for the different block material types show that the growth
is substantially higher for sinter blocks and organic composite blocks than for cast iron blocks
(considering all loading states of wagons), with sinter having 265% and the organic composite
125% of the value for cast iron. The change of equivalent conicity is for sinter and for organic
composite material rather stable when looking at empty and loaded wagons states, with sinter
having a growth of two to three times that of the organic composite material. However, there
are remarkable differences between empty and loaded states for the cast iron brake blocks:
there is a negligible growth of equivalent conicity for the loaded state, while for the empty state
the growth is as large as for sinter material blocks. The behavior of the sinter and organic
composite blocks are in line with a temperature dependence of wear rates for the contacting
materials at frictional sliding, see [36].
Apparently, there is a change in wheel-to-block interaction and / or wear mechanisms that
modifies the wear of the tread during braking with cast iron brake blocks when going from an
unloaded to a loaded condition. A no-change of the equivalent conicity means that the wear is
uniformly distributed over the full block width, making the change of the tread angle to become
negligible. Two tentative reasons for this that both build on the behavior at areas of real contact
between the two bodies can be put forward. Both explanations are based on the phenomenon
of frictionally induced thermos-elastic instabilities: 1) the actual contact areas between block and
tread is behaving in a very transient way, consistently shifting to new areas which means that no
stable temperature pattern may build-up between bodies and 2) that the change could be
introduced by the build-up of strong and rather stable hot-spots on the tread. The fixation and
stability of these areas of high temperature is introduced by a material transfer and build-up of
cast iron onto the tread that constitute wear resistant areas distributed all over the tread. This
would mean that the wear is distributed more evenly over the entire tread in the long run. The
former hypothesis will be tested using numerical analyses later in Section “Simulation of wear of
blocks and of wheel treads”.
In addition to the results presented above, efforts were made to establish relationships between
block wear and brake block configuration (2Bgu and 2Bg) and also between wheel wear (change
in flange height) and other parameters (e.g. travelled distance or block length). However, no
such correlations could be found (based on p-value analyses) in the response surface analyses.
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Figure 70: Wear of treads indicated by the increase of the flange height dSh as introduced by
different brake block materials: Cast iron material (upper), sinter material (middle) and
Organic composite material (lower). Blue dots represent wear for unloaded wagons and red
rings represent wear for loaded wagons.

Table 20: Wear parameter kSh of tread for braking with different brake block materials
extracted for all wagons (both empty and loaded ones) and also separately for empty and
loaded wagons. Comparisons have also been inserted (see italics) to reveal the relation
between wear of the two LL-brake block types and the one of cast iron blocks.
kSh [mm/GJ]
Cast
Sinter
Sinter vs Cast
Organic Composite
Organic Comp. vs Cast
G A H2020 – 730617

All
0.098
0.160
163 %
0.136
139 %

Empty
0.166
0.196
118 %
0.193
117 %
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Loaded
0.090
0.152
169 %
0.127
141 %
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sinter
cast

organic composite

Figure 71: Wear pattern of treads as indicated by change of Equivalent Conicity introduced by
different brake block materials for empty (unloaded) wagons.

sinter

organic composite

cast

Figure 72: Wear pattern of treads as indicated by change of Equivalent Conicity introduced by
different brake block materials for loaded wagons.
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Table 21: Change of Equivalent Conicity (EC) for braking with different brake block materials
extracted for all wagons (both empty and loaded ones) and also separately for empty and
loaded wagons. Comparisons have also been inserted (see italics) to reveal the relation
between change of the two LL-brake block types and the one of cast iron blocks.
kEC [-/GJ]

All

Empty

Loaded

Cast
Sinter
Sinter vs Cast
Organic Composite
Organic Composite vs Cast

8.31
22.0
265 %
10.4
125 %

27.3
27.3
100 %
8.99
33 %

0.217
20.3
9370 %
10.6
4900 %

7.5.4.6.2. Simulation of wear of blocks and of wheel treads
The aim of the wear studies is to explain the wear and the wear patterns of the wheel tread in
order to find explanations and driving mechanisms for the growth of equivalent conicity of LLbrake blocks. Recognizing that tread wear is a much slower process than block wear (see Section
“
Wear of brake blocks and wheel treads: a detailed energetic approach”), the block and tread
interaction is first studied for a situation when block wear only is implemented, aiming to reveal
fundamental differences between block-tread contact characteristics pertaining to the different
materials. It is argued that these simulations that account for the spatial distribution of block
wear also are relevant for the understanding of wheel tread wear, which later also is
demonstrated for the organic composite block material.

7.5.4.6.3. Characteristics of block and tread interaction
Only accounting for brake block wear and using the temperature dependent wear relations of
the block materials from the experimental study [12], thermos-elastic simulations of 30
consecutive stop braking cycles were analysed. Maximum speed was 100 km/h and brake
deceleration 0.6 m/s2.The wheels are allowed to cool down almost completely after each brake
cycle before the next one is initiated. Results for the organic composite material is given in
Figure 73, for an assumed axle load of 22.5ts. Note that results only are presented only for the
part of the simulation where the brakes are applied, disregarding time for cooling down when
there is no wear evolution. It is found that there is a smooth increase of contact temperatures
between block and tread which follows from the almost constant contact pressure distribution
during braking. The results are typical for a situation with only minor (or no) thermos-elastic
instability phenomena during braking. It was shown in [36] that for such a situation, the wear of
the blocks could effectively be assessed using a presumed contact pressure distribution
introduced to a thermal interaction model and the wear could then basically be found through
post-processing of contact temperatures. The lateral distribution of the accumulated block wear
G A H2020 – 730617
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can be seen to largely mimic the distribution of the contact temperatures, an effect of the
implemented temperature dependence of the block wear.
The corresponding results for sinter material blocks and for cast iron blocks are given in Figure 74
and

, respectively for axle loads 5 and 22.5 tonnes. Note that for the higher axle load only 9 brake
cycles could be simulated for the cast iron blocks and 10 for the sinter blocks. The reason for this
is a one week time limit for computations on the Linux cluster used for the simulations. For these
cases, thermos-elastic phenomena are found to fully control the interaction between block and
tread, with locations of high contact pressures which have correspondingly high local
temperatures that due to high wear are continuously shifting to new positions during braking.
After cooling down, the contact behaviour of the following brake cycle is affected by the wear
from the previous cycle.
In Figure 76, the accumulated wear depth at the end of the studied brake cycles is normalized to
give an average wear depth of 1 mm. This allows for comparison of the variations of the wear
over the width of the brake block. The organic composite material is found to give a large wear
towards the middle of the brake blocks as compared to the block sides, a result from the locally
higher temperatures in that region. The sinter and cast materials both exhibit thermos-elastic
instabilities during braking but they give very different shapes of the accumulated wear. For the
cast iron material at both 5 and 22.5t axle loads, the simulations indicate that the actual areas of
contact between block and wheel are well distributed over the entire width of the block during
braking and thus a relatively uniform wear pattern is resulting. The same behaviour is found for
the sinter material for simulated axle loads 5 and 10 tonnes, but at 22.5t a clear transition in
behaviour is found as the wear at a central position is very large. The main differences in the
modelled behaviour between cast iron and sinter materials is the assumed stable wear and
friction variations with temperature for the sinter material while the cast iron material has a
transition in the range 500 – 600 °C. Tentatively, the stable behaviour modelled for the sinter
material allows for building up of very high temperatures at a central block position, giving high
accumulated wear in this area, whereas for the cast iron block the contacts instead shifts to new
positions, effectively evening out the wear over the entire block width.
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Figure 73: Characteristics of block and tread contact interaction for organic composite material
(axle load 22.5t). Contact pressure evolution during braking (top left), brake block
temperatures (top right) and accumulated block wear in block thickness direction (bottom).
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Figure 74: Characteristics of block and tread contact interaction for sinter material. Left column
axle load 5t and right 22.5t. Contact pressure evolution during braking (top), brake block
temperatures (middle) and accumulated block wear in block thickness direction (bottom)
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Figure 75: Characteristics of block and tread contact interaction for cast iron material. . Left
column axle load 5t and right 22.5t. Contact pressure evolution during braking (top), brake
block temperatures (middle) and accumulated block wear in block thickness direction (bottom)
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Figure 76: Characteristics of wear of given brake block materials and axle loads. Accumulated
block wear after 30 simulated brake cycles that are normalized to give average wear depth
1 mm.

7.5.4.6.4. Tread wear
Results for simulations of tread wear for the organic composite material are here presented. Due
to excessive simulations times for the thermos-elastic model when introducing both wheel wear
and block wear, no results are given for cast iron and sinter materials. Based on the energetic
studies of block and wheel wear in the previous Section “
Wear of brake blocks and wheel treads: a detailed energetic approach”, it was found that tread
wear rates are an order of between 10 and 100 times lower than those of the brake blocks. For
the current tread wear analyses it has been assumed to be 100 times lower than those predicted
by the model for the sinter brake blocks.
Results for the thermos-elastic model are given in
Figure 77 regarding temperature and accumulated wear for the brake block for the two cases: 1)
when only considering block wear and 2) when wear of both block and tread is considered. There
are negligible differences between the two cases, which is due to the low wear of the tread
surface as compared to the block material. In Figure 78, the accumulated wear (depth) is
compared for the brake block and for the wheel tread. The maximum accumulated wear is about
30 times larger for the brake blocks than for the wheel tread. However, more interesting than
the absolute wear is the localization of the wear, see Figure 79. This figure clearly shows that the
wear of the wheel tread is linked and correlated to the wear of the brake blocks, which means
that the results from the previous studies implementing brake block wear only also give useful
information for the wheel tread wear.
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Figure 77: Interaction for organic composite material (axle load 22.5t). Brake block
temperatures (top) and accumulated block wear in block thickness direction (bottom). Left
column is for model implementing block wear only and right column is for model
implementing wear of both surfaces.
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Figure 78: Interaction for organic composite material (axle load 22.5 t). Accumulated block
wear in block thickness direction (left) and tread wear (right)

Figure 79: Characteristics of wear introduced by braking with organic composite brake block
material. Accumulated wear of blocks after 30 simulated brake cycles and of wheel tread.
Wear data are normalized to give average wear depth 1 mm. For the brake block, also
information on wear is shown for the case when only the brake block is assumed to wear.

Based on the above findings—that the un-even tread wear for the organic composite brake
blocks is related to the un-even distribution of tread temperatures over the tread in lateral
direction—efforts were made to reduce these temperature differences using a hypothetical
model. To this end, the thermal model is utilized for producing temperature results for one brake
cycle and the wear is calculated in a post-processing procedure of temperatures. It is for this
G A H2020 – 730617
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hypothetical model assumed that the brake block is built-up from two types of materials that are
identical in all aspects, except for the coefficient of friction which is varied. It is assumed that a
central zone of the material has a coefficient of friction µ1 = 0.30 and the entire block shall
provide an average friction value of µtotal = 0.20. From this requirement one get the following
expression that is used for determining the friction value µ2 for the centrally placed material:
𝜇total =

2𝜇1 𝑎1 +𝜇2 (𝐵−2𝑎1 )

(7)

𝐵

with parameters explained in Figure 80.
Two different values of the width of the material having the high friction value are made, first
the model HYP1 with a1 = 10 mm, where the requirement in the equation above produces
µ2 = 0.17 and second the model HYP2 with a1 = 20 mm, where the one gets µ2 = 0.10. The figure
shows that the normalized wear profile over the width of the tread is effectively evened out for
the two hypothetical models, with somewhat less deviations from a constant value for model
HYP1. It can be concluded that the combination of different materials could be a way forward to
mitigate the wear problems for organic composite materials (and also for sinter materials if they
have no tendency for TEI and banding of wheel contact).

B = 80m
m

µ1

a1

µ2

µ1
a1

Figure 80 Theoretical model for investigation of contact temperatures for organic composite
brake block material. The material towards the sides (width a1) has coefficient of friction µ1
and centrally placed material has friction µ2.
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Figure 81 Characteristics of wear introduced by braking with organic composite brake block
material after one simulated brake cycle for reference material (with constant friction) and for
hypothetical materials HYP1 and HYP2 with different friction values. Accumulated wear after
30 simulated brake cycles that are normalized to give average wear depth 1 mm.

7.5.4.6.5. Thermal impact on rolling contact fatigue
The rolling contact pressure distribution to be applied in the final 3D thermomechanical step is
for the present elastoplastic analyses described using a so-called super-ellipsoid, see the
expression below. In the present work, a simplification was introduced by using linear
interpolation for the analyses of the pressure distributions. In
Table 22, the results used for finding magnitude and shape of contact pressure distribution are
given.
(8)

Table 22: Parameters values of contact super-ellipsoid used for finding values for contact
pressure distribution for the traversing mechanical load at 3D thermomechanical simulations.
Axle load
[tonnes]
T
dT/dz
[°C]
[°C/mm]
0

200

325

17.5

20

22.5

17.5

p0
[MPa]

20

22.5

17.5

a
[mm]

20

22.5

17.5

b
[mm]

20

22.5

n
[-]

0

860

881

896

7,05

7,46

7,77

5,63

5,95

6,21

0,695

0,689

0,664

40

860

881

896

7,05

7,46

7,77

5,63

5,95

6,21

0,695

0,689

0,664

0

828

862

881

7,25

7,52

7,85

5,78

6,01

6,26

0,713

0,678

0,659

40

834

876

895

7,23

7,49

7,84

5,78

5,96

6,26

0,720

0,688

0,680

0

836

880

907

7,23

7,49

7,74

5,78

5,95

6,18

0,720

0,691

0,661
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400

500

600

625

40

832

869

885

7,23

7,49

7,76

5,78

5,96

6,22

0,715

0,672

0,640

0

809

848

869

7,27

7,60

7,86

5,81

6,04

6,30

0,694

0,672

0,651

40

830

872

889

7,24

7,49

7,74

5,78

5,96

6,20

0,717

0,683

0,638

0

733

748

762

7,60

8,01

8,39

6,05

6,36

6,70

0,660

0,641

0,632

40

820

864

895

7,34

7,61

7,98

5,86

6,07

6,36

0,737

0,725

0,730

0

542

548

552

8,39

8,86

9,35

6,78

7,23

7,51

0,474

0,450

0,413

40

771

800

825

7,63

7,97

8,27

6,17

6,43

6,71

0,788

0,774

0,760

0

407

411

412

9,39

9,99

10,58

7,63

8,06

8,53

0,303

0,305

0,308

40

745

768

793

7,73

8,06

8,42

6,29

6,56

6,86

0,796

0,767

0,763

The results of the parametric study for investigating thermal impact on RCF are presented in
Table 23, reporting on calculated ratchetting fatigue lives and maximum peak temperatures at
the rolling circle. The results are visualized in Figure 82. The fatigue lives to tread crack initiation
can be seen to depend on brake block type (i.e. block–tread banding pattern), peak tread
temperatures and on brake deceleration in a rather complex manner. For each separate set of
braking parameters, the sinter brake blocks give a peak braking temperature that is 16–20%
higher than the one resulting from braking with organic composite brake blocks. This is a
consequence from the assumed narrowly banded contact between block and tread for the sinter
blocks. Another finding is that for lower initial speeds (and maximum temperatures), the
analyses predict longer lives for a higher brake deceleration, which mainly is a consequence of
the lower number of wheel revolutions during the actual stop braking event. This actually holds
for all braking cases for the organic composite brake block and all except for the two brake cycles
having the highest speed 140 km/h when using sinter brake blocks. For braking from 140 km/h
the life is found to drop significantly when brake deceleration increases from 0.6 m/s 2 to 0.8
m/s2 and the peak temperature increases from 408 to 494°C. Here, the increase in temperature
is apparently detrimental to the calculated fatigue life. In general, for lower temperatures, below
say 350 °C, the increase in temperature has a minor impact on the calculated lives. However, for
even higher temperatures, the calculated lives can be seen to decrease at a comparison between
the braking with the two different block materials. For braking from 140 km/h and 0.6 m/s2, the
peak temperature increases from 353 to 408 °C and at the same time the life drops from 61 to
49 brake cycles, with corresponding values at 0.8 m/s2 being the temperature going from 414 to
494 °C and the life dropping from 63 to 36 brake cycles.
Case R13 in Table 23 is identical to case R12, but an increase in the yield strength of the wheel
material has been introduced. For all temperature levels for which the material model has been
calibrated (20 − 625 °C) the cyclic yield strength was increased by 5 %. The results show that this
increase results in an estimated longer life of 36 cycles instead of 31 cycles for the standards case
(representing wheel material ER7), which constitutes a life increase by almost 20 %. Considering
RCF damage only2, increasing the yield strength of the material is a way to reduce the thermal
impact on RCF. Presently, according to the European wheel design standard 13979-1, tread
braking is basically only considered for ER6 and ER7 material grades. However, wheel material
grades with higher yield strengths (and carbon content) are nevertheless used in combination
2

Here disregarding e.g. effects on wear characteristics, crack growth and fracture toughness of the material.
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with tread brakes in countries having AAR regulated traffic and also at limited operations in
Europe such as the Swedish Iron Ore line.
In Figure 83 and in Figure 84, the results from the parametric study performed in Fr8Rail is added
to a previously performed parametric study [44]. It should then be noted that for the previous
study, an axle load of 20 t was studied for speeds up to 160 km/h using a wheel in new condition,
but the wheel had the same rolling circle diameter as in the present study. In addition, a higher
deceleration of 1 m/s2 was assumed. The present simulation results for show a lower lifetime
than the previous ones, see Figure 83. There are two main reasons for this: 1) the lowering of the
brake deceleration from 1 to 0.8 and 0.6 m/s2, which means that a higher number of revolutions
are now assessed for each stop braking cycle and a higher plastic ratchetting is thus imposed to
the material using the employed extrapolation scheme, and 2) the studies are here performed
on a wheel with a worn (thin) rim and not a new (thick) one. The latter point was investigated in
the previous study for one braking load case and it was found that a worn wheel having a thin
wheel rim had a life being 80% of the life of a new wheel. This was an effect of both increased
temperatures at braking but also an effect of the increased flexural deformation of the “thin”
wheel rim causing an increase in plastic ratchetting strains. Additionally, one could also expect
an effect from the change of axle load, with 20 t in the previous study and 22.5 t in the current.
This increase produces an increase in braking temperatures and also mechanical loads on the
tread. However, it is not possible to separate the impact on lives from these two different
effects.
In Figure 84, it is investigated how the ratchetting strains evolve with temperature. Calculated
incremental ratchetting strains for the fourth (last) wheel passage are given as a function of
temperature3. For temperatures below 300 °C, low ratchetting is found, however, with a
considerable scatter introduced by the complex interaction of the material behavior and the
build-up of compressive thermal stresses (in circumferential and axial directions) near the
contact surface [44]. Maximum temperatures in the range 300 – 350 °C result in low incremental
ratchetting strains, which primarily can be attributed to the hardening of the wheel material in
this temperature range. For temperatures above about 350 °C, the incremental ratchetting
strains start to increase gradually due to softening of the wheel tread material.
However, the main finding from the previous study still holds even though the axle load has
increased in the currently studied freight related load cases: 1) Temperatures above about 450
oC have a strong detrimental influence on the ratchetting life of railway wheel treads. 2) The
material hardening in form of dynamic strain ageing effects for temperatures in the range 300 –
350 oC results in increased fatigue resistance. 3) For temperatures below 300 oC, a spread in
ratchetting is observed that is largely affected by differences in build-up of thermal stresses near
the tread at different stages of the stop braking cycle.

Table 23: Results for parametric study on time to initiation of RCF damage on tread due to
tread braking. Tpeak is maximum temperature during braking evaluated at centre of the wheel3

Each braking load case is represented by five time instance during braking, for which incremental ratchetting
strains are assessed. These ratchetting strains are used for assessing the total ratchetting for the brake cycle.
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rail contact and Nr is ratchetting life given in number of brake cycles. Note that organic
composite material has an assumed uniform block–wheel contact pressure over the full block
width (80 mm) whereas sinter has an assumed “banded” contact between block and wheel,
having a width of 50 mm (located centrally on the block).
Case
R1

Vmax
[km/h]
100

abrake
[m/s2]
0.6

R2

100

0.8

R3

120

0.6

R4

120

0.8

R5

140

0.6

R6

140

0.8

R7
R8
R9
R10
R11
R12
R13 (Yield×1.05)

100
100
120
120
140
140
140

0.6
0.8
0.6
0.8
0.6
0.8
0.8
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Brake block

Tpeak [°C]

Nr [cycles]

Organic
composite
Organic
composite
Organic
composite
Organic
composite
Organic
composite
Organic
composite
Sinter
Sinter
Sinter
Sinter
Sinter
Sinter
Sinter

224

55

259

78

286

51

333

81

353

61

414

64

261
310
332
397
408
494
494

52
80
52
78
49
31
36
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Sinter blocks - Black filling of
markers
Organic composite blocks - No
fill

Figure 82: Calculated ratchetting life (number of braking cycles) for all load cases as a function
of calculated peak temperature for the respective cases. Variation is indicated in terms of
brake block type and brake deceleration.

Figure 83: Calculated ratchetting life (number of braking cycles) for all load cases as a function
of calculated peak temperature for the respective cases of the Fr8Rail parametric study,
denoted “Freight” (axle load 22.5t) with addition of previously analysed stop braking load
cases, see the study [53], having axle load 20t and deceleration 1 m/s2 for speeds up to
160 km/h. Variation is shown in terms of varying brake deceleration.
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Figure 84: Calculated incremental ratchetting strain as a function of temperatures at centre of
wheel-rail contact for parametric study performed in Fr8rail indicated by label “Freight” (axle
load 22.5t) with addition of previously analysed stop braking load cases, see the study [53],
having axle load 20 t and deceleration 1 m/s2 for speeds up to 160 km/h

7.5.4.6.6. Winter problems in tread braking – natural de-icing of blocks
and holders
Initially, simulations were performed to study temperatures of brake blocks and holders with no
ice-layer on neither blocks, nor holders. Drag braking at three different power levels ranging
from 10 to 30 kW for five durations (from 1 min up to 15 min) were studied. The results are
presented in Figure 86 for a 2Bg brake block configuration and in Figure 87 for a 2 Bgu brake
block configuration. The average temperature for different components / areas at the end of
braking is given. The results show that the wheel tread reaches the highest temperature for
braking with organic composite brake blocks, intermediate for sinter and the lowest for cast iron
with a maximum temperature difference of about 20 °C. For the braking equipment, the inverse
behavior is found: the lowest temperatures are for the organic composite brake blocks,
intermediate for sinter and the highest are for the cast iron blocks. For the blocks themselves,
the maximum temperature difference is about 190 °C between cast iron and organic composite
blocks for the 2Bgu case and about 170 °C for the 2Bg case. The temperature difference of the
brake block holder and other parts is less than for the blocks, but it is still substantial.
Considering that the temperatures of brake blocks and holder are lower for the 2Bgu case than
for the 2Bg case, results for an assumed situation with previously build-up of layers is simulated
only for this case since it constitutes a more severe situation with less expected de-icing of the
parts.
Results regarding ice removal of brake block and of brake block holder is shown in Figure 88 for
cast iron brake blocks, in Figure 89 for sinter blocks and in Figure 90 for organic composite brake
blocks. A comparison of the de-icing ratios for cast iron and sinter blocks indicate that these two
materials are rather similar, with the cast iron blocks being slightly superior at each individual
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considered braking power level and braking time. The results are to be expected since they have
similar properties with respect to thermal conductivity and diffusivity. The reason for the cast
iron brake block to be slightly superior lies in the particular heat partitioning properties of this
material that makes a higher part of the heat to enter the brake blocks, effectively ending up
with a contact temperature of the brake blocks being higher than the contact temperature of the
tread.
The studied organic composite brake blocks on the other hand have inferior thermal conduction
properties as compared to the two metal-based cast iron and sinter materials. This effectively
delays de-icing of the brake blocks and the holder for the studied braking load cases. The cast
iron brake blocks are for example fully de-iced for after a 30 kW drag braking cycle of 1 min
whereas the organic blocks are less than 20 % de-iced for the same loading. For the composite
block, only the areas closest to the block–wheel contact are de-iced and the remaining parts
preserve their ice-layers and can tentatively be subjected to further build-up of ice as the train
continues rolling after braking. The ice on the brake block holder is not affected at all by the
brake cycles studied here. For the organic composite material, the layers are kept and may also
be subjected to further build-up of ice.
In order to investigate the sensitivity of the organic composite material to thermal properties,
the thermal conductivity of the material was increased in three steps from original value
1.5 W/m oC to 3 W/m oC, 5 W/m oC and 10 W/m oC, see results in Figure 91, Figure 92 and Figure
93 respectively. The organic composite block with 3 W/m oC shows a minor improvement as
compared to 1.5 W/m oC for brake block de-icing for shorter braking durations with lower
braking power levels and a more substantial improvement for long durations and high power for
which the block now is completely de-iced. This is also indicated when considering the block
holder that show a small (almost negligible) de-icing for this latter case. The same trends of
improvements can be seen to be amplified for the 5 W/m oC case and for the 10 W/m oC case.
Studying the de-icing of the block holder for these cases, the 5 W/m oC case gives a maximum deicing of 35 % and 10 W/m oC gives 65 %. It can be concluded that for accomplishing a complete
de-icing of the brake block holder for the here studied braking load cases, a thermal conductivity
of somewhat higher than 10 W/m oC is required for organic composite brake blocks.
A novel type of brake block that combines a sinter material shell and an organic composite
interior has also been investigated numerically as a possible technique to mitigate the winter
related issues of the organic composite material. The idea is to benefit from the good thermal
conductive properties of the sinter material, employed at the exterior of the blocks, and at the
same time avoid the possible negative properties of the sinter material blocks related to build-up
of damaging temperatures due to banding related to the thermal impact of RCF, see Section
“Thermal impact on rolling contact fatigue”. To this end, a 10 mm thick container of sintered
material is generated and into the void an insert of organic composite material is introduced, see
Figure 85. The results for these sinter blocks with the proposed organic composite inserts are
shown in Figure 94. The results show that the de-icing of the novel block type is intermediate to
the case with sintered blocks and the case with organic blocks with thermal conductivity 10 W/m
oC, ending up with an 85 % maximum de-icing of the brake block holder for the studied highest
brake power at its longest duration. Possibly could a more elaborate choice of sinter material
distribution that in a better way conducts heat from the tread contact towards the back side of
blocks and block holder be one way to improve this tentative design proposal. However, no
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further efforts have been made in this direction.

Figure 85: Novel type of brake blocks consisting of organic composite material inserts (gray)
introduced into a sinter material shell (green) having thickness 10 mm.
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Figure 86: Drag braking using 2Bg block configuration. Isotherms show average temperature at
the end of the simulated brake cycles at varying brake power and braking time.
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Figure 87: Drag braking using 2Bgu block configuration. Isotherms show average temperature
at the end of the simulated brake cycles at varying brake power and braking time.
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Figure 88: Drag braking with cast iron brake blocks. Ratio of de-icing of external surfaces of
brake block (left) and brake block holder

Figure 89: Drag braking with sinter brake blocks. Ratio of de-icing of external surfaces of brake
block (left) and brake block holder
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Figure 90: Drag braking with organic composite brake blocks (thermal conductivity 1.5 W/m
oC). Ratio of de-icing of external surfaces of brake block (left) and brake block holder.

Figure 91: Drag braking with organic composite brake blocks (thermal conductivity 3 W/m oC).
Ratio of de-icing of external surfaces of brake block (left) and brake block holder.
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Figure 92: Drag braking with organic composite brake blocks (thermal conductivity 5 W/m oC).
Ratio of de-icing of external surfaces of brake block (left) and brake block holder.

Figure 93: Drag braking with organic composite brake blocks (thermal conductivity 10 W/m oC).
Ratio of de-icing of external surfaces of brake block (left) and brake block holder.
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Figure 94: Drag braking with mixed sinter and organic composite type of brake block. Ratio of
de-icing of external surfaces of brake block (left) and brake block holder.

7.5.4.7.
blocks

Concluding remarks on wheel damage and LL-type brake

The detailed analysis of wear of brake blocks and of wheel treads based on the data provided in
the EuropeTrain report point towards the following key problem areas:
•
•

•
•

The two novel brake blocks give a tread wear (based on energetic growth of flange
height) which is of a higher rate than for cast iron brake blocks.
The two novel brake blocks give a wear distribution on the wheel tread that makes the
equivalent conicity grow at a high rate as compared to cast iron brake blocks (growth for
cast iron based on both empty and loaded wagons).
Growth of equivalent conicity introduced by the sinter block is about double the one for
the organic composite block.
Cast iron brake blocks give no growth of equivalent conicity for loaded wagons while the
growth for empty wagons is as high as for the sinter block

Numerical simulations with a thermal and a thermo-elastic model were used to investigate the
thermomechanical interaction between the different block materials and the wheel tread. The
analyses indicate that the sinter material and the cast iron material both are used under
conditions that introduce local contact areas with high temperatures and wear. The organic
composite material does not show such tendencies and the temperatures generated during a
brake cycle are almost equal to those found when using an assumption on constant contact
pressure between block and wheel. The calculated wear distribution found for organic
composite brake blocks then correlates well with the temperature distributions on the tread.
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The simulations for the sinter and cast iron materials indicate that the accumulated wear
resulting after 30 simulated stop braking cycles, to a high degree is influenced by choices of
temperature dependent wear and friction characteristics. It is found that the cast iron material
has a combination of wear and friction (based on pin-on-disc experiments), that gives a rather
uniform wear over the width of the wheel tread for both unloaded and loaded wagons. For the
sinter material the same behavior is found for the unloaded condition (5t axle load and also 10 t
axle load), but that for a loaded condition (22.5t axle load) a substantial increase in wear towards
the centre of the tread can be found to be produced. The results put focus on temperature
dependencies of friction and wear for these materials and the solution to the wear problems
that are introduced by the sinter blocks could possibly be found by use of detailed experimental
studies of block and tread interaction.
By use of two hypothetical models, where it is assumed that the brake block is built-up from two
types of materials that has a low coefficient of friction in a central zone of the block and high
friction towards the sides (field and flange side), it is demonstrated that the distribution of the
contact temperatures over the block width can be controlled. Based on the assumption of no
thermos-elastic instabilities between block and tread (i.e. no banding of contacts) and using the
assumption of temperature dependence of wear, the distribution of wear on the tread could also
be controlled. No efforts have been made to investigate the feasibility of producing such a builtup brake block.
The studies on thermal impact on RCF for wheels having freight type of axle load conditions were
found to strengthen the conclusions in previous studies for lower axle loads, namely that the
temperatures on the tread are important: Temperatures above about 450 oC have a strong
detrimental influence on the ratchetting life of railway wheel treads. The material hardening in
form of dynamic strain ageing effects for temperatures in the range 300 – 350 oC results in
increased fatigue resistance. For temperatures below 300 oC, a spread in ratchetting is observed
that is largely affected by differences in build-up of thermal stresses near-to the tread at
different stages of the stop braking cycle. By controlling the local tread temperatures, meaning
that the highest temperatures are reduced, the results indicate that built-up of thermal cracks
introduced by tread braking could be also reduced. It should here be noted that the simulations
for the sinter material builds on an assumption of banded contact between block and wheel,
resulting from thermos-elastic phenomena, thus yielding higher local temperatures and in
general producing a higher degree damage onto the tread. The results in this section, that RCF
damage is more severe for sinter material brake blocks are in line with findings in the
EuropeTrain report. Control of the banding phenomenon would thus in an efficient way reduce
the damage introduced to the treads.
Simulations of de-icing of brake blocks for drag braking conditions show that there are
substantial differences in such behavior between the two “metallic” type of blocks, being cast
iron and sinter blocks, and the organic composite brake blocks. The low thermal conductivity of
the organic LL-blocks effectively maintains the brake equipment at a low temperature and thus
prevents “natural” de-icing of the components. A parametric study is performed to give
indications on the thermal conductivities that would be required to give useful de-icing for
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organic composite materials. In addition, the improved functioning, with respect of de-icing
properties, of a built-up type of brake block, featuring an outer shell made from sinter material
and an interior made from organic composite material is demonstrated. No efforts have been
made to investigate the feasibility of producing such a built-up brake block.

7.5.5. Railway wheel heat treatment modelization
Microstructure of the wheels conditions mechanical properties and in-service behaviour.
Morphology and type of this microstructure is influenced basically by the chemical composition
of the steel and the heat treatment applied. Both factors are defined by the different wheel
standards to be fit when manufacturing this type of security components of the train.
Considering these normative limitations, working windows either for chemical composition and
heat treatment are quite narrow.
Chemical composition ranges are perfectly defined in the different railway standards. Steel grade
to use allows to the carbon steel family, limiting very much the alloying content. Despite this,
some margins already exists with some elements suitable to produce some modifications at
microstructural level. In the case of heat treatment, railway wheels are heat treated using a
process known as “rim chilling” where the wheel, after austenization, is forced to a quick cool
down removing heat only from the tread (Figure 97). The result of this process is a characteristic
microstructure in the rim and differentiated respect to the rest of the wheel (web and hub).
Different microstructural changes take place during this cooling down and the cooling down
route (temperature vs. time) conditions the type and morphology of the microstructure, which
means different material characteristics (hardness profile, mechanical properties, toughness,
etc.).
The activity has characterized the different microstructural changes produced during the rim
chilling operation (transformation temperatures, latent heats, etc.) in order to generate a cooling
down model that allows defining the rim chilling conditions to achieve the properties required
(that might be different depending on the application or problematic of the fleet).
The development of this activity has involved the development of different tasks:
1.
Determination of cooling rates along the wheel rim
2.
Characterization of transition temperatures and latent heats for the main wheel steel
grades (CCT curves determination):
a.
Medium carbon steel (EN grades)
b.
High carbon grades (AAR grades)
3.
Generation of a Rim chilling simulation model
4.
Identification of promising rim chilling routes
5.
Validation
6.
Optimum quenching route.
At the date of submission of this deliverable, task 1, 2 and 3 have already been finalized, being in
this way, generated a quench model that is currently being validated in order to identify the
most promising rim chilling routes.
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7.5.5.1.

Cooling rates along the wheel rim

Transformation temperatures of the steel are very much dependent of the heating/cooling rates.
In order to be able to empirically determine these temperatures, it is mandatory to know which
cooling rates are present in the rim during this rim chilling process. To make this, wheel
monitorization using different conditions has been performed. Thermocouples has been
embedded in the rim at different positions (Figure 95) registering the temperature vs. time
during the rim chilling operation (Figure 96).

Figure 95: Thermocouples position for characterization of rim chilling process
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Figure 96: Temperature vs. time curves at different rim locations during rim chilling
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7.5.5.2.

Continuous Cooling Transformation diagrams determination

Dilatometry characterization has been performed in order to determine the different
transformation occurred from the austenization state up to room temperature. Using this type of
experiments with different cooling rates (focusing, specially, in the cooling routes identified in
the last task) a curve, called as “Continuous Cooling Transformation diagram” can be plotted
(Figure 97). This type of curves, for every of the steel grade considered, are the base to
understand and to predict the type of microstructure that can be found at any given position of
the wheel after rim chilling. In the project, an ER7 grade according to EN13262 (conventional
grade for a wagon wheel) has been considered.

Figure 97: Determination of CCT diagram for ER7 wheel steel grade

7.5.5.3.

Rim Chilling model

A FEM (Finite Element Method) simulation model of the thermal evolution of the wheel during
the rim chilling operation has been developed. Experimental cooling down curves have been
used to adjust the model and determine the heat extraction coefficient (H) from the different
wheel faces (Figure 98).
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Figure 98: FEM model used and different heat extraction coefficient zones used
Different model iterations have been performed in order to determine the variability of H
respect to the temperature. The different transformation temperatures and latent heats
obtained experimentally have also been introduced in the model to be able to consider their
influence in cooling down during these transformations (from austenite to pearlite and ferrite
and bainitic transformation).
After these adjustments, the results show a very good correlation in between the experimental
and predicted cooling down velocity (Figure 99).
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Figure 99: Cooling down curves predicted (dashed curves) vs. experimental (continuous curves)
for the different wheel rim positions considered

Final aim of the cooling down prediction is to be able to predict the microstructure generated
during a certain cool-down pattern. For a similar chemical composition, microstructure
generated in cooling down determines the final mechanical properties of the wheel rim. In this
sense, using this model together with the experimental CCT curves already obtained for ER7, it is
possible to predict the microstructure type generated at every point in the wheel rim (Figure
100).

Figure 100: Example of use of cooling down curves and CCT diagrams for the prediction of the
microstructure at the wheel rim
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Microstructure analysis of the wheel rim at different locations have been performed in order to
corroborate the microstructures obtained compared with the predicted. The correlation is, in
general, good but some small discrepancies can be detected punctually in the micrographies in
the areas close to the rolling contact area (where the cooling down velocity is higher). In those
areas some small regions of bainitic structures can be detected where, in principle, those
structures should be generated at higher cooling down velocities (Figure 101).

Figure 101: Mix microstructure (bainite and pearlite) close to the rolling contact surface of the
wheel
Explanation for this is found in the small chemical composition micro-segregation generated
during the solidification process of the continuous casting blooms or ingots used for the
manufacture of the wheels. This is a natural phenomenon where due to the different solubility of
the different alloys either in liquid or solid steel generate chemical composition microheterogeneities (this phenomenon is called micro-segregation). Chemical composition changes
imply a different steel hardenability, and in this way, different CCT curves. The result is the
generation of different microstructures at a same cooling down velocity, and therefore, areas of
the rim with mixed microstructural constituents.
At the date of submission of this report, different correction are being performed in order to
take into account these micro-segregations.

7.5.5.4.

Next steps

A set of different rim chilling strategies are being defined to obtain the required mechanical
properties and/or the desired microstructure morphology. The development of the different
activities carried out in the project (RCF modelling, wear modelling and block braking
problematic) should serve to define these targets.
Wheels following the new rim chilling routes will be manufactured and characterized in order to
determine if the properties objective are fit.
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7.6. Fatigue strength improvement of EA1N axles by deep rolling
Deep rolling as a reliable method for introducing compressive residual stresses by plastic
deformation and work-hardening of the surface has been mandatorily and successfully used for
all wheelset axles in the USSR and its succession states for decades. However, the respective
regulations [54] linked to former Soviet GOST standards apply only to a certain steel type that
does not completely correspond either to EA1N or EA4T. In recent years, deep rolling has also
been increasingly used for wheelsets for passenger transportation in Europe, and some
experience has been gained for the EA4T steel quality [55]. However, no experience exists so far
for EA1N. Aiming at introducing deep rolling also for EA1N freight wagon axles, preliminary
experiments on small-scale specimens have been performed for studying the influence of the
rolling pressure on the resulting hardness increase and penetration depth of the hardened zone
for EA1N.
To the purpose of defining an appropriate process window, EA1N specimens of 12 mm diameter
were deep rolled with different contact pressures; the target contact pressures were chosen as
5000 MPa according to the GOST regulations [54] on one hand, and estimated from the yield
strength of the material according to [55] as 4400 MPa on the other hand. In addition, contact
pressures significantly lower (3000 MPa) and higher (5800 MPa) than these were applied for
assessing the range of the process window.
As a measure of work hardening, the HV3 hardness increase was measured for each specimen on
the surface and in a depth of 0.1 mm (after turning). The penetration depth, i.e., the thickness of
the work-hardened layer, was roughly estimated assuming a linear decrease of the HV3 increase
(Figure 102).

Figure 102: HV3 Hardness increase at the surface and in a depth of 0.1 mm for deep rolling of
EA1N specimens (Ø12 mm) with different pressures; extrapolation gives an estimate for the
penetration depth, i.e., about the thickness of the work-hardened surface layer
For contact pressures up to 5000 MPa, the hardness as well as the penetration depth increase
with the contact pressure. For a contact pressure of 5800 MPa, no further hardness increase is
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observed, but the penetration depth increases over-proportionally. This case is deemed
technologically irrelevant, as the increased penetration depth is not accompanied by an
adequate increase in surface hardness.
For contact pressures up to 5000 MPa, the penetration depths estimated from the HV
measurements show excellent agreement with the predictions from a process model [55]
developed previously at MCL, cf. Figure 103. Only for the – technologically irrelevant – contact
pressure of 5800 MPa, the process model underestimates the penetration depth.

5800 MPa

5000 MPa
4400 MPa
3000 MPa

Figure 103: Comparison of actual penetration depth (estimated from HV measurements, Figure
102) vs. penetration depth predicted by the process model [55] for deep rolling with different
contact pressures
Concluding from these findings, a process window regarding the contact pressures for deep
rolling of EA1N can be recommended ranging from 4400 MPa to 5000 MPa; higher pressures
result in no further surface hardness increase, whereas lower pressures do not lead to the
surface hardness increase of more than 20% required according to [54].
As follow-up tasks, the following activities are planned in the project:
• X-ray diffraction measurements for residual stress profiles and comparison with predictions
from the process model [55],
• rotating bending experiments on small-scale specimens for corroborating the corresponding
increase in fatigue strength due to deep rolling.
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8.

Assessment of vehicle-track interaction

The work regarding the assessment of the vehicle-track interaction with respect to vehicle
dynamics, wheel-rail wear and RCF has been summarized in the appended paper:
“Assessment of running gears regarding rolling contact fatigue of wheels and rail based on
stochastic simulations”
It will be submitted to Wear (an International Journal on the Science and Technology of Friction,
Lubrication and Wear, see Annex 11).

9.

Assessment of acoustics and aerodynamic characteristics

In order to avoid duplicated work, the partner 12 (DLR) will include all the results regarding
acoustics and aerodynamics characteristics in the deliverable D4.2 “Optimized acoustic and
aerodynamic characteristics”, with due in month 24. This report will describe adapted
experimental methods for freight train aerodynamics, measures for optimized train
aerodynamics/acoustics and aerodynamically driven inputs for driving dynamics.

10.

LCC Management Concepts for Freight

The LCC concepts for freight are presented in the chapter 8 of D4.3. A summary of these are
included hereafter. For more detail, please refer to D4.3.
For the present study, the concepts considered to evaluate the Life Cycle Cost (LCC) associated to
a new rolling stock are wheel and infrastructure maintenance. The different points shown here
were mostly developed in the Roll to Rail project.
Wear and rolling contact fatigue are the most influential mechanisms in the damaging of wheel.
Therefore, only wear and Rolling Contact Fatigue (RCF) will be considered when calculating
maintenance costs. Both of them are driven by the same physical quantities (e.g. the shear stress
distribution slips and pressures) and the models that are set up to follow the damage evolution
are very similar. Up to now they have reached on one hand a good reliability and on the other
easiness of implementation. In the case of the infrastructure, wear and RCF are also key
elements, although some other aspects like track settlement play an important role, and should
be also considered if possible for a more complete solution to the present problem.
As a consequence, during the clustering analysis phase, it was chosen to analyze the two aspects
(wear and RCF) with a single simulation campaign and follow the damage evolution taking into
account their interactions and updating profile shape and crack deepness. As it is not possible to
develop a dedicated module to estimate the wear and the RCF, a procedure will indicate main
guide lines to perform external calculations and calculate some key performance indicators.
The whole process, regarding the case of wheelset maintenance and cost estimation, will look
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like the one indicated in Figure 104 and the related procedure will show a sort of guidelines to
implement the calculation with already existing tools. The most common ones rely on Multibody
Simulations (MBS), therefore the procedure is based on this approach. But it is possible to adjust
it in case of simplified models and calculations.

Figure 104: Overview of wheel damage calculation process

It can be seen in the previous figure, that the wear and RCF modules require input from MBS
simulations which is quite time consuming, moreover due to the update loop proposed. The
number of simulations should therefore be limited as much as possible to make the amount of
effort still acceptable. However, this means that this will also effect the accuracy of the results.
The main limitation of the wear and RCF models is that they are empirical. This means that there
are a lot of variance factors which are not captured in the models; e.g. driving style, railhead
cleanliness, available adhesion levels, prevailing weather patterns, wheel slide protection
failures, poor adhesion management, improper lubrication regime, railhead profile development,
wheel profile development, traction strategy, effect of fluid entrapment in cracks etc. For each
application, it is necessary to re-calibrate the models. However, data is often unavailable,
especially for new applications (new vehicle/new network).

10.1. Calculation of directly induced wheelset maintenance costs
Wheels and rails gradually wear and change their profiles in service; affecting drastically
paramount performance parameters, like car lateral stability, wheel/rail contact position, and
stress. In this way, it can be inferred that wheel maintenance is critical for rail vehicle safety, ride
quality and life length of a wheel.
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10.1.1. KPIs
The KPIs that have been defined to be used for vehicle maintenance and, therefore, to evaluate
the need of wheel re-profiling are listed next:
•
Equivalent conicity
•
Flange angle (qR)
•
Flange thickness
•
Flange height
•
Front to front dimension
•
Radius difference between wheel of the same wheelset
•
Radius difference between wheels of different wheelset
•
Wheel diameter
•
Wheelset back to back

10.1.2. Proposed maintenance plain
A schematic representation of the proposed maintenance plan is shown in Figure 105. The
different failure modes are grouped and represented as flange, threat, wheelset and parity
problems for the sake of simplicity. The KPIs defined previously are used as an input for the
different failure groups: if the measured KPIs are within the established limits (‘Yes’ in the
diagram), no action is required; but in case some index is exceeded (‘No’ in the diagram), it will
be necessary to either re-profile the wheel or renew it, depending on whether the minimum
diameter limit has been exceeded or not. Please, bear in mind the importance of the order: the
minimum wheel diameter requirement has to be evaluated considering the actual diameter (or
rim width), but also has to ensure that will remain compliant after a wheel re-profile in case it is
needed to meet tread, flange or wheelset requirements. For all the cases where a re-profiling is
needed, the parity requirements and conditions are also used to establish whether only one
single wheel has to be repaired or it is a pair or groups of wheels that need maintenance action.
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Figure 105: Flow chart for the maintenance process

10.1.3. Vehicle Maintenance COST
According to [56], the wheelset maintenance costs can be estimated as follows:
CTime T = N1(CRe−profiling + COperation loss re−profiling + CTransfer vehicle to wheel lathe) + N2 ∙
(CWheel Replacement + COperation Loss Wheel Replacement + CTransfer Vehicles to Overhaul Workshop)
Where N1: Quantity of re-profiling, N2: Quantity of wheel replacements, C: Costs The costs for
periodic controls of the wheel treads and the wheelsets as well as the costs for the spare parts
storing are not included in the above formula.

10.2. Calculation of directly induced infrastructure maintenance costs
The procedure to calculate the infrastructure maintenance cost directly induced by the single use
of a vehicle of a certain line with a certain mission profile is composed by several steps which are
illustrated in the following figure and described in detail in the following subsections.
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Figure 106: Steps for the calculation procedure of the cost of infrastructure maintenance
directly induced by a single vehicle
As represented in the previous figure, the procedure is an iterative process with a time step “Δt”.
Therefore, for the calculation of the maintenance cost directly induced by a vehicle, the initial
“t0” and final time “tF” should be defined.
The 27 steps identified in the previous figure are detailed in D4.3. For a proper and full cost study
all of the 27 steps should be completed so that all the infrastructure damage con be considered.
However, if some concepts (e.g. Track settlement) cannot be calculated or are out of the scope,
the respective step can be omitted.

10.2.1. Track Infrastructure KPIs
The KPIs used within the UCM are classified in to categories: long wavelength and short
wavelength.
The long wavelength KPIs are:
•
Rolling Contact Fatigue (RCF) – multiple surface breaking cracks (quasi-static: generated
by steady-state curving forces, usually on curves tighter than 1500m radius),
•
Rail Sidewear - lateral loss of material due to wear- usually on tight radius curves,
•
Rail Depth (headwear) – vertical loss of rail head height due to wear. This is not
considered a short wavelength fault as it does not occur in isolated locations.
•
Track quality standard deviations – measurements of the variation of the overall track
position in fixed lengths (1/8th of a mile on the GB network),
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•

Rail Corrugation - a frequently occurring rail wear pattern on the head of the rail. Leads to
noise generation and poor ride. Frequently occurs on tight radius curves, but also caused
by excitation of the track structure on tangent track.

The short wavelength KPIs are:
•
Rolling Contact Fatigue (RCF) – multiple surface breaking cracks (usually associated with
dynamic vehicle behavior- clusters of RCF cracks driven by sudden changes in rail profile
or track alignment),
•
Rail Sidewear - lateral loss of material due to wear- cyclic or isolated patterns associated
with vehicle dynamic behaviour,
•
Track Twist (3m) - the difference between cross-level of two locations 3m apart. If the
difference is too great there is a risk of poor ride or derailment,
•
Track Gauge (Wide and Tight) - the distance between the inner sides (gauge sides) of the
heads of the two load bearing rails that make up a single railway line,
•
Vertical Fault (Top) – variation in the relative vertical position of the track, o Cyclic Top – a
series of vertical dips in the track that can cause unloading and loading of vehicles’
suspension and can lead to poor ride and derailment,
•
Alignment Fault (Line) – variation in the relative horizontal position of the track, o Dip
Angles – abrupt variations in vertical alignment of a rail: usually associated with rail joints
or welds,
•
Rail Gall - loss of rail section, usually affecting the rail foot through corrosion or abrasion,
•
Rail weld failure, o Rail foot defects or cracks o Squats - metal fatigue resulting from
wheel impacts on the railhead which ‘bruise’ the steel and lead to the formation of
cracks,
•
Plastic deformation – material flow due to forces on the rail.

10.2.2. Proposed UCM maintenance plan
A proposed maintenance plan of the maintenance modelling process is shown in Figure 107.
Although the considered failures modes are the most relevant ones, it is important to highlight
that this is a simplification of the complex reality of infrastructure maintenance that has been
presented in the previous sections. Vehicle dynamics simulations are used to determine the
forces applied to each section of track by each vehicle passing over it. These forces are then
inserted into individual damage and degradation models to determine the damage experienced
by that section of track over a given period of time. The new track condition is then determined
and compared with allowable or target limits for that category of track. If any limits are exceeded
then a maintenance activity is triggered which re-sets or reduces the damage index for that
particular damage type. At the same time the cost of that activity and any impact it has on
performance is summed before commencing the next time step.
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Figure 107: Proposed Maintenance Plan
The individual damage models can be split into two categories:
•
•

Long wavelength (quasi-static forces)
Short wavelength (dynamic forces, leading to discrete defects)

The application of short wavelength models requires multi-body simulations to be undertaken of
vehicles over particular sections of track, including the variation in short wavelength track
alignment. Long wavelength models can be applied using less detailed descriptions of the track
geometry irregularities and just the curvature and cross level data.
Some existing degradation models can be applied to both long and short wavelength data (for
example, RCF and wear models), whilst others can only be applied to one sort of data. If the only
ballast settlement models which are applied are those which act over a long wavelength (i.e.
produce predictions of deterioration of the 1/8th mile SD rather a deformed shape of the track
profile) then it will not be possible to include models to predict discrete defects such as track
twist and top faults.
Maintenance activity costs
Maintenance activity costs differ hugely from one infrastructure manager to other one.
However, with the objective of providing a guidance, the maintenance activity costs have been
modelled with the following assumptions:
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The costs associated to infrastructure maintenance can be divided in the following classes:
•
Cost of inspection. This cost category should include cost associated to staff during
inspection (e.g. 50€/h per number of hours), operational cost of inspection (e.g. fuel required to
supply power to the inspection equipment), logistic costs associated to inspection (e.g. cost rate
of the staff multiply by the time of the staff to move from base station to specific inspection
site).
•
Cost of maintenance action. This cost category should include cost associated to staff
during maintenance (e.g. 50€/h per number of hours), operational cost of maintenance (e.g. fuel
required to supply power to the maintenance equipment), logistic costs associated to
maintenance (e.g. cost rate of the staff multiply by the time of the staff to move from base
station to specific maintenance site).
•
Cost of amortization of the equipment for inspection and maintenance action.
•
Cost of potential hazards associated to the delay in the maintenance of a certain
section. This cost category should be calculated as the probability of potential hazards
(derailment at speed above 50km/h due to a failure in the infrastructure) multiply by the cost of
hazards (e.g. 20 M€).
•
Cost associated to the probability of not providing an agreed service. This cost category
should be calculated as the unavailability (derailment at speed below 50km/h due to a failure in
the infrastructure or train delays) multiply by the cost of unavailability (e.g. 4 M€ per derailment
or 10,000€/h delay).
•
Cost of component useful life reduction. This cost category should be calculated as the %
reduction of the useful life during the period between maintenance activities multiply by the
cost of component renewal.
Keep in mind that:
•
The predictions of the degradation of the components are not deterministic but
stochastic, this means that the indicators that describes the failure status of a component should
be described with a certain probability distribution function and the associated parameters. With
this approach, it is possible to calculate the probability in a certain period of exceeding a certain
value that would trigger maintenance or even that would cause a catastrophic event. It has been
assumed Gaussian distribution as the probability distribution function, and the mean and
standard deviation the parameters which describe the previous function (e.g. RCF crack depth
mean growth rate and RCF crack depth growth rate standard deviation).
•
The standard deviation of the probability distribution function is assumed to grow with
the time between inspections.
•
The minimum time between inspections is inversely proportional to the number of
maintenance equipment.
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•
All failure indicator maximum limit are at least a 50% of the limit in which component
failure mode is catastrophic (e.g. RCF maximum limit given by maintenance standard is 5mm but
it could growth up to 10mm until the rail breaks).
In the following figures it is represented the previously described concepts to calculate the costs
associated to maintenance for the failure mode RCF of rail.

Figure 108: Evolution of RCF indicator represented with a Gaussian distribution with the time
vs. the limits

Figure 109: Representation of the probability density function for the RCF at time t0+T and
probabilities associated to unavailability (Q) and potential hazards (H)
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11.

Conclusions

The basic design and the essential equipment of the wagon unit are determined and the overall
concept including supporting structure, running gear, breaking system, system for securing
loads, and telemetry and a telematics system is presented in chapter 6.5
At the same time, investigations in chapter 7 on the wheelsets propose a new tread braked
wheel design, which could be directly be implemented in the existent fleets, to replace all freight
wheels up to 25t. Investigations include noise damping mechanical absorption solutions to reach
an overall reduction of 6 dB. Investigation of the wheel material using different approaches:
Rolling Contact Fatigue (RCF) Modelling, Wear Modelling and Block Braking Problematic, serve to
define the targets of required mechanical properties and/or the desired microstructure
morphology to be achieved by means of different rim chilling strategies. Ongoing investigations
in Axle material are focused deep rolling of EA1N Axles and they be concluded in FR8RAIL II
Both the assessment of vehicle-track interaction and the assessment of acoustics and
aerodynamic characteristics are presented in separated documents.
A Life Cycle Cost (LCC) based on wear and RCF points the relevant KPIs for maintenance and
propose a maintenance plan and maintenance cost

12.
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Bezpečnosť proti vykoľajeniu
Safety against derailment
DYNAMICKÝ MODEL
DYNAMIC MODEL
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Podľa: ERRI B55/RP8
According to: ERRI B55/RP8

∆ QFy ≠ 0

1. VSTUPNÉ PARAMETRE
1. INPUT PARAMETERS

Označenie/Denomination:
typ/type:

Habbii(ll)ns
N-110-00

Charakteristiky vagóna:
Nákladný vozeň s dvoma podvozkami Y 25 pre 22.5t
Wagon characteristic:
Freight wagon with two Y 25 bogies for 22.5t
- kritérium bezpečnosti
- Safety criterion
- hmotnosť vagóna na hranici
zmeny tuhosti vypruženia
- wagon weight at the limit of
suspension stiffness change

Y 
lim  =
Q 

1.08

Mcz =

26520

kg

- minimálna hmotnosť prázdneho vagóna
- minimal weight of empty wagon

Mp =

25900

kg

- hmotnosť loženého vagóna
- weight of loaded wagon

ML =

90000

kg

- vzdialenosť otočných čapov
- distance between bogie pivots

2a* =

17.720

m

- torzná tuhosť skrine
- torsional stiffness of the body

Ct* =

5.00E+06

- razvor podvozku
- bogie wheel base

2a+ =

2.000

m

- vzdialenosť valivých kružníc
- distance between wheel treads

2ba =

1.500

m

- vzdialenosť pružín podvozku
- distance between bogie springs

2bz =

2.000

m

- kontrolná hmotnosť vagóna [kg]
- inspection weight of the wagon [kg]
25000, 25500, 26520, 27000, 28000

N.m2 / rad

Charakteristiky podvozku:
Bogie characteristic:
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- vzdialenosť klzníc
- distance between side bearers

2bg =

1.700

- tuhosť vypruženia klznice
- side bearer suspension stiffness

cG =

5.714E+05

- vôľa v klznici
- clearance in the side bearer

dzG =

0.012

- tuhosť vypruženia nad jedným kolesom
- suspension stiffness above one wheel

c1z =
c2z =

1.00E+06
2.64E+06

N/m
N/m

- torzná tuhosť rámu podvozku
- bogie frame torsional stiffness

Ct+ =

1.58E+07

N.m2 / rad

- výška osi ložiska nad TK
- bearing axis height above top of rail

hFy =

0.460

- relatívna odchýlka kolesovej sily
- relative deviation of the wheel force

dq0 =

0.20

2. VÝPOČET
2. CALCULATION
dQt - zmena kolesovej sily z koľajového prepadu
Change of the wheel force from the rail sink

dQt = dQt * + dQt +
dQt* - zmena kol. sily z koľaj. prepadu na báze 2a*/
Change of the wheel force from the rail sink based upon 2a*

(

dQt * = ∑ Cta ( 2a * ) i ⋅ ( g * )i

)

i

*

Cta (2a ) i
( g * )i

- Torzná tuhosť vagóna na i-tom lineárnom úseku /
Wagon torsional stiffness at i-th linear section
- časť skúšobného skrútenia g* pri tuhosti Cta(2a*)i /
part of test twist g* at stiffness of Cta(2a*)i

dQt+ - zmena kolesovej sily z koľajového prepadu na báze 2a+ /
Change of the wheel froce from the wheel sink based upon 2a+

(

dQt+ = ∑ Cta(2a + )i ⋅ ( g + )i
i

Cta ( 2 a
( g + )i

+

)i

)

- Torzná tuhosť podvozka na i-tom lineárnom úseku /
Bogie torsional stiffness at i-th linear section
- časť skúšobného skrútenia g* pri tuhosti Cta(2a*)i /
part of test twist g* at stiffness of Cta(2a*)i

m

N/m

m

m
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Torzná tuhosť vagóna
na i-tom lineárnom úseku
Torsional stiffness of the wagon
at i-th linear section
V závislosti na veľkosti aktuálnej kolesovej sily, ktorá je priamo úmerná sile vo vypružení,
torzná tuhosť vagónu na podvozkoch Y25 môže nadobudnúť 6 rôznych stavov.
Based upon size of the current wheel force, which is directly proportional to the force in the suspension,
torsional stiffness of the wagon on the Y25 bogies can take 6 different conditions

a) Vôľa v klzniciach nie je vyčerpaná
a) Clearance in the side bearers is not spent
1. všetky pružiny v zábere pri tuhosti c1z
1. all springs in stroke at stiffness of c1z
1

C ta* 1 =


2
1  2ba
2
1000 ⋅  [2ba ] ⋅ * +
⋅ 
2a *  2b z
Ct



2


2 ⋅ 4  2ba
 ⋅
+
2
⋅ c1z  2bG


2
 2 ⋅ 4  
 ⋅
 c  
G



[N/prom]

Cta*1 =

609.0

N/prom

2. časť pružín v zábere s tuhosťou c1z a časť s tuhosťou c2z
2. portion of springs in stroke with stiffness of c1z and portion with stiffness of c2z
Cta* 2 =

1

2
1  2ba
2
⋅ 
1000 ⋅  [2ba ] ⋅ * +
Ct
2a *  2bz



2

  2
2
 ⋅ 
+
  c1 z c2 z

  2ba
 + 
  2bG

2
 2 ⋅ 4  
 ⋅

cG  



Cta*2 =

[N/prom]

624.0

N/prom

3. všetky pružiny v zábere pri tuhosti c2z
3. all springs in stroke at stiffness of c2z
Cta* 3 =

1
2
2


 2b 
2
1
2 ⋅ 4  2ba  2 ⋅ 4  
2
 ⋅

⋅  a  ⋅
+ 
1000 ⋅  [2ba ] ⋅ * +
Ct
2a *  2bz  2 ⋅ c2 z  2bG  cG  




Cta*3 =

[N/prom]

639.7

N/prom

b) Vôľa v klzniciach je vyčerpaná
b) Clearance in the side bearers is spent
4. všetky pružiny v zábere pri tuhosti c1z
4. all springs in stroke at stiffness of c1z
C ta* 4 =

1

2
1  2ba
2
1000 ⋅  [2ba ] ⋅ * +
⋅ 

Ct
2 a *  2b z



[N/prom]

2

2 ⋅ 4  
 ⋅
 2 ⋅ c  
1z



Cta*4 =

973.8

N/prom
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5. časť pružín v zábere s tuhosťou c1z a časť s tuhosťou c2z
5. portion of springs in stroke with stiffness of c1z and portion with stiffness of c2z
Cta* 5 =

1
2

2
1  2ba   2
2
2

 ⋅ 
1000 ⋅  [2ba ] ⋅ * +
⋅ 
+
2a *  2bz   c1z c2 z
Ct



 


 

[N/prom]

Cta*5 =

1012.6

N/prom

6. všetky pružiny v zábere pri tuhosti c2z
6. all springs in stroke at stiffness of c2z
Cta* 6 =

1
2

2
1  2ba 
2 ⋅ 4  
2

 ⋅

1000 ⋅ [2ba ] ⋅ * +
⋅ 

Ct
2a *  2bz  2 ⋅ c2 z  




[N/prom]

Cta*6 =

1054.7

N/prom

g* =

2.847

[prom]

5.887

[prom]

Skúšobné skrútenie na báze 2a*
Test twist based upon 2a*

g* =

15
+2
2a *

Úbytok skúšobného skrútenia pri práve vyčerpanej vôli v klzniciach
Reduction of test twist in case of just spent clearance in the side bearers
g GV =

 c ⋅ 2bG2 ⋅ 2 a * 
2ba ⋅ 4 ⋅ d zG

⋅1000 ⋅ 1 + G

2bG ⋅ 2 a *
4 ⋅ Ct *



gGv =

Torzná tuhosť podvozku
na i-tom lineárnom úseku
Torsional stiffness of the bogie
at i-th linear section
V závislosti na veľkosti aktuálnej kolesovej sily, ktorá je priamo úmerná sile vo
vypružení, torzná tuhosť podvozku Y25 môže nadobudnúť 3 rôzne stavy.
Based upon size of the current wheel force, which is directly proportional to the force in the suspension,
torsional stiffness of the Y25 bogie can take 3 different conditions

1. všetky pružiny v zábere pri tuhosti c1z
1. all springs in stroke at stiffness of c1z
+
Cta
1=

1

1
1
2
1000 ⋅  [2ba ] ⋅ + + +

Ct
2a


 2b 2 2 ⋅ 4  

⋅  a  ⋅
 2bz  2 ⋅ c1z  


Cta+1 =

[N/prom]

789.2

N/prom
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2. časť pružín v zábere s tuhosťou c1z a časť s tuhosťou c2z
2. portion of springs in stroke with stiffness of c1z and portion with stiffness of c2z

Cta+ 2 =

1

1
1
2
1000 ⋅  [2ba ] ⋅ + + +

Ct
2a


 2b 2  2
2    [N/prom]
 
+
⋅  a  ⋅ 
 2bz   c1z c2z   

Cta+2 =

1088.9

N/prom

3. všetky pružiny v zábere pri tuhosti c2z
3. all springs in stroke at stiffness of c2z
+
Cta
3 =

1

1
1
2
1000 ⋅  [2ba ] ⋅ + + +

Ct
2a


 2b 2  2 ⋅ 4  
 
⋅  a  ⋅ 

2
b
2
⋅
c
 z  
2z  


[N/prom]

Cta+3 =

1755.6

N/prom

g+ =

4.500

[prom]

Polomer oblúka trate
Track curve radius

R0 =

150

Nevyrovnané priečne zrýchlenie
Unbalanced lateral acceleration

aq0 =

0

Skúšobné skrútenie na báze 2a+
Test twist based upon 2a+

g+ = 7 −

5
2a+

Počiatočné podmienky:
Initial conditions:

Zmena kolesovej sily vyvodená vagónom
Change of wheel force induced by wagon
Mi - kontrolná hmotnosť vagónu
Mi - inspection weight of the wagon
kµ =

0.7

z ∆ QFz

k0 =

pre prázdny vozeň Q0j = Qj
for empty wagon

Q0 j = MP ⋅

pre ložený vozeň
for loaded wagon

9.81
[N]
8

Q j = ML ⋅

(

∆QFz = dq 0 ⋅ k µ ⋅ Q j + k 0 ⋅ Q0 j
∆QFz =

6352

0.3

N

)

9.81
[N]
8

m

m/s2
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Vodiace sily podľa ERRI B55/ RP8, tab. I.2
Guiding forces according to ERRI B55/RP 8, Tab. I.2
Transformačná rovnica:
Transformation equation:

x = R0

x=

12.247

Regresné faktory / podvozok Y 25 /
Regression factors / Bogie Y 25 /
Vodiaca sila na vonkajšiom oblúku kolesa - Ya
Guiding force on the outer wheel curve - Ya

[

]

Ya = Q j ⋅ 0,001⋅ x ⋅ (m1 ⋅ aq + m2 ) + m3 ⋅ aq + m4 + x ⋅ (c1 ⋅ aq + c2 ) + c3 ⋅ aq + c4
m1 =
m2 =
m3 =
m4 =

5.716
-25.7
-89.623
846.625

c1 =
c2 =
c3 =
c4 =

Vodiaca sila na vnútornom oblúku kolesa - Yi
Guiding force on the inner wheel curve - Yi

[

-170.593
7.837
3609.753
1810.277

]

Yi = Q j ⋅ 0,001⋅ x ⋅ (m1 ⋅ aq + m2 ) + m3 ⋅ aq + m4 + x ⋅ (c1 ⋅ aq + c2 ) + c3 ⋅ aq + c 4
m1 =
m2 =
m3 =
m4 =

-5.506
20.586
270.489
-744.386

Priečna sila v ložisku dvojkolesia Fy
Lateral force in the wheelset bearing Fy

Fy = −(Ya + Yi )
∆QFy = Fy ⋅

hFy
2ba

c1 =
c2 =
c3 =
c4 =

[N]

252.765
-158.784
-6125.259
1793.537

[N]
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Zmena kolesovej sily z koľajového prepadu
Change of wheel force from rail sink

Prázdny vozeň
Empty wagon
Qj [N] 31759.9
Fy [N]
-3013

dQt* =

i
1
2
3
4
5
6
1774

dQt+ =

i
1
2
3
4895

Mp =
dQfz [N]
dQfy [N]

6352
-924

Ya [N]
Yi [N]

25900

kg

18798
-15785

(g*)j-1
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

(g*)j
2.847
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

d(g*)
2.847
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

I(Cta*)
2
0
0
0
0
0

Cta*
624.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

(g+)j-1
0.000
0.000
0.000

(g+)j
4.500
0.000
0.000

d(g+)
4.500
0.000
0.000

I(Cta+)
2
0
0

Cta+
1088.9
0.0
0.0
dQt =

6669

N

dQ0 =

12097

N

lim dq =

0.4520

lim dQ =

14354

k=

0.96
Vyhovuje
Suitable

N

N

Maximálny úbytok kolesovej sily
Max. reduction of wheel force

lim ∆q

Y  Y
lim  − a
Q  Qj
=
Y 
lim 
Q 

Absolútny úbytok kolesovej sily
Absolute reduction of wheel force

lim∆Q = Q j ⋅ lim∆q
Kritérium bezpečnosti:
Safety criterion:

k=

Ya
Q j − dQ0

Výsledok:
Result:

N
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Kontrolná hmotnosť vagóna
Inspection weight of the wagon
Qj [N] 30656.3
dQfz [N]
Fy [N]
-2969
dQfy [N]

dQt* =

i
1
2
3
4
5
6
1774

dQt+ =

i
1
2
3
4895

Mi =
6197
-911

Ya [N]
Yi [N]

List/Sheet: 9/13

25000

kg

18211
-15242

(g*)j-1
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

(g*)j
2.847
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

d(g*)
2.847
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

I(Cta*)
2
0
0
0
0
0

Cta*
624.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

(g+)j-1
0.000
0.000
0.000

(g+)j
4.500
0.000
0.000

d(g+)
4.500
0.000
0.000

I(Cta+)
2
0
0

Cta+
1088.9
0.0
0.0
dQt =

6669

N

dQ0 =

11956

N

Maximálny úbytok kolesovej sily
Max. reduction of wheel force

lim dq =

0.4500

Absolútny úbytok kolesovej sily
AbsoluteAbsolute
reduction
reduction
of wheelofforce
wheel force

lim dQ =

13794

k=

0.97
Vyhovuje
Suitable

Mi =

25500

N

N

Kritérium bezpečnosti:
Safety criterion:
Výsledok:
Result:

Kontrolná hmotnosť vagóna
Inspection
Inspection
weight of
weight
the wagon
of the wagon
Qj [N] 31269.4
dQfz [N]
6283
Fy [N]
-2994
dQfy [N]
-918

dQt* =

i
1
2
3
4
5
6
1774

dQt+ =

i
1
2
3
4895

Ya [N]
Yi [N]

(g*)j-1
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

(g*)j
2.847
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

d(g*)
2.847
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

I(Cta*)
2
0
0
0
0
0

Cta*
624.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

(g+)j-1
0.000
0.000
0.000

(g+)j
4.500
0.000
0.000

d(g+)
4.500
0.000
0.000

I(Cta+)
2
0
0

Cta+
1088.9
0.0
0.0
dQt =

N

kg

18537
-15544

N

N

6669

N
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dQ0 =

12035

Maximálny úbytok kolesovej sily
Max. reduction
Max. reduction
of wheelofforce
wheel force

lim dq =

0.4511

Absolútny úbytok kolesovej sily
Absolute reduction of wheel force

lim dQ =

14105

k=

0.96
Vyhovuje
Suitable

Mi =

26520

Kritérium bezpečnosti:
Safety criterion:
Výsledok:
Result:

Kontrolná hmotnosť vagóna
Inspection
Inspection
weight of
weight
the wagon
of the wagon
Qj [N] 32520.2
dQfz [N]
6458
Fy [N]
-3043
dQfy [N]
-933

dQt* =

i
1
2
3
4
5
6
1774

dQt+ =

i
1
2
3
4895

Ya [N]
Yi [N]

N

N

kg

19203
-16160

(g*)j-1
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

(g*)j
2.847
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

d(g*)
2.847
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

I(Cta*)
2
0
0
0
0
0

Cta*
624.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

(g+)j-1
0.000
0.000
0.000

(g+)j
4.500
0.000
0.000

d(g+)
4.500
0.000
0.000

I(Cta+)
2
0
0

Cta+
1088.9
0.0
0.0
dQt =

6669

N

dQ0 =

12195

N

Maximálny úbytok kolesovej sily
Max. reduction of wheel force

lim dq =

0.4533

Absolútny úbytok kolesovej sily
Absolute reduction of wheel force

lim dQ =

14740

k=

0.94
Vyhovuje
Suitable

Mi =

27000

N

N

Kritérium bezpečnosti:
Safety criterion:
Safety criterion:
Výsledok:
Result:

Kontrolná hmotnosť vagóna
Inspection
Inspection
weight of
weight
the wagon
of the wagon
Qj [N] 33108.8
dQfz [N]
6541
Fy [N]
-3066
dQfy [N]
-940

Ya [N]
Yi [N]

19516
-16449

N

kg
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(g*)j-1
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

(g*)j
2.847
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

d(g*)
2.847
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

I(Cta*)
2
0
0
0
0
0

Cta*
624.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

(g+)j-1
0.000
0.000
0.000

(g+)j
4.500
0.000
0.000

d(g+)
4.500
0.000
0.000

I(Cta+)
2
0
0

Cta+
1088.9
0.0
0.0
dQt =

6669

N

dQ0 =

12270

N

Maximálny úbytok kolesovej sily
Max. reduction of wheel force

lim dq =

0.4542

Absolútny úbytok kolesovej sily
Absolute reduction of wheel force

lim dQ =

15039

k=

0.94
Vyhovuje
Suitable

Mi =

28000

N

N

Kritérium bezpečnosti:
Safety criterion:
Výsledok:
Result:

Kontrolná hmotnosť vagóna
Inspection weight of the wagon
dQfz [N]
Qj [N]
34335
Fy [N]
-3115
dQfy [N]

dQt* =

i
1
2
3
4
5
6
1774

dQt+ =

i
1
2
3
4895

6712
-955

Ya [N]
Yi [N]

N

kg

20168
-17053

(g*)j-1
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

(g*)j
2.847
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

d(g*)
2.847
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

I(Cta*)
2
0
0
0
0
0

Cta*
624.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

(g+)j-1
0.000
0.000
0.000

(g+)j
4.500
0.000
0.000

d(g+)
4.500
0.000
0.000

I(Cta+)
2
0
0

Cta+
1088.9
0.0
0.0
dQt =

6669

N

dQ0 =

12427

N

lim dq =

0.4561

N

N

Maximálny úbytok kolesovej sily
Max. reduction of wheel force
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Abstract:
In this work a methodology is presented to assess running
gears with respect to wheel and rail rolling contact fatigue
(RCF). This assessment is based on wheel/rail contact
data for different wheel profile wear states taken from a
wheel profile prediction methodology. The approach
allows e.g. the assessment of rail RCF in different curve
radii in a cumulative way (sum of damage over lifetime
of wheel profiles). Furthermore, RCF assessments can be
done at different wear states of the wheel profiles to get
insight how the contribution to wheel and rail RCF varies
depending on the evolution of the wheel profiles. The
presented methodology is exemplary applied to two
bogie types, the UIC-Y25 standard bogie and the so
called FR8RAIL bogie with a mechanical wheelset
steering device. The presented methodology is a helpful
tool e.g. to optimize vehicles already in an early stage of
the development process.
Keywords: Rolling contact fatigue; wear; rail; wheel;
running gear; bogie; freight wagon.
1. Introduction
Rolling Contact Fatigue (RCF) driven damage patterns
developing in the wheel/rail interface cause high
maintenance costs [1], [2]. It is well known that the
severity of RCF depends on the following factors: the
infrastructure (track curvature, rail profiles, track
irregularities, rail material, etc.), operational conditions
(speed profile, cant deficiency in curves, etc.) and
adhesion conditions in the contact between wheels and
rails (climate/environmental conditions, lubrication,
etc.). Furthermore, the type of vehicle plays an important
role. In this context the traction and braking systems are
relevant subsystems as well as the curving friendliness of
the used running gears. The latter one is strongly
influenced by the combination of the wheel base, the
longitudinal guiding stiffness of the wheelsets in the
primary suspension and the wheel profiles. This work is
focussing on a stochastic simulation-based assessment
methodology for running gears with respect to their
curving friendliness in the sense of wheel and rail RCF.
Exemplary, two vehicles are analysed and their response
to long-term RCF evolution is compared. The first
vehicle is a freight wagon with UIC-Y25 standard bogie
which is used as a reference vehicle, and the second one
is a modified UIC-Y25 bogie vehicle with double Lenoir
links and braced side-frames. The latter bogie design

hereafter is called FR8RAIL bogie. To further study the
effects of various design parameters in long-term
evolution of wheel and rail damages, a parameter study is
carried out on longitudinal clearance between the springholder and axle-box and the bogie wheel-base. The two
mentioned parameters are believed to have a great
significance on dynamics behaviour of the bogie
regarding curving performance and stability.
Before describing the damage calculation methodologies,
a section on vehicle parameters and modelling issues is
presented in this study. Moreover, two distinct
methodologies are used to predict cracks on wheels and
rails respectively. However, both methodologies are
based on the same multi-body-system (MBS) simulation
results. Since both methodologies consider long term
evolution of RCF cracks, it is important to consider the
evolution of wheel and rail profiles due to wear. For the
rails, five pairs of measured profiles are used in nine track
sections as a function of curve radii in which the tightest
curves have the most worn rail profiles and the straight
line has the nominal profiles cf. Section 4. However, for
the wheels, an iterative methodology based on Archard
formula is used cf. Section 3.
2. Vehicles and variations
The Y25 running gear (UIC bogie) is a widely used
running gear in Europe. Over the years, several variants
of the standard model have been studied to improve track
friendliness, curving performance, etc, mainly by design
optimisation of the primary suspension, see [3] and [4].
Carrying the work forward on similar lines in the
Shift2Rail project, FR8RAIL [5], a new bogie design is
presented, modelled in this work (FR8RAIL bogie) and
compared with the standard UIC-Y25 variant.
2.1. Construction
The UIC-Y25 running gear consists of two steel longbeams on each side welded together to a bolster beam in
the middle. The loading aspect of the running gear calls
for load-dependent primary suspension characteristics.
This is achieved using two coils of helical springs and
friction damping using a Lenoir-link as seen in Figure 1.
The inner springs come into contact when the vehicle is
loaded beyond 4 t of axle load. The load-dependent
friction damping is provided by the normal force,
generated by the Lenoir-link because of its inclination,
acting on friction surfaces on both sides of the axle box.

gear(s).

Figure 1: UIC-Y25 bogie [6].

One of the key disadvantages of the standard UIC-Y25
running gear however, is its stiff horizontal primary
suspension, which leads to high damage to wheel and rail
while curving. The FR8RAIL wagon incorporates some
additional components and variations in key suspension
parameters with the intention to improve the curving
performance while not compromising the stability of the
running gear at higher speeds. Table 1 lists the values of
some important parameters of the UIC-Y25 running gear
and the FR8RAIL bogie for comparison. Note that the
studied parameters in the FR8RAIL bogie design are
show in red. Some of the key differences are:
• Presence of double Lenoir-links in FR8RAIL
design (see Figure 2),
• Clearance in primary suspension in the
longitudinal direction,
• Presence of cross-bracing links and
• Side-bearer clearance.

Figure 2: FR8RAIL bogie.

2.2. Modelling
A lot has been done in the development of a threedimensional MBS simulation model for the standard
UIC-Y25 running gear as seen in [7]-[10]. Jendel’s model
[7], validated according to the Manchester Benchmarks
[10] has been used in the current work. The FR8RAIL
bogie is modelled by modifying the primary and
secondary suspensions in this model.
A comprehensive review of the running gear and
modelling of the suspension components can be seen in
[6] and [11] respectively. The modelling methodology of
the key variations listed out in the previous section follow
the same and is described in brief in this subsection.
Table 1: Key design parameters and their variations for the running

Parameter

UIC-Y25

FR8RAIL

Bogie pivot distance [m]

7.38

7.38

Wheel base [mm]

1800

1800, 2000

Wheel radius [mm]
Primary suspension, clearance in
longitudinal direction (𝒙𝒎𝒂𝒙)
[mm]
Side-bearer spring clearance in
longitudinal direction [mm]
Axle-load [t]

460

460

4

8, 12

1

-

22.5, 30

22.5, 30

Cross bracing element mass [kg]

-

35

Primary suspension:
Lenoir links (refer Figure 1) connect the outer springs at
the spring holder with the bogie frame such that
downward movement of the bogie-frame pulls the spring
holder down, resulting in a transfer of normal force. The
normal force acting on the friction surface provides the
damping. The Lenoir link in addition to providing
frictional damping also contributes to the stiffness
coupled in the vertical (Z) and longitudinal (X) directions
due to its orientation. Jendel calculates the stiffness
matrix as:
𝐹
𝑘 𝑡𝑎𝑛2 𝛼
( 𝑥) = [ 𝑧
𝐹𝑧
𝑘𝑧 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛼

𝑘𝑧 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛼 𝑥
]( )
𝑘𝑧
𝑧

(1)

with 𝑘𝑧 referring to the stiffness of the outer spring coil,
𝛼 to the inclination of the Lenoir link in the x-z plane and
𝑥 and 𝑧 to relative displacement of the coil in
longitudinal and vertical directions respectively. With the
introduction of double Lenoir links, the maximum
allowable clearance in the longitudinal direction is
doubled as is the case for the FR8RAIL bogie (refer Table
1). Beyond a maximum value (𝑥𝒎𝒂𝒙 ), a metallic stop is
encountered, modelled by a force element with high
stiffness. One can infer here that allowing more clearance
in the longitudinal direction softens the primary
suspension.
The cross-bracing links are modelled as high stiffness
elements connecting the wheels diagonally as seen in
Figure 2. A clearance at the connecting points of
maximum 1 mm at the wheels were provided as well.
Secondary suspension:
The secondary suspension consists of a centre-plate in the
middle with two side bearers on either side of the bogie.
The centre-plate consists of a spherical pivot on the bogie
frame upon which the carbody rests.
Side-bearers consist of horizontal friction plates mounted
on twin vertical coil springs. In the standard UIC-Y25
model, the vertical springs also shear longitudinally up to
1 mm in either direction before encountering a metallic
stop, modelled with a high stiffness element. This
clearance provides for the softening of the secondary
suspension in the longitudinal direction. For the
FR8RAIL bogie design, this clearance is not included and
modelled with a very small value (10-5 mm) to avoid
computational issues. The simulation model was
constructed using the modelling principles described
using the MBS software, GENSYS [12].

2.3. Preliminary investigations
Some preliminary simulations to assess the lateral forces
while curving, and stability at high speeds were
performed for the standard UIC-Y25 and FR8RAIL
models. Simulations were performed for track with
irregularities.
Lateral forces on the leading wheelset
The lateral wheelset forces (Y) along a curve give an
indication of the curving performance and the resulting
damage caused to the wheel and rail. The Y-forces for the
leading wheelset for 3 different track curvatures are given
in Figure 3. It can be seen here that while there is not
much difference in the lateral forces for the outer wheel
between the running gears, the lateral forces in the inner
wheels are reduced significantly in tight curves. Also, on
straight track, both the running gears behave similarly at
high speeds despite the FR8RAIL running gear having a
softer primary suspension.

Figure 4, Energy dissipation at the outer wheel of the leading
wheelset.

From the preliminary investigations, comparing curving
performance, stability and energy dissipation values, the
FR8RAIL running gear seems to exhibit an improved
running behaviour w.r.t the standard UIC-Y25 variant. A
detailed investigation into wheel and rail damages is
carried out in the following sections.
3. RCF assessment methodology
The proposed RCF assessment methodology is based on
a wheel profile prediction methodology which is able to
account for the stochastic nature of railway operation.
Wheel/rail contact data for different wheel profile wear
states are used to assess the development of wheel and
rail RCF. This is important especially if someone wants
to assess different running gear concepts with respect to
their impact on wheel and rail RCF because wheels
change their profiles due to wear dependent on the
investigated running gear technology itself. Thus, using
measured wheel profiles from other vehicles is not
sufficient in this context.
To consider wear on wheel profiles, a long-term wear
calculation methodology is used. The methodology is
based on Archard wear calculation theory [15].
According to Archard, the depth of the material removal
due to wear (𝑊) is proportional to quotient of pressure
(𝑝) and the hardness (𝐻) of the softer material multiplied
by sliding velocity 𝑆.

Figure 3: Lateral Forces (Y) on the leading wheelset of the wagon
with different types of running gear.

Stability
The normal UIC-Y25 running gear for an empty wagon
with 5 ton/axle has a comparatively low non-linear
critical speed at about 100 km/h as seen in [13]. The
cross-bracing and the lack of side-bearer clearance
increases the non-linear critical speed to about 140 km/h
for the FR8RAIL running gear with an axle load of 5 t.
The critical speed was checked by steadily decreasing the
speed of a train, initially running at a high speed on an
ideal tangent track after being introduced to lateral track
irregularities. The detailed methodology for calculating
the non-linear critical speeds of rail vehicles can be seen
in [14].
Energy dissipation
Figure 4 shows the Energy dissipation (𝑇) values, an
indication of wheel/rail damage for the outer wheel of the
leading wheelset on a track with a radius of 300 m.

𝑝

𝑊 = 𝑘′ ∙ ( ) ∙ 𝑆
𝐻

(2)

The proportionality factor (𝑘′) depends on the governing
wear mechanisms. One way to evaluate 𝑘′ is to use
Olofsson and Telliskivi’s laboratory test results where,
the wear coefficients depends on sliding velocity and
contact pressure cf. Figure 5.

Figure 5, Wear map for wheel and rail steel; H is the hardness of the
material.

To follow the methodology, first, a set of dynamic timedomain simulations representing the train, line geometry
and the operational conditions should be prepared. The
simulation outputs used for the wear calculations include
creepages, creep forces, normal force, moment, contact
size and locations on wheel and rail and wheel/rail
friction level. Usually, in MBS software, Hertz theory
and FASTSIM algorithm are used to solve the normal and
tangential contact problems respectively. It is shown that
to estimate the forces, FASTSIM provides relatively
acceptable amount of error; however, this may have
considerable defects in estimating the level of shear
stresses in the contact patch (more than 33% at the point
of contact and close to infinity at the contact edges) [16].
This is more pronounced in the cases with high spin
values. To overcome the issue by using the MBS outputs,
the wear code calculates the shear stresses by FaStrip
algorithm which is shown to be precise and fast [17]. The
methodology also considers the contribution of the elastic
strain in the sliding velocity assessment as it is previously
done by Enblom [18]. After calculating wear in each
contact patch at each wheel revolution, the wear depths
will be summed up along the simulated track line (cf.
Figure 6) and the accumulated wear depth will be applied
on the wheel profiles to be used for the next iteration of
wear calculation process which is called a wear-step.

Figure 6, Summation of the wear per strip at each wheel revolution to
give total wear depth.

4. Simulation setups and variations
For the current study the Swedish Iron-Ore track line
(Malmbanan) is used. The line is around 500 km long
which connects the ports Luleå in the north of Sweden
and Narvik in the north of Norway. More than half of the
line is located above the Arctic Circle. For each wearstep, according to the line geometry data (with some
minor modifications: track section with 200 m radius is
added), and based on engineering experiences, nine
classes of simulation cases are chosen, see [20]. The
details of the track design geometries for the simulation
cases are listed in Table 2.
Table 2, Details of the track design geometries for each simulation
case according to Malmbanan.
Radius
Interval
[m]

Length
[m]

Gauge
[mm]

Super
elevation
[mm]

Contribution to
the total line
length [%]

Rail
profile

200

510

1444

300

450

1443

68

1

Worn 4

61

3.5

400

340

Worn 4

1448

66

1

450

Worn 3

427

1447

51

1.5

Worn 3

600

410

1445

46

14

Worn 2

800

400

1444

37

16.1

Worn 2

1000

410

1443

33

7.9

Worn 1

1500

390

1440

28

5

Worn 1

Straight

500

1435

0

50

Nominal

Moreover, the wheel/rail friction level for each
simulation case is randomly chosen with the probability
of normal distribution around 0.4, maximum of 0.5 and
minimum of 0.15. Flange lubrication is applied on the
wheels in which the friction coefficient at the flange area
drops to 0.15. Furthermore, the vehicle speed for each
simulation is calculated in a way to result in a random
cant deficiency with a probability of normal distribution
around 20%. The distribution of wheel/rail friction level
and the vehicle speed after 200k km of simulated running
distance are shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9 respectively.

The wear calculation methodology is summarised in
Figure 7. As mentioned at the beginning of this section,
wheel/rail contact data for different wheel wear states are
used to assess RCF on wheels and rails in a cumulative
way.

Figure 8, Wheel/rail friction level distribution after 200k km of
simulated running distance.

Figure 7, Methodology of wheel wear prediction developed by Jendel
[19].

Figure 9 Vehicle speed distribution after 200k km of simulated
running distance.

As it is mentioned in the introductory section, five
distinct pairs of measured rail profiles are used in the
simulation setups. They are listed in Table 2 from the
most worn profile (Worn 4) in the tightest curve to the
least worn profile in the widest curve (Worn 1) and
finally nominal profiles in the straight section. These rail
profiles are shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10, Used measured rail profiles.

The starting wheel profile for all the simulations carried
out in this study is EU standard S1002 wheel profile.
When performing dynamics simulation of freight trains,
it is very important to include track irregularities. This is
since often freight bogies are equipped with frictional
damping elements. Track irregularities provide excitation
which trigger sliding of the rigid bodies in contact and
prevent them to stick. Thus, for the current study, a
somewhat low amplitude track irregularities are used in
vertical, lateral, super-elevation and gauge formats.
Based on UIC518 standard, around 70% of the chosen
track sections are with QN<1 and 30% are with 1<QN<2
track irregularities. According to the standard, the second
class of the irregularities (i.e. 1<QN<2) should consist of
less than 40% of the line. This classification is defined
based on the maximum and standard deviation of the
lateral and vertical track irregularities in every 100 m of
the track. Figure 11 shows the lateral and vertical track
irregularities along 600 m of the line.

of 30 t. This is since the current wagons operating in
Malmbanan are with three-piece bogies with 30 t of axle
load. Thus, the outcomes of this study can be compared
with the already published measurement and simulation
results of the line e.g. [21].
5.

RCF assessment

5.1. RCF assessment on wheels
According to Johnson [22], considering assumptions like
steady-state rolling and plane-strain and in the presence
of residual stresses, material flow starts at the surface of
the wheel when the shear stress values at friction level
higher than ≈ 0.3 reaches the yield limit in shear of the
material (i.e. Tresca yield criterion). Note that the normal
contact problem i.e. pressure distribution and contact
geometry are solved by Hertz theory and the shear
stresses are calculated using the FaStrip algorithm from
the MBS results. Any of the contact patch mesh elements
in which the yield limit is reached is considered as a
location imposed by RCF. It is possible to count the
number of wheel cycles with the risk of RCF throughout
the entire simulated running distance (RCF number). This
gives a good indication of where on the wheel profile, the
RCF cracks are expected to appear.
To consider the effect of wear on RCF, it is assumed that
the energy dissipation at the patch is related to the fatigue
life of the wheels (i.e. Burstow model [23])
𝐸𝑖 =

𝜈𝑖 ∙ 𝐴
2√3

(𝜎𝑦 + 𝜎𝑈 ), for 𝑖 = 1,2

In Equation (3), 𝐸𝑖 is the thresholds for dissipated energy,
𝜈𝑖 is the total creepage for 0.3% and 1% respectively, 𝐴
is the contact area, 𝜎𝑦 is yield strength and 𝜎𝑈 is the
ultimate tensile strength of the wheel material.
If the calculated energy values are less than 𝐸1 , then the
frictional energy is transformed into initiation and
opening of the RCF cracks, and therefore the
corresponding RCF number will be unchanged.
However, for energy values between 𝐸1 and 𝐸2 , the
amount of energy consumed for material removal due to
wear starts to dominate, and thus the RCF number is
decreased proportionally, meaning that more wheel
cycles are needed to initiate the cracks. Finally, if the
calculated energy dissipation is higher than 𝐸2 , it is
assumed that wear is completely governing the situation
and there are no cracks to propagate. The energy
dissipation for each mesh of the contact patch is
calculated as Equation (4).
𝐸(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑞𝑥 (𝑥, 𝑦) ∙ (𝜈𝑥 − 𝜙 ∙ 𝑦) +
𝑞𝑦 (𝑥, 𝑦) ∙ (𝜈𝑦 + 𝜙 ∙ 𝑥),

Figure 11, Lateral and vertical track irregularities.

To simulate the operational loading conditions, wagons
change their load every full run (i.e. 500 km) from empty
to loaded and vice versa. Two axle loads are investigated
in this study. The first one is the standard loading
condition for UIC-Y25 bogies 22.5 t and an extreme case

(3)

(4)

where, 𝑥 and 𝑦 are the wheel profile coordinates, 𝑞𝑥 and
𝑞𝑦 are the shear stresses in longitudinal and lateral
directions respectively, and 𝜈𝑥 , 𝜈𝑦 and 𝜙 are the
longitudinal, lateral and spin creepages. Finally, it is
assumed that if the total energy dissipation in the contact
patch is greater than the global 𝐸2 , all RCF number values
in both the slip and stick area will be discarded and
equated to zero.

5.2. RCF and wear assessment on rails
As described in Section 5.1 for wheels, the typically
occurring high contact stresses in the interface between
wheels and rails can also cause material flow in the nearsurface layers of rails. Such usually severe plastic
deformations lead to changes of the microstructure in the
sense of an alignment of grains. This alignment causes
material ansisotropy resulting in variations of the crack
growth resistance dependent on the orientation relative to
the alignment. Depending on the amount of shear
deformation, the crack resistance can vary significantly,
ending up in preferred crack paths parallel to the
alignment of the microstructure.
This phenomenon is considered in the so-called wedge
model [24], [25]. The model predicts RCF crack initiation
dependent on the distribution of the plastic shear strain in
a thin layer near the rail surface (crack initiation layer).
Based on this approach, four different cases can be
distinguished: case A with low plastic deformations
without a preferred crack growth direction (wear only),
case B with high plastic deformations with a preferred
crack growth direction parallel to the surface with a high
probability that micro-cracks break out (wear only), case
C with medium plastic deformations again with a
preferred crack growth direction but in this case with an
oblique angle to the surface forcing microscopic cracks
to grow quickly away from the surface resulting in
macroscopic cracks (wear and RCF). There is a fourth
case D again with severe plastic deformations causing
wear and RCF despite a preferred crack growth direction
parallel to the surface. In this case RCF crack initiation
occurs mainly due to the very high contact stresses with
low influence from changes in the microstructure.
The model consists of a plasticity module predicting the
plastic shear deformation distribution within the crack
initiation layer dependent on the normal and tangential
contact stresses and creepages.
To assess the contribution of severe plastic shear
deformations to RCF crack initiation the distribution of
the plastic shear deformation near the surface (in the
crack initiation layer) is compared to a reference
distribution which is assumed to be favorable for crack
initiation by calculating a so-called similarity parameter
Aα. The reference plastic shear deformation distribution
has been established based on rail specimens from
railway operation and from test rig experiments
previously.
The calculated similarity parameter Aα goes into the
fatigue module of the wedge model. The fatigue life
calculation is based on the so-called effective stress σA
which is calculated from this similarity parameter Aα, the
maximum (tensile) principal stress σ* during the load
cycle, and the parameter ft (quantifying the influence of
traction and braking) [24]:
𝜎𝐴 = max(𝜎 ∗ (𝑡)) ∙ (1 + 𝑘𝐴 ∙ 𝐴𝛼 ) ∙ 𝑓𝑡

(2)

The constant kA and the constant in the parameter ft have
been determined by wheel/rail test rig experiments [24],
[25]. The effective stress σA is then used with Basquin’s
equation and linear damage accumulation to estimate the
damage D with respect to RCF initiation [24].
After calculating the damage D some of the damaged
material is removed from the surface to account for the

wear process in the model. Similar to the approach
described in Section 3 for the wheel wear, this is done
based on the dissipated energy within the contact. Due to
this removal of damaged material from the rail surface,
undamaged material moves into the crack initiation layer.
If the contact conditions do not change, this leads to a
kind of shake down in the sense that the damage
increment and the removal of damaged material due to
wear per cycle are in equilibrium.
After calibrating the wedge model by wheel/rail test rig
experiments, the model has been applied to heavy haul
operation for further validation [26]. The investigations
showed a good qualitative agreement with observations
from the field.
5.3. Discussion of wheel and rail RCF models
In this section the used methodologies to assess wheel
RCF (see Section 5.1) and rail RCF (see Section 5.2) are
compared and discussed.
Qualitatively both approaches show the same general
model behavior. Cases with wear only and cases with
wear and RCF at the same time are distinguished.
However, the model view behind the two methodologies
is quite different. While in the wheel RCF assessment
methodology the distinction between the wear only and
wear-RCF cases is mainly based on the local stress
situation and the dissipated energy (removal of initiated
cracks due to wear), in the rail RCF assessment
methodology (wedge model) the initiation of RCF cracks
and wear are more or less two independent processes
even though the wear continuously removes some of the
damaged rail material on the surface. Whether RCF
cracks get initiated on the rail surface or not (wear only
or wear and RCF) is, beside the stress situation, mainly
determined by the distribution of the plastic shear
deformation within the crack initiation layer – which of
course depends again on the local stress situation – to
account for effects from changes in the material
microstructure and the according developing material
anisotropy. Although the thinking behind the two
approaches is significantly different, the qualitative
behavior of the two models is similar. While the rail RCF
assessment methodology tries to account more for the
physical phenomena behind RCF crack initiation by the
cost of increased calculation times but with reduced effort
for calibration and validation (wider range of
applicability), the wheel RCF assessment methodology is
a more phenomenological approach which needs more
effort for calibration and validation for certain operation
conditions but with benefits regarding calculation time.

6. Results
6.1. Wheel wear
All the simulation cases in this section are with 30 t axle
load, when fully loaded, and the simulated running
distance is around 200k km. The vertical wear depth is
calculated for various simulation cases and it is shown in
Figure 12. As the figure shows there is a significant
difference between the FR8RAIL and UIC-Y25 vehicle
when it comes to wear of the wagon wheels. The
differences are more pronounced in the flange area. This

is due to better curving performance of the FR8RAIL
bogie cf. Figure 3 and Figure 4. Comparing the results
with measured data on Iron-Ore line (see [19]) for the
wagons running with three-piece bogies shows that while
the standard UIC-Y25 bogie performs slightly better (less
wear), the FR8RAIL bogie results in almost 4 times less
wear after 200k km running distance.

methodology described in Section 5.2. It must be
mentioned again, that because of the stochastic approach
some of the vehicle model parameters are not constant in
the chosen simulation samples, as for example the
coefficient of friction or the speed (see also Section 6.4).
The chosen simulation samples include only cases where
the vehicle is fully laden (according to 30 t axle load).

Figure 12, Vertical wear depth for various simulation cases after 200k
km simulated running distance. The flange area starts at lateral
coordinates above 0.02 m.

6.2. Wheel RCF
For the same simulation cases, the RCF calculation
results for wheels are presented in this section. The
results are the RCF-numbers (cf. Section 5.1) as function
of wheel coordinates after about 200k km simulated
running distance, see Figure 13.
As the figure shows, changing the wheel-base distance
and longitudinal clearance between the spring-holder at
the FR8RAIL bogie does not have any considerable
effects in the long run. However, the FR8RAIL bogie
significantly reduces the RCF risk compared to UIC-Y25
standard bogie.
RCF-numbers are counted in each wheel revolution
which means, after 200k km of running distance, the
UIC-Y25 vehicle has run around 14 times more (~12k
km) with RCF condition (i.e. the shear stresses above the
shear strength at the surface) compared to the FR8RAIL
bogie.
Moreover, most of the RCF cracks are located at the
vicinity of the nominal rolling radius, this is in contrast
with the observed data in the Iron-Ore line where the
cracks are more shifted to the field side (between -0.02 to
-0.04 according to [27]). The main reason to this could be
the different wheel and rail profiles used in Iron-Ore line
compared to the ones used in this study, apart from the
differences in dynamic behaviour of three-piece and
UIC-Y25 bogies.
6.3. Rail RCF
For different wear steps of the wheel profiles (10k km,
100k km, 190k km) wheel/rail contact data have been
taken from the according MBS simulation runs for the
UIC-Y25 and FR8RAIL (1.8 m wheel base, 4 mm
longitudinal clearance between the spring-holder)
running gears in 200, 400, 600 and 1000 m curves. These
data have been used to access the RCF initiation on the
surfaces of the high and the low rail according to the

Figure 13, RCF results for various simulation cases after 200k km
simulated running distance.

Figure 14 shows a comparison between the UIC-Y25 and
FR8RAIL bogie regarding the predicted RCF damage on
the high rail for the four investigated curve radii. The
longitudinal position on the track has been chosen
randomly within the constant curve. The calculated
cumulated normalised RCF damage distribution on the
surface (log(D/max(D))) of the high rail is depicted in
colour as a qualitative measure for the propensity to RCF
crack initiation. According to Figure 14 the results for the
low rail are plotted in Figure 15. Figure 16 shows the

maximum cumulated normalised RCF damage values
from Figure 14 and Figure 15 plotted over curve radius.
As expected, generally higher damage values are
predicted on the high rail compared to the low rail. In
most of the cases the FR8RAIL bogie results in an
improvement regarding rail RCF compared to the UICY25 bogie. However, in some cases the FR8RAIL bogie
shows slightly increased damage values as for example in
the 600 m curve at the high rail. The same is true for the
low rail in a 200 m curve even though the damage values
are still very low compared to the high rail. Further
detailed investigations are needed and will be done to
fine-tune adaptable bogie parameters further.
UIC bogie
(wheel base 1.8 m)

FR8RAIL bogie
(wheel base 1.8 m)

Figure 16, Maximum cumulated normalised RCF damage
(max(log(D/max(D)))) for three simulation cases (10k km, 100k km,
190k km running distance) on the high and low rail for the fully laden
UIC-Y25 and FR8RAIL wagon dependent on curve radius.

R = 200 m

Figure 17 and Figure 18 show the according cumulated
normalised wear depth results (Δz/max(Δz)). The
FR8RAIL bogie shows a significant improvement
compared to the UIC-Y25 bogie in all investigated cases
on both, the high and the low rail.

R = 400 m

UIC bogie
(wheel base 1.8 m)

R = 600 m

FR8RAIL bogie
(wheel base 1.8 m)

R = 1000 m

high rail
log(D/max(D))
no RCF initiation

increased RCF initiation

Figure 14, Cumulated normalised RCF damage distribution
(log(D/max(D))) on the high rail for three simulation cases (10k km,
100k km, 190k km running distance) for the fully laden UIC-Y25 and
FR8RAIL wagon in 200, 400, 600 and 1000 m curves.
UIC bogie
(wheel base 1.8 m)

FR8RAIL bogie
(wheel base 1.8 m)

low rail
R = 200 m

R = 400 m

Figure 17, Cumulated normalised wear depth distribution
(Δz/max(Δz)) on the high and the low rail for three simulation cases
(10k km, 100k km, 190k km running distance) for the fully laden UICY25 and FR8RAIL wagon in 200, 400, 600 and 1000 m curves.
R = 600 m

R = 1000 m

log(D/max(D))
no RCF initiation

increased RCF initiation

Figure 15, Cumulated normalised RCF damage distribution
(log(D/max(D))) on the low rail for three simulation cases (10k km,
100k km, 190k km running distance) for the fully laden UIC-Y25 and
FR8RAIL wagon in 200, 400, 60 and 1000 m curves.

Figure 18, Maximum cumulated normalised wear depth
(max(Δz/max(Δz))) for three simulation cases (10k km, 100k km, 190k
km running distance) on the high and low rail for the fully laden UICY25 and FR8RAIL wagon dependent on curve radius.

6.4. Sensitivity analysis of random simulation
inputs
To study the effects of stochastic simulation inputs in the
results, the simulations are repeated for the same vehicle
model, rail profiles and axle load (22.5 t) while the
vehicle speed and friction level are varied as described in
Section 4. The subtraction between the histograms of
vehicle speeds and friction levels of the two cases after
50k km of simulation running distance are shown in
Figure 19. According to the figure, for example, Case 2
has run around 600 km more with high friction level of
0.5 which results in a higher level of RCF risks for the
wheels.

Figure 19, Variations of friction and speed after 50k km simulated
running distance for two distinct simulation cases.

There are no considerable differences between the
simulated wear depth results observed for the two cases.
However, wheel RCF-numbers show to be slightly more
sensitive to the changes. Case 2 has run around 100 km
more with RCF condition than Case 1. The difference is
around 10% relative to each other. Thus, a tolerance of
10% could be expected for the results shown in this study.
This does not jeopardise the results since in real
operation, wheel and rail lives vary from bogie to and
from a season to season etc. Similar effects can be
expected when looking on rail RCF.
7. Conclusions
The assessment of running gears with respect to wheel
and rail RCF already during their development process is

a complex task. The basis therefore are reliable vehicle
dynamics, RCF and wear models. Furthermore, the
interaction between the vehicle and the track must be
considered in a sufficient way e.g. by accounting for the
stochastic nature of adhesion in the wheel/rail interface
and the variations in operating conditions. One of the
main issues in this context is the fact, that for such
investigations realistic wheel and rail profiles should be
considered because they have a high impact e.g. on the
steering behaviour of the considered running gears and
therewith on the loading conditions in the wheel/rail
interface. In the case of rail profiles, using measured
profiles is a practicable approach. But in the case of the
wheel profiles, this approach fails because the
development of the profiles due to wear depends on the
investigated running gear technology itself. Thus, using
measured wheel profiles from other vehicles is not
sufficient.
In this work an integrated approach is presented. Based
on a wheel profile prediction methodology which
accounts for the stochastic nature of railway operation in
the MBS simulations behind, wheel/rail contact data for
different wheel profile wear states are used to assess the
development of wheel and rail RCF. This approach
allows e.g. for the assessment of rail RCF in different
curve radii in a cumulative way (sum of damage over
lifetime of wheel profiles). Furthermore, RCF
assessments can be done at different wear states of the
wheel profiles to get insight how the contribution to
wheel and rail RCF varies depending on the evolution of
the wheel profiles.
The presented methodology is exemplary applied to two
freight wagon bogie types, the UIC-Y25 standard bogie
and the so called FR8RAIL bogie with a mechanical
wheelset steering device to improve the curving
behaviour of the vehicle. The initial results show a
significant improvement with respect to wear (wear
depth) and RCF on wheels for the FR8RAIL bogie
compared to the UIC-Y25 bogie. When looking on wear
on rails (wear depth) also a significant improvement in
the investigated cases is predicted. The same is true for
rail RCF in most of the investigated cases. However, in
certain scenarios (curve radii) a slight increase of RCF on
the high and the low rail is predicted for the FR8RAIL
bogie. Further detailed investigations are needed and will
be done to fine-tune adaptable bogie parameters further.
The presented methodology is a promising tool to
optimize vehicles already in an early stage of the
development process. Furthermore, it might have
significant benefits in service, as for example when
thinking about improvements regarding vehicle and track
maintenance by application of friction management
products. It could be used to assess the impact of
lubrication and friction modifier devices on the
development of wheel/rail wear and RCF.
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Annex no. 2 - Vertical loadings Fz 4m 20t, Fz 7m 25t,
Fz 10m 28t, Fz 13m 36t, Fz 17m 42t, Fz 22m 64t
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Annex no.3 - Longitudinal loadings P1, P2, P3, P4 and P5
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Loading P2 (von Mises stresses) – Overall view
Loading P2 (von Mises stresses) – Overall view
Loading P2 (von Mises stresses) – Overall view
Loading P2 (von Mises stresses) – Overall view
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Annex no. 4 - Loading combinations K1 to K9
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Loading K1 (von Mises stresses) – Overall view
Loading K1 (von Mises stresses) – Overall view
Loading K1 (von Mises stresses) – detail 1
Loading K1 (von Mises stresses) – detail 1
Loading K1 (von Mises stresses) – detail 2
Loading K1 (von Mises stresses) – detail 2
Loading K1 (von Mises stresses) – detail 3
Loading K1 (von Mises stresses) – detail 3
Loading K1 (von Mises stresses) – detail 4
Loading K1 (von Mises stresses) – detail 4
Loading K1 (von Mises stresses) – detail 5
Loading K1 (von Mises stresses) – detail 5
Loading K1 (von Mises stresses) – detail 6
Loading K1 (von Mises stresses) – detail 6
Loading K2 (von Mises stresses) – Overall view
Loading K2 (von Mises stresses) – Overall view
Loading K2 (von Mises stresses) – Overall view
Loading K2 (von Mises stresses) – Overall view
Loading K2 (von Mises stresses) – detail 1
Loading K2 (von Mises stresses) – detail 1
Loading K2 (von Mises stresses) – detail 2
Loading K2 (von Mises stresses) – detail 2
Loading K2 (von Mises stresses) – detail 3
Loading K2 (von Mises stresses) – detail 3
Loading K2 (von Mises stresses) – detail 4
Loading K2 (von Mises stresses) – detail 4
Loading K2 (von Mises stresses) – detail 5
Loading K2 (von Mises stresses) – detail 5
Loading K2 (von Mises stresses) – detail 6
Loading K2 (von Mises stresses) – detail 6
Loading K3 (von Mises stresses) – Overall view
Loading K3 (von Mises stresses) – Overall view
Loading K3 (von Mises stresses) – Overall view
Loading K3 (von Mises stresses) – Overall view
Loading K3 (von Mises stresses) – detail 1
Loading K3 (von Mises stresses) – detail 1
Loading K3 (von Mises stresses) – detail 2
Loading K3 (von Mises stresses) – detail 2
Loading K3 (von Mises stresses) – detail 3
Loading K3 (von Mises stresses) – detail 3
Loading K3 (von Mises stresses) – detail 4
Loading K3 (von Mises stresses) – detail 4
Loading K3 (von Mises stresses) – detail 5
Loading K3 (von Mises stresses) – detail 5
Loading K3 (von Mises stresses) – detail 6
Loading K3 (von Mises stresses) – detail 6
Loading K4 (von Mises stresses) – Overall view
Loading K4 (von Mises stresses) – Overall view
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Loading K4 (von Mises stresses) – Overall view
Loading K4 (von Mises stresses) – Overall view
Loading K4 (von Mises stresses) – detail 1
Loading K4 (von Mises stresses) – detail 1
Loading K4 (von Mises stresses) – detail 2
Loading K4 (von Mises stresses) – detail 2
Loading K4 (von Mises stresses) – detail 3
Loading K4 (von Mises stresses) – detail 3
Loading K4 (von Mises stresses) – detail 4
Loading K4 (von Mises stresses) – detail 4
Loading K4 (von Mises stresses) – detail 5
Loading K4 (von Mises stresses) – detail 5
Loading K4 (von Mises stresses) – detail 6
Loading K4 (von Mises stresses) – detail 6
Loading K5 (von Mises stresses) – Overall view
Loading K5 (von Mises stresses) – Overall view
Loading K5 (von Mises stresses) – Overall view
Loading K5 (von Mises stresses) – Overall view
Loading K5 (von Mises stresses) – detail 1
Loading K5 (von Mises stresses) – detail 1
Loading K5 (von Mises stresses) – detail 2
Loading K5 (von Mises stresses) – detail 2
Loading K5 (von Mises stresses) – detail 3
Loading K5 (von Mises stresses) – detail 3
Loading K5 (von Mises stresses) – detail 4
Loading K5 (von Mises stresses) – detail 4
Loading K5 (von Mises stresses) – detail 5
Loading K5 (von Mises stresses) – detail 5
Loading K5 (von Mises stresses) – detail 6
Loading K5 (von Mises stresses) – detail 6
Loading K6 (von Mises stresses) – Overall view
Loading K6 (von Mises stresses) – Overall view
Loading K6 (von Mises stresses) – Overall view
Loading K6 (von Mises stresses) – Overall view
Loading K6 (von Mises stresses) – detail 1
Loading K6 (von Mises stresses) – detail 1
Loading K6 (von Mises stresses) – detail 2
Loading K6 (von Mises stresses) – detail 2
Loading K6 (von Mises stresses) – detail 3
Loading K6 (von Mises stresses) – detail 3
Loading K6 (von Mises stresses) – detail 4
Loading K6 (von Mises stresses) – detail 4
Loading K6 (von Mises stresses) – detail 5
Loading K6 (von Mises stresses) – detail 5
Loading K6 (von Mises stresses) – detail 6
Loading K6 (von Mises stresses) – detail 6
Loading K7 (von Mises stresses) – Overall view
Loading K7 (von Mises stresses) – Overall view
Loading K7 (von Mises stresses) – Overall view
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Annex no. 5 – Lifting via headstock L1, L2 and lifting via marked
points L3, L4
Loading of hook for tow rope H1
Loading of fastening element U1, U6
Loading of front wall C1, C2
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Annex no. 6 – Partition wall
Figure
Fig. 1
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Fig. 12
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Graphic display of assigned geometric properties of the model
Graphic display of assigned model levels
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Loading F2 (von Mises stresses) – Overall view
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Loading F3 (von Mises stresses) – detail 1
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Annex 7
Model description
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Annex 8
Evaluation of stresses for extraordinary loadings
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Annex 9
Evaluation of stresses for operational loadings

CONTENTS OF THE ANNEX:
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Fig. 1
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Exceeding of curves, Annex F.3, layer top
Exceeding of curves, Annex F.3, layer bottom
Exceeding of curves, Annex F.3, layer top
Exceeding of curves, Annex F.3, layer bottom
Exceeding of curves, Annex F.3, layer top
Exceeding of curves, Annex F.3, layer bottom
Safety against the curve a2, Annex F.3, axle guide stays
Safety against the curve a2, Annex F.3, axle guide stays
Safety against the curve a2, Annex F.3, axle guide stay
Standard Y25 bogie, exceeding of curves, Annex F.3, layer top
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Notes
1. Value of curve exceeding:
0,0 – the area is suitable for all ERRI curves
1,0 – the area is not suitable for the curve a2
2,0 – the area is not suitable for the curve a1
3,0 – the area is not suitable for the curve b.
2. Safety is the ratio of permissible and calculated stress amplitude according to the ERRI
curves.
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Annex 10
Calculation of disc brake friction force
1. In case of pneumatic braking

Effective force of the brake cylinder of the disc brake unit
Ft = (C * S) - Ff = (3,8 * 5,067)-1,3 = 17,95 kN
Maximal force due to pressure tolerances in BV
Ft = (C * S) - Ff = (4,04 * 5,067)-1,3 = 18,97 kN
Force acting upon brake lining
Fo = Ft * a/b * dynamic effectiveness = 17,95 * 191/149 * 0,96 = 22,09 kN
Maximal force due to pressure tolerances in BV
Fomax = Ft * a/b * dynamic effectiveness = 18,97 * 191/149 * 0,96 = 23,34 kN
Friction force (disc - lining)
Fko = 2 * F1 * friction coefficient = 2 * 22,09 * 0,4 = 17,67 kN
Maximal force due to pressure tolerances in BV
Fko = 2 * F1max * friction coefficient = 2 * 23,34 * 0,4 = 18,67 kN

2. In case of hand brake braking

Maximal force upon the hand brake lever
F1 = 10 kN
Brake cylinder force
F2 = F1 * e/f * hand brake lever effectiveness – spring resistance BV = 10 * 155/40 * 0,85 – 1,3 =
31,6 kN
Force acting upon both jaws (lining )
Forb = F2 * a/b * 2 * unit jaw effectiveness = 31,6 * 191/149 * 2 *0,90 = 73,0 kN
Friction force (disc - lining)
Fko = Forb * friction coefficient = 73,0 * 0,4 =29,2 kN
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